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Staff recommends the following changes be made to the above-referenced staff report,
dated December 17, 2015. Deletions shall be marked by a strikethrough and additions
shall be underlined. Deletions to suggested modifications shall be marked by a
bold strikethrough, and addition to suggested modification shall be marked by a double
underline.
1. On Page 1 of the staff report, the second full paragraph shall be revised as follows:
SUMMARY OF AMENDMENT REQUEST
The subject amendment request consists of two three distinct parts: an update to
the small lot subdivision regulations to allow for the subdivision of multi-family
zoned land, consistent with the density of the LCP/community plan, for the
construction of single family residences, and the majority of the 9th
Update revisions to the LDC, containing approximately 57 separate changes
divided into the categories of Permit Process, Use, Measurement, Parking, Signs,
and Minor Corrections, and a third ordinance related to the Update that addresses
previously conforming development. The City periodically reviews the LDC and
proposes corrections, modifications, clarifications, etc. to make the document
easier to understand and enforce. The small lot subdivision regulations were
approved by the San Diego City Council under one action, and the 9th Update was
approved by the San Diego City Council in two separate actions, one action
approving the regulations governing previously conforming development and the
other action approving the balance of the 9th Update.
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2. On Page 2 of the staff report, the final paragraph shall be revised as follows:
While many improvements to existing structures, previously conforming or not,
trigger the need for a CDP under the certified LCP, that in and of itself is not
always sufficient to meet the intent of the certified LCPs. There are certain levels
of improvements to a structure even along the shoreline that do not trigger the need
for a CDP (such as small additions), that could still increase the degree of nonconformity by extending or renewing the life of a previously conforming structure,
such as a portion of a residence within a bluff top setback. Furthermore, while
additions and alterations to an existing structure are assessed on a cumulative basis
to determine whether or not a coastal development permit is required, they are not
currently tracked on a cumulative basis to establish a threshold for when nonconforming rights should be considered for abatement. Thus, while an individual
project may fall under the threshold for requiring that the entire structure be
brought into conformance with current standards, over time separate alterations
may be utilized to thwart the intent of the threshold and construct an essentially
new structure in piecemeal fashion. This can perpetuate existing lines of
development along shoreline properties, where the risk from sea level rise, and
thus the potential for future shoreline protective devices, is greatest. The
Commission recognizes that the City’s proposed amendment is directed at
encouraging development in its large inventory of previously conforming
properties city-wide, and thus the Commission is not concerned about them in
large part. While the City’s proposal aims to make the regulation of previously
conforming development more predictable and enforceable, the clarified
provisions as proposed by the City would allow continued redevelopment and
expansion in potentially hazardous locations. For the properties immediately
adjacent to the shoreline and bays, the patterns and recycling of development must
be addressed in a manner that permits reasonable use while still recognizing the
changing nature of the coastline and the hazards therein. Protective measures
including, but not limited to, recordation of waivers of shoreline protection,
abating non-conformities, and siting new development away from coastal bluffs
and beaches could be missed in some of the potential improvements to previously
conforming structures along the coastline. Recognizing that it is these properties
along the coastline that are under the greatest risk from coastal hazards and where
concerns for public access and views are greatest, the suggested modifications put
forward language requiring that improvements to structures on such properties do
not increase the level of non-conformity and focuses this stricter language on these
oceanfront or bayfront properties within the coastal zone.
3. On Pages 5-6 of the staff report, delete the current motions and substitute the
following resolutions and motions:
PART II. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM SUBMITTAL - RESOLUTIONS
Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
resolutions and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a
staff recommendation are provided just prior to each resolution.
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I.

MOTION I: I move that the Commission reject City of San Diego LCP
Amendment No. LCP-SAN-15-0017-2/ Small Lot Subdivision (O-20483)
and 9th Update (O-20481) for the City of San Diego certified LCP, as
submitted.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF REJECTION AS SUBMITTED:
Staff recommends a NO vote. Failure of this motion will result in certification of
the Implementation Program Amendment as submitted and the adoption of the
following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote
of a majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO DENY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
AMENDMENT AS SUBMITTED:
The Commission hereby certifies the Implementation Program Amendment (Small
Lot Subdivision and 9th Update) for the City of San Diego LCP, as submitted, and
adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the Implementation Program
Amendment conforms with, and is adequate to carry out, the provisions of the
certified City of San Diego LCP, and certification of the Implementation Program
Amendment will meet the requirements of the California Environmental Quality
Act, because either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been
incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of the
Implementation Program Amendment on the environment, or 2) there are no
further feasible alternatives or mitigation measures that would substantially lessen
any significant adverse impacts on the environment that will result from
certification of the Implementation Program, as amended.
II.

MOTION II: I move that the Commission reject the City of San Diego
LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-SAN-15-0017-2/ 9th Update Previously
Conforming regulations (O-20482) for the City of San Diego certified
LCP, as submitted.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF REJECTION AS SUBMITTED:
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in rejection of the
Implementation Program Amendment as submitted and the adoption of the
following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote
of a majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO DENY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
AMENDMENT AS SUBMITTED:
The Commission hereby denies certification of the 9th Update Previously
Conforming regulations as submitted for the City of San Diego and adopts the
findings set forth below on grounds that the Implementation Program amendment
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as submitted does not conform with, and is inadequate to carry out, the provisions
of the certified Land Use Plan(s). Certification of the Implementation Program
amendment would not meet the requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act as there are feasible alternatives and mitigation measures that would
substantially lessen the significant adverse impacts on the environment that will
result from certification of the Implementation Program amendment as submitted.
III.

MOTION III: I move that the Commission certify the City of San Diego
LCP Amendment No. LCP-6-SAN-15-0017-2/9th Update Previously
Conforming regulations (O-20482) for the City of San Diego if it is
modified as suggested in this staff report.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF CERTIFICATION AS MODIFIED:
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in certification
of the Implementation Program Amendment with suggested modifications and the
adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO CERTIFY THE IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
AMENDMENT WITH SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS:
The Commission hereby certifies the 9th Update Previously Conforming
regulations for the City of San Diego if modified as suggested and adopts the
findings set forth below on grounds that the Implementation Program Amendment,
with the suggested modifications, conforms with and is adequate to carry out the
certified Land Use Plan(s). Certification of the Implementation Program
Amendment if modified as suggested complies with the California Environmental
Quality Act, because either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives
have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of the
Implementation Program Amendment on the environment, or 2) there are no
further feasible alternatives and mitigation measures that would substantially
lessen any significant adverse impacts on the environment.
4. Beginning on Page 6 of the staff report, Suggested Modification No.1, relating to
Section 127.0104: Maintenance, Repair, Alteration, or Replacement of Previously
Conforming Structures, shall be revised as follows:
§127.0104

Maintenance, Repair, Alteration, or Replacement of Previously
Conforming Structures
(a) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a structure
with a previously conforming structural envelope is permitted in
accordance with Process One, unless the proposed development
otherwise requires a Coastal Development Permit pursuant to
Section 126.0704(b).
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(b) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a structure
with a previously conforming structural envelope for proposed
development that requires a Coastal Development Permit pursuant
to Section 126.0704(b) requires a Neighborhood Development
Permit decided in accordance with Process Two.
(c) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a dwelling
unit or multiple dwelling unit structure, that makes the premises
previously conforming for density, is permitted in accordance with
Process One, unless the proposed development otherwise requires a
Coastal Development Permit.
(d) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a nonresidential structure containing a previously conforming use is
permitted in accordance with Process One if the proposed
development would retain 50 percent or more of the exterior walls
of the previously conforming structure. If the proposed
development would retain less than 50 percent of the exterior walls
of the previously conforming structure, the proposed development
requires a Neighborhood Development Permit decided in
accordance with Process Two. The calculation of exterior walls
shall be measured in accordance with Section 127.0111.
(e) In the Coastal Overlay Zone, the previously conforming status
for a structure located on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal
beach or coastal bluff edge within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge
shall terminate upon destruction, demolition, or removal of 50
percent or more of the structure’s exterior walls major structural
components, which shall be measured in accordance with Section
127.0111 exterior walls. Development standards applicable to new
structures shall then apply to the entire structure.
5. Beginning on Page 7 of the staff report, Suggested Modification No. 2, relating to
Section 127.0105: Reconstruction Following Fire, Natural Disaster, or Act of the
Public Enemy, shall be revised as follows:
§127.0105 Reconstruction Following Fire, Natural Disaster, or Act of the
Public Enemy
(a) The reconstruction provisions of Section 127.0105 apply only to the
reconstruction of a previously conforming structure destroyed, in
whole or in part, as a result of fire, natural disaster, or act of the
public enemy, that met one or more of the following conditions
prior to the event that caused the destruction:
(1) The structure had a previously conforming structural
envelope;
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(2) The structure was a dwelling unit, or a structure that
included a dwelling unit or dwelling units, that made the
premises previously conforming for density; or
(3) The structure contained a previously conforming use.
(b) Reconstruction of any previously conforming structure described in
Section 127.0105(a) is permitted in accordance with Process One as
follows:
(1) Reconstruction of a non-residential structure containing
a previously conforming use and resumption of the use
where less than 50 percent of the structure’s exterior walls
were destroyed; or
(2) Reconstruction of a structure with a previously
conforming structural envelope or a structure that makes the
premises previously conforming for density where:
(A) The new structure would neither exceed the
gross floor area nor the structure height of the
destroyed structure by more than 10 percent; and
(B) The new structure would be located in
substantially the same location as the destroyed
structure or in a location that would reduce the nonconformity regarding structural envelope or density.
However, reconstruction of previously conforming density shall not
exceed the number of dwelling units that existed prior to the event
that caused the destruction.
(c) Reconstruction of any previously conforming structure
described in Section 127.0105(a) requires a Neighborhood
Development Permit if decided in accordance with Process Two if
the proposed development does not meet the criteria for Process
One approval in Section 127.0105(b).
(d) In the Coastal Overlay Zone, the previously conforming status
for a structure located on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal
beach or coastal bluff edge within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge
shall terminate upon destruction, demolition, or removal of 50
percent or more of the structure’s exterior walls major structural
components, which shall be measured in accordance with Section
127.0111 exterior walls. Development standards applicable to new
structures shall then apply to the entire structure.
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(1) Such reconstruction is subject to Coastal Development
Permit regulations and other regulations applicable to
conforming development.
(2) The calculation of exterior walls shall be measured in
accordance with Section 127.0111.
(1) Such reconstruction is subject to Coastal Development
Permit regulations and other regulations applicable to
conforming development.
(2) The calculation of exterior walls shall be measured in
accordance with Section 127.0111.
(e) Section 127.0105 does not provide an exemption from any
requirement to obtain applicable construction permits or
development permits.
6. Beginning on Page 8 of the staff report, Suggested Modification No. 3, relating to
Section 127.0106: Expansion or Enlargement of Previously Conforming Structures
or Structures on a Premises with Previously Conforming Density, shall be revised
as follows:
§127.0106

Expansion or Enlargement of Previously Conforming
Structures or of Structures on a Premises with Previously
Conforming Density
(a) Proposed expansion or enlargement of a structure with a
previously conforming structural envelope or of a structure on a
premises with previously conforming density is permitted in
accordance with Process One as follows, except that such
development on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal beach or
a coastal bluff edge is subject to Section 127.0106(c):
(1) Where all new construction conforms with current
development regulations for setbacks, floor area ratio, and
structure height and does not increase the non-conformity
regarding structural envelope or density;
(2) Where the proposed expansion or enlargement is
necessary to incorporate required public exits or fire walls to
meet public safety requirements of the California Building
Code or California Fire Code for a conforming use in a
previously conforming multiple dwelling unit or nonresidential structure as long as the need is not one created by
the proposed expansion or enlargement.
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(b) Proposed expansion or enlargement of a previously conforming
structural envelope within a setback, or of a structure on a premises
with previously conforming density that does not meet the criteria
for expansion or enlargement in accordance with Section
127.0106(a), requires a Neighborhood Development Permit decided
in accordance with Process Two, which shall only be granted if the
proposed expansion or enlargement meets all of the following
criteria:
(1) Conforms to the setback observed by the existing
structure;
(2) Complies with the floor area ratio and maximum
structure height of the underlying base zone;
(3) Does not encroach into a front yard or extend outside of
the developable area of the underlying base zone to within
10 feet of the front yard setback line, unless the proposed
expansion or enlargement would reduce the non-conformity
of existing development on a coastal bluff;
(4) Does not encroach more than 15 feet into any required
side or rear yard;
(5) Does not result in a total structure length within the
required yard that is greater than 50 percent of the length of
the adjacent property line;
(6) Does not create any new habitable space within 3 feet of
the property line;
(7) Is limited to additions at the first story level (as
measured in accordance with Section 113.0261) and does
not exceed the height of the existing structure within the
setback;
(8) Does not result in more dwelling units than the
underlying base zone allows; and
(9) Does not propose development on a premises that
contains or abuts a coastal beach or coastal bluff edge within
a required coastal bluff setback.
(c) For structures located on a premises that contains or abuts a
coastal beach or a coastal bluff edge, new additions and
improvements to existing structures, may be permitted subject
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to a Coastal Development Permit, provided that all such new
additions or improvements themselves do not increase the
degree of non-conformity and comply with the following:
(1) The proposed coastal development is in conformity with
the certified Local Coastal Program land use plan;
(2) The proposed coastal development does not alter more
than 50 percent of the exterior walls major structural
components of the structure as measured in accordance
with Section 127.0111;
(3) The proposed expansion shall not exceed 500 square
feet, except additional floor area may be permitted in
exchange for the removal or relocation of an equivalent
amount of existing floor area (from the primary structure
or an accessory structure) from within a required bluff or
side yard setback to a location at least 40 feet from the
coastal bluff edge. The proposed coastal development
does not constitute an increase in gross floor area
greater than 50 percent of the existing gross floor
area of the existing structure on a cumulative basis;
(4) The proposed development does not include
development of a basement with building area 5 feet or
more below grade or the use of caisson foundations;
(5) The proposed expansion does not constitute demolition,
renovation, or replacement of less than 50% of exterior
walls where the proposed alteration would result in
cumulative alterations exceeding 50% or more of
exterior walls, taking into consideration previous
alterations approved on or after the date of certification
of the LCPA; or an alteration that constitutes less than
50% increase in floor area where the proposed alteration
would result in a cumulative addition of greater than
50% of the floor area taking into consideration previous
additions approved on or after the date of certification of
the LCPA. The proposed coastal development does
not constitute an increase in gross floor area greater
than 50 percent of the existing gross floor area of the
existing structure on a cumulative basis;
(6) The proposed coastal development does not rely on
existing shoreline protection; and
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(7) The applicant agrees to execute and record a waiver of
future shoreline protection.
(d) In the Coastal Overlay Zone, the previously conforming status
for a structure located on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal
beach or a coastal bluff edge within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge
shall terminate upon destruction, demolition, or removal of 50
percent or more of the structure’s exterior walls major structural
components as measured in accordance with Section
127.0111 exterior walls. Development standards applicable to new
structures shall then apply to the entire structure.
(e) Proposed expansion or enlargement or a change in use of a
previously conforming large retail establishment is subject to a
Process One Construction Permit and the applicable supplemental
regulations in Section 143.0355(e) except as described below.
Proposed expansion or enlargement or a change in use of a large
retail establishment that would result in a structure that is 100,000
or greater square feet of gross floor area and an increase in average
daily trips is subject to a Site Development Permit in accordance
with Section 126.0502.
7. Beginning on Page 11 of the staff report, Suggested Modification No. 4, relating to
Section 127.0111: Rules for Calculations and Measurements of Exterior Walls,
shall be revised as follows:
§127.0111

Rules for Calculations and Measurement of Exterior Walls
(a) For the purposes of this Division, an exterior wall shall be
considered removed if the building Official determines that the
structural integrity of that wall the structure that wall has been lost.
(1) All previously conforming rights shall terminate when
proposed development constitutes redevelopment, defined
as: additions to an existing structure, exterior and/or
interior renovations, and/or demolition of an existing
structure or portions thereof which results in:
i. Alteration of 50% or more of major structural
components including: exterior walls, floor and
roof structure, and foundation, or a 50% increase
in floor area. Alterations are not additive between
individual major structural components;
however, changes to individual major structural
components are cumulative over time from the
date of certification of the LCPA.
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ii. Alteration of an exterior wall includes, but is not
limited to, when an exterior wall is made an
interior wall, an existing door or window is infilled or replaced with a new door or window of
different size or location, the existing support
structure is altered, or the existing support
structure is detached from the base plates.
(2) Demolition, renovation, or replacement of less than 50% of
a major structural component where the proposed
alteration would result in cumulative alterations exceeding
50% or more of a major structural component, taking into
consideration previous alterations approved on or after the
date of certification of the LCPA; or an alteration that
constitutes less than 50% increase in floor area where the
proposed alteration would result in a cumulative addition of
greater than 50% of the floor area taking into consideration
previous additions approved on or after the date of
certification of the LCPA.
(b) The applicant shall provide sufficient information to demonstrate the
extent of the proposed wall removal, or in the case of a structure destroyed
by fire, natural disaster, or act of the public enemy, the extent of wall
destruction, including, but not limited to:
(1) A site plan of the structure showing all existing exterior walls (and
those that were destroyed in accordance with Section 127.0105, if
applicable) identified and dimensioned in linear feet;
(2) A demolition plan with dimensions specified in linear feet for any
existing exterior walls proposed to be demolished or removed and
replaced in accordance with Section 127.0111(a)(1) or showing the
exterior walls that were destroyed in accordance with Section
127.0105, if applicable; and
(3) Structural calculations and details regarding all walls within the
structure proposed to be modified or reconstructed.
(c) The length of the exterior walls shall be measured in linear feet. In the
Coastal Overlay Zone, alteration of an exterior wall includes, but is not
limited to, when an exterior wall is made an interior wall, an existing door
or window is in-filled or replaced with a new door or window of different
size of location, the existing support structure is altered, or the existing
support structure is detached from the base plates.
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8. Beginning on Page 17 and continuing on to Page 18 of the staff report, the final
paragraph shall be revised as follows:
As mentioned earlier, one of the purposes of previously conforming regulations is
to identify the thresholds beyond which a structure is no longer considered an
existing structure, but instead constitutes new development, for which previously
conforming rights are terminated. The City’s proposed Section 127.0111 attempts
to clarify how calculation of demolition of exterior walls – a factor used in
determining if an improvement will create a new structure – will be carried
out. However, the certified LUPs of the City of San Diego, such as the La Jolla
Land Use Plan and the recently certified Ocean Beach Land Use Plan, recognize
that the thresholds for determining when an existing structure has been modified to
such an extent that its nonconforming elements should be abated can be calculated
by more than just the exterior walls. For example, modification and renovation of
interior walls, remodeling, foundation work, roofing components, etc. can all
factor into the extent of work performed on an existing residence of structure that
can substantially affect its economic life. Such work can result in replacement of
more than 50 percent of the existing structure or additions that cumulatively
increase the internal floor area by more than 50%. However Furthermore, recent
Commission action in other LCPs, including nearby Solana Beach, has
demonstrated that when determining whether a home is being slightly improved or
completely redeveloped, the analysis should look at changes to “major structural
components,” such as foundation, roof structure, and floor area, in addition to
exterior walls. The City’s proposal lacks these elements, and thus future analysis
of improvement projects to previously conforming structures may fail to properly
analyze the true extent of change to the existing structure and how much is truly
being retained. Under the current certified LCP, the City is already required to
track the cumulative changes to a structure over time to ensure that stated
thresholds are not exceeded in a piecemeal manner (ref. Section 126.0704(a)(2)
governing exemptions from coastal development permits). Such a cumulative
analysis is important in maintaining consistent application of the provisions of the
LCP over the multi-decade economic life of most structures, and the absence of
such an analysis in the City’s proposal, even though it also regulates changes to
coastal structures, renders the LCP amendment as proposed inadequate to carry out
LUP policies that require previously conforming structures to be brought into
conformity with current standards if 50% of a structure has been removed or
replaced. This creates the potential for previously conforming elements to be
rebuilt or renewed, even if reconstructed in the same footprint.
9. On Page 18 of the staff report, add the following paragraphs after the first full
paragraph of Part V: Previously Conforming Development Regulations:
The modifications to Section 127.0106(c), which governs expansions to previously
conforming structures on parcels that contain or abut a coastal beach or coastal
bluff, constitute substantial steps to encompassing measurement and analysis of
major elements involved in structural improvements that could potentially increase
the degree of non-conformity, such as foundations, exterior walls, and increases in
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interior floor area. Of note is the suggested modification in Section 127.0106(c)(3),
which limits any expansion to 500 square feet unless the applicant removes one
square foot of non-conforming floor area for every new square foot of expansion
area. This modification allows property owners reasonable improvements to
existing structures while providing an incentive to abate the non-conforming
aspects of the structure. The additional specificity on foundations and prohibition
on caissons, coupled with the cumulative accounting of improvements to a
structure over time, address much of the alterations and remodeling that are
encompassed by “major structural components,” greatly reducing the likelihood of
a development increasing the degree of nonconformity of an existing structure.
The prohibition on reliance on shoreline protection and requirement for a waiver of
shoreline protection for improvements to previously conforming structures on
coastal parcels ensures that while a property owner may wish to continue to use a
previously conforming structure, doing so will not increase the likelihood that
shoreline protection will be installed in the future to protect the improvements,
meeting the bluff protection policies of the certified LUPs.
Related to the permissible expansion, the suggested modification in Section
127.0106(c)(5) recognizes the fact that many structures are previously conforming
due to their age, and thus there exist structures along the coast that are substantially
smaller in size compared to the neighboring properties. Thus, there could be a case
of a 3,000 square foot structure on a coastal parcel with a portion of the structure
located within the bluff setback, where the current Floor Area Ratio limit
governing total square footage could permit a structure of significantly greater
size, resulting from multiple 500 square foot additions over time. In the case of a
structure of this type, it may be possible, even with the suggested modifications,
that the property owner could expand the structure in 500 square foot segments
over the years, until the end result is a structure over twice the size and retaining
the non-conforming portions within the bluff top setback, greatly expanding the
economic life of the structure and thus its degree of non-conformity. To avoid such
an outcome, and to provide property owners with a clear threshold beyond which
development would lose its previously conforming rights, Section 127.0106(c)(5)
clearly states that demolition of exterior walls and expansions to square footage
shall be tracked on a cumulative basis from the date of amendment approval so as
to identify when the 50% threshold is reached for a previously conforming
structure.
The suggested modification language focusing on “premises that contains or abuts
a coastal beach or coastal bluff” in order to identify the properties that fall under
the stricter scrutiny of the suggested modification language is preferable to an
arbitrary linear distance inland from those aforementioned geological features
because development along San Diego’s coast line, just like the coast line itself, is
rarely uniform, with various factors affecting topography, lot size, structure
location, drainage, views, and access opportunities. Lots and parcels along the
coast line are of various depths and sizes, and it is possible that in stating an
explicit distance inland, previously conforming structures, while on coastal
properties and thereby potentially causing impacts to geological stability and
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coastal access, could still not be addressed. Therefore, because by their nature, the
majority of properties along the coast will either abut or contain a defined coastal
feature such as a coastal bluff or sandy beach, basing the applicability of the
suggested modification language on the presence of such coastal features will
reduce the likelihood that a previously conforming structure will not be properly
regulated under the modified LCP language.
10. Beginning on Page 18 of the staff report, the final full paragraph shall be revised as
follows:
Furthermore, a common source of confusion among property owners within San
Diego’s coastal zone has been what exactly constitutes “demolition” of an existing
structure, and thus when the fifty percent threshold is crossed and the entire
structure is required to be brought to current standards. By expanding upon and
clarifying which major structural components of a structure are considered in an
improvement project, as well as how some of those components are measured, as
in the case of exterior walls for structures within the Coastal Overlay Zone, the
suggested modifications will simplify the development review process for both
property owners during the pre-application stage, and the local government during
the permit review process.
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TO:

COMMISSIONERS AND INTERESTED PERSONS

FROM:

SHERILYN SARB, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
DEBORAH LEE, DISTRICT MANAGER, SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
ALEXANDER LLERANDI, COASTAL PROGRAM ANALYST, SAN DIEGO
COAST DISTRICT

SUBJECT: STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON CITY OF SAN DIEGO MAJOR LCP
AMENDMENT NO. LCP-6-SAN-15-0017-2 (Small Lot Subdivisions/9th Update
to the Land Development Code) for Commission Meeting of January 14, 2015

SYNOPSIS
On June 26, 2015, the City of San Diego’s Local Coastal Program (LCP) Amendment
No. LCP-6-SAN-15-0017-2 was filed in the San Diego District office. This submittal
involves changes to the City’s certified implementation plan (IP)/Land Development
Code (LDC) to revise its regulations regarding small lot subdivisions and a separate 9th
Update package of amendments. A one-year time extension was granted on the
amendment submittal on August 13, 2015. As such, the last date for Commission action
on this item is the August 2016 hearing.
SUMMARY OF AMENDMENT REQUEST
The subject amendment request consists of two distinct parts: an update to the small lot
subdivision regulations to allow for the subdivision of multi-family zoned land,
consistent with the density of the LCP/community plan, for the construction of single
family residences, and the 9th Update to the LDC, containing approximately 57 separate
changes divided into the categories of Permit Process, Use, Measurement, Parking, Signs,
and Minor Corrections. The City periodically reviews the LDC and proposes corrections,
modifications, clarifications, etc. to make the document easier to understand and enforce.
SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The significant issues raised in the 9th Update relate to the regulations governing
improvements to previously conforming structures and the retention or termination of
previously conforming rights. As submitted, the amendment would allow improvements
to previously conforming structures that could increase the degree of non-conformity of
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the structures along the coast – where concerns for coastal hazards, public access, and
public views are greatest – such as new improvements within required setback areas.
The general purpose of previously conforming regulations is to inform property owners
that while some level of improvement to a previously conforming structure can
potentially be allowed without the entire structure needing to be brought into conformity
with current regulations, there are certain thresholds that, once crossed, terminate
previously conforming rights. The City’s proposed amendment to the previously
conforming regulations greatly expand the scope of improvements to previously
conforming structures to allow improvements that themselves increase the degree of nonconformity of the structure so long as they do not go beyond the extent of the existing
non-conforming aspects of the structure (i.e. a new addition within a required setback so
long as it does not encroach farther out than the existing encroachment).
If a development project were to be exempted under the proposed amendment simply
because the existing structure already contains some previously conforming features, it
will allow property owners to increase the degree of non-conformity, as well as extend
the life of structures that are on properties likely subject to future geological hazards,
such as bluff top or beachfront parcels. If a previously conforming property were allowed
to increase the degree of non-conformity, it is unclear how the City would be able to meet
the policy goals of the LCP, such as siting development away from areas of geological or
other coastal hazards, and protecting public views of the ocean that fall over private
properties.
While many improvements to existing structures, previously conforming or not, trigger
the need for a CDP under the certified LCP, that in and of itself is not always sufficient to
meet the intent of the certified LCPs. There are certain levels of improvements to a
structure even along the shoreline that do not trigger the need for a CDP (such as small
additions), that could still increase the degree of non-conformity by extending or
renewing the life of a previously conforming structure, such as a portion of a residence
within a bluff top setback. Furthermore, additions and alterations to an existing structure
are not currently tracked on a cumulative basis. Thus, while an individual project may fall
under the threshold for requiring that the entire structure be brought into conformance
with current standards, over time separate alterations may be utilized to thwart the intent
of the threshold and construct an essentially new structure in piecemeal fashion. This can
perpetuate existing lines of development along shoreline properties, where the risk from
sea level rise, and thus the potential for future shoreline protective devices, is greatest.
Protective measures including, but not limited to, recordation of waivers of shoreline
protection, abating non-conformities, and siting new development away from coastal
bluffs and beaches could be missed in some of the potential improvements to previously
conforming structures along the coastline. Recognizing that it is these properties along
the coastline that are under the greatest risk from coastal hazards and where concerns for
public access and views are greatest, the suggested modifications put forward language
requiring that improvements to structures on such properties do not increase the level of
non-conformity and focuses this stricter language on these oceanfront or bayfront
properties within the coastal zone.
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Staff is recommending rejection of the proposed amendment, as submitted, and then
approval of the amendment with suggested modifications. The amendment request, as
modified, and the LDC would remain consistent with the City’s many certified Land Use
Plans (LUPs). The appropriate resolutions and motions begin on Page 5. The suggested
modifications begin on Page 6. The findings for rejecting the amendment as submitted
begin on Page 12. The findings for approval of the amendment, as modified, begin on
Page 12.

BACKGROUND
The City’s first IP was certified in 1988, and the City then assumed permit authority. The
IP consisted of portions of the City’s Municipal Code, along with some Planned District
Ordinances (PDOs) and Council Policies. In 1999, the Commission certified the City’s
LDC that primarily includes Chapters 11 through 14 of the municipal code. It replaced
the first IP and took effect in the coastal zone on January 1, 2000. The Commission has
certified many IP amendments since 2000.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Further information on the City of San Diego LCP Amendment LCP-6-SAN-15-0017-2
may be obtained from Alexander Llerandi, Coastal Planner, at (619) 767-2370.
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PART I. OVERVIEW
A. LCP HISTORY
The City of San Diego has a long history of involvement with the community planning
process, and in 1977, requested that the Coastal Commission permit segmentation of its
Land Use Plan (LUP) into twelve parts in order to conform, to the maximum extent
feasible, with the City’s various community plan boundaries. In the intervening years,
the City has intermittently submitted all of its LUP segments, which are all presently
certified, in whole or in part.
When the Commission approved segmentation of the LUP, it found that the
implementation phase of the City’s LCP would represent a single unifying element. This
was achieved in January 1988, and the City of San Diego assumed permit authority on
October 17, 1988, for the majority of its coastal zone. Several isolated areas of deferred
certification remained at that time, but some have since been certified as LCP
amendments. Other areas of deferred certification still remain today and will be acted on
by the Coastal Commission in the future.
B. STANDARD OF REVIEW
Pursuant to Section 30513 of the Coastal Act, the Commission may only reject zoning
ordinances or other implementing actions, as well as their amendments, on the grounds
that they do not conform with, or are inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the
certified land use plan. The Commission shall take action by a majority vote of the
Commissioners present.
C. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Section 30503 of the Coastal Act requires local governments to provide the public with
the maximum opportunities to participate in the development of the LCP amendment
prior to submittal to the Commission for review.
The City has held Planning Commission and City Council meetings with regard to the
subject amendment request. All of those local hearings were duly noticed to the public.
Notice of the subject amendment has been distributed to all known interested parties.
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PART II. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM SUBMITTAL - RESOLUTIONS
Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
resolutions and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a staff
recommendation are provided just prior to each resolution.
I.

MOTION I:

I move that the Commission reject the Implementation Program
Amendment No. LCP-6-SAN-15-0017-2 for the City of San
Diego certified LCP, as submitted.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF REJECTION AS SUBMITTED:
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in rejection of the
Implementation Program Amendment as submitted and the adoption of the following
resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of
the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO DENY IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM AMENDMENT AS
SUBMITTED:
The Commission hereby denies certification of the Implementation Program Amendment
submitted for the City of San Diego and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds
that the Implementation Program amendment as submitted does not conform with, and is
inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the certified Land Use Plan(s). Certification of
the Implementation Program amendment would not meet the requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act as there are feasible alternatives and mitigation
measures that would substantially lessen the significant adverse impacts on the
environment that will result from certification of the Implementation Program
amendment as submitted.
II.

MOTION II:

I move that the Commission certify the Implementation Program
Amendment No. LCP-6-SAN-15-0017-2 for the City of San
Diego if it is modified as suggested in this staff report.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF CERTIFICATION AS MODIFIED:
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in certification of the
Implementation Program Amendment with suggested modifications and the adoption of
the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a
majority of the Commissioners present.
RESOLUTION TO CERTIFY THE IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM
AMENDMENT WITH SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS:
The Commission hereby certifies the Implementation Program Amendment for the City
of San Diego if modified as suggested and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds
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that the Implementation Program Amendment, with the suggested modifications,
conforms with and is adequate to carry out the certified Land Use Plan(s). Certification of
the Implementation Program Amendment if modified as suggested complies with the
California Environmental Quality Act, because either 1) feasible mitigation measures
and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse
effects of the Implementation Program Amendment on the environment, or 2) there are
no further feasible alternatives and mitigation measures that would substantially lessen
any significant adverse impacts on the environment.
PART III. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS
Staff recommends the following suggested modifications to the proposed Implementation
Plan be adopted. The underlined sections represent language that the Commission
suggests be added, and the sections shown in strikeout represent language which the
Commission suggests be deleted from the language as originally submitted.
1. Please revise Sub-section 127.0104(e), Maintenance, Repair, Alteration, or
Replacement of Previously Conforming Structures, to read as follows:
§127.0104

Maintenance, Repair, Alteration, or Replacement of Previously
Conforming Structures
(a) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a structure with a
previously conforming structural envelope is permitted in accordance with
Process One, unless the proposed development otherwise requires a
Coastal Development Permit pursuant to Section 126.0704(b).
(b) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a structure with a
previously conforming structural envelope for proposed development that
requires a Coastal Development Permit pursuant to Section 126.0704(b)
requires a Neighborhood Development Permit decided in accordance with
Process Two.
(c) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a dwelling unit or
multiple dwelling unit structure, that makes the premises previously
conforming for density, is permitted in accordance with Process One,
unless the proposed development otherwise requires a Coastal
Development Permit.
(d) Maintenance, repair, alteration, or replacement of a non-residential
structure containing a previously conforming use is permitted in
accordance with Process One if the proposed development would retain 50
percent or more of the exterior walls of the previously conforming
structure. If the proposed development would retain less than 50 percent of
the exterior walls of the previously conforming structure, the proposed
development requires a Neighborhood Development Permit decided in
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accordance with Process Two. The calculation of exterior walls shall be
measured in accordance with Section 127.0111.
(e) In the Coastal Overlay Zone, the previously conforming status for a
structure located on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal beach or
coastal bluff edge within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge shall terminate
upon destruction, demolition, or removal of 50 percent or more of the
structure’s major structural components, which shall be measured in
accordance with Section 127.0111 exterior walls. Development standards
applicable to new structures shall then apply to the entire structure.
2. Please revise Sub-section 127.0105(d), Reconstruction Following Fire, Natural
Disaster, or Act of the Public Enemy, to read as follows:
§127.0105

Reconstruction Following Fire, Natural Disaster, or Act of the Public
Enemy
(a) The reconstruction provisions of Section 127.0105 apply only to the
reconstruction of a previously conforming structure destroyed, in
whole or in part, as a result of fire, natural disaster, or act of the public
enemy, that met one or more of the following conditions prior to the
event that caused the destruction:
(1) The structure had a previously conforming structural envelope;
(2) The structure was a dwelling unit, or a structure that included a
dwelling unit or dwelling units, that made the premises previously
conforming for density; or
(3) The structure contained a previously conforming use.
(b) Reconstruction of any previously conforming structure described in
Section 127.0105(a) is permitted in accordance with Process One as
follows:
(1) Reconstruction of a non-residential structure containing a
previously conforming use and resumption of the use where less
than 50 percent of the structure’s exterior walls were destroyed; or
(2) Reconstruction of a structure with a previously conforming
structural envelope or a structure that makes the premises
previously conforming for density where:
(A) The new structure would neither exceed the gross floor
area nor the structure height of the destroyed structure by
more than 10 percent; and
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(B) The new structure would be located in substantially the
same location as the destroyed structure or in a location
that would reduce the non-conformity regarding structural
envelope or density.
However, reconstruction of previously conforming density shall not
exceed the number of dwelling units that existed prior to the event that
caused the destruction.
(c) Reconstruction of any previously conforming structure described in
Section 127.0105(a) requires a Neighborhood Development Permit if
decided in accordance with Process Two if the proposed development
does not meet the criteria for Process One approval in Section
127.0105(b).
(d) In the Coastal Overlay Zone, the previously conforming status for a
structure located on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal beach or
coastal bluff edge within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge shall terminate
upon destruction, demolition, or removal of 50 percent or more of the
structure’s major structural components, which shall be measured in
accordance with Section 127.0111 exterior walls. Development standards
applicable to new structures shall then apply to the entire structure.
(1) Such reconstruction is subject to Coastal Development Permit
regulations and other regulations applicable to conforming development.
(2) The calculation of exterior walls shall be measured in accordance with
Section 127.0111.
(e) Section 127.0105 does not provide an exemption from any requirement
to obtain applicable construction permits or development permits.
3. Please revise Section 127.0106, Expansion or Enlargement of Previously
Conforming Structures or of Structures on a Premises with Previously
Conforming Density, to read as follows:
§127.0106

Expansion or Enlargement of Previously Conforming Structures or of
Structures on a Premises with Previously Conforming Density
(a) Proposed expansion or enlargement of a structure with a previously
conforming structural envelope or of a structure on a premises with
previously conforming density is permitted in accordance with Process
One as follows, except that such development on a premises that contains
or abuts a coastal beach or a coastal bluff edge is subject to Section
127.0106(c):
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(1) Where all new construction conforms with current development
regulations for setbacks, floor area ratio, and structure height and
does not increase the non-conformity regarding structural envelope
or density;
(2) Where the proposed expansion or enlargement is necessary to
incorporate required public exits or fire walls to meet public safety
requirements of the California Building Code or California Fire
Code for a conforming use in a previously conforming multiple
dwelling unit or non-residential structure as long as the need is not
one created by the proposed expansion or enlargement.
(b) Proposed expansion or enlargement of a previously conforming
structural envelope within a setback, or of a structure on a premises with
previously conforming density that does not meet the criteria for
expansion or enlargement in accordance with Section 127.0106(a),
requires a Neighborhood Development Permit decided in accordance with
Process Two, which shall only be granted if the proposed expansion or
enlargement meets all of the following criteria:
(1) Conforms to the setback observed by the existing structure;
(2) Complies with the floor area ratio and maximum structure
height of the underlying base zone;
(3) Does not encroach into a front yard or extend outside of the
developable area of the underlying base zone to within 10 feet of
the front yard setback line, unless the proposed expansion or
enlargement would reduce the non-conformity of existing
development on a coastal bluff;
(4) Does not encroach more than 15 feet into any required side or
rear yard;
(5) Does not result in a total structure length within the required
yard that is greater than 50 percent of the length of the adjacent
property line;
(6) Does not create any new habitable space within 3 feet of the
property line;
(7) Is limited to additions at the first story level (as measured in
accordance with Section 113.0261) and does not exceed the height
of the existing structure within the setback;
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(8) Does not result in more dwelling units than the underlying base
zone allows; and
(9) Does not propose development on a premises that contains or
abuts a coastal beach or coastal bluff edge within a required coastal
bluff setback.
(c) For structures located on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal
beach or a coastal bluff edge, new additions and improvements to
existing structures, may be permitted subject to a Coastal Development
Permit, provided that all such new additions or improvements
themselves do not increase the degree of non-conformity and comply
with the following:
(1) The proposed coastal development is in conformity with the
certified Local Coastal Program land use plan;
(2) The proposed coastal development does not alter more than 50
percent of the major structural components of the structure as
measured in accordance with Section 127.0111;
(3) The proposed coastal development does not constitute an
increase in gross floor area greater than 50 percent of the
existing gross floor area of the existing structure on a
cumulative basis;
(4) The proposed coastal development does not rely on existing
shoreline protection; and
(5) The applicant agrees to execute and record a waiver of future
shoreline protection.
(d) In the Coastal Overlay Zone, the previously conforming status for a
structure located on a premises that contains or abuts a coastal beach or a
coastal bluff edge within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge shall terminate
upon destruction, demolition, or removal of 50 percent or more of the
structure’s major structural components as measured in accordance with
Section 127.0111 exterior walls. Development standards applicable to new
structures shall then apply to the entire structure.
(e) Proposed expansion or enlargement or a change in use of a previously
conforming large retail establishment is subject to a Process One
Construction Permit and the applicable supplemental regulations in
Section 143.0355(e) except as described below. Proposed expansion or
enlargement or a change in use of a large retail establishment that would
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result in a structure that is 100,000 or greater square feet of gross floor
area and an increase in average daily trips is subject to a Site Development
Permit in accordance with Section 126.0502.
4. Please revise Section 127.0111(a), Rules for Calculations and Measurement of
Exterior Walls, to read as follows:
§127.0111

Rules for Calculations and Measurement of Exterior Walls
(a) For the purposes of this Division, an exterior wall shall be considered
removed if the building Official determines that the structural integrity
of the structure that wall has been lost.
(1) All previously conforming rights shall terminate when
proposed development constitutes redevelopment, defined as:
additions to an existing structure, exterior and/or interior
renovations, and/or demolition of an existing structure or
portions thereof which results in:
i. Alteration of 50% or more of major structural
components including: exterior walls, floor and roof
structure, and foundation, or a 50% increase in floor
area. Alterations are not additive between individual
major structural components; however, changes to
individual major structural components are
cumulative over time from the date of certification
of the LCPA.
ii. Alteration of an exterior wall includes, but is not
limited to, when an exterior wall is made an interior
wall, an existing door or window is in-filled or
replaced with a new door or window of different
size or location, the existing support structure is
altered, or the existing support structure is detached
from the base plates.
(2) Demolition, renovation, or replacement of less than 50% of a
major structural component where the proposed alteration
would result in cumulative alterations exceeding 50% or more
of a major structural component, taking into consideration
previous alterations approved on or after the date of
certification of the LCPA; or an alteration that constitutes less
than 50% increase in floor area where the proposed alteration
would result in a cumulative addition of greater than 50% of
the floor area taking into consideration previous additions
approved on or after the date of certification of the LCPA.
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(b) The applicant shall provide sufficient information to demonstrate the
extent of the proposed wall removal, or in the case of a structure destroyed
by fire, natural disaster, or act of the public enemy, the extent of wall
destruction, including, but not limited to:
(1) A site plan of the structure showing all existing exterior walls (and
those that were destroyed in accordance with Section 127.0105, if
applicable) identified and dimensioned in linear feet;
(2) A demolition plan with dimensions specified in linear feet for any
existing exterior walls proposed to be demolished or removed and
replaced in accordance with Section 127.0111(a)(1) or showing the
exterior walls that were destroyed in accordance with Section
127.0105, if applicable; and
(3) Structural calculations and details regarding all walls within the
structure proposed to be modified or reconstructed.
(c) The length of the exterior walls shall be measured in linear feet
PART IV. FINDINGS FOR REJECTION OF THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AMENDMENT, AS SUBMITTED
A. AMENDMENT DESCRIPTION
The subject amendment request consists of approximately 57 separate items, and
represents the 9th Update of the certified LDC, which went into effect in the coastal zone
on January 1, 2000. The City periodically reviews the LDC and proposes corrections,
modifications, clarifications, etc. to make the document easier to understand and enforce.
This update is similar to past updates in that it addresses a number of different categories
of the LDC, including the aforementioned previously conforming regulations, how to
calculate certain measurements, determining the applicable permit process, industrial
uses, parking, compliance with State law, and minor corrections. Many of the requested
updates are simple changes in nomenclature or correcting references to other regulations
in the code.
While some of the update addresses how measurements and calculations are to be
obtained, the standards themselves are not changed. Instead, the explanation of how to
measure and calculate has been simplified to be more understandable for any developer,
homeowner, or concerned citizen.
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B. FINDINGS FOR REJECTION
The standard of review for LCP implementation submittals or amendments is their
consistency with and ability to carry out the provisions of the certified LUP.
1. Previously Conforming Development Regulations:
The subject amendment to the LCP contains proposed provisions within Section
127.0106 that greatly expands the allowable improvements to previously conforming
structures. The proposal would allow, to a certain extent, owners of such previously
conforming structures, to implement improvements, such as additions, that themselves
are out of compliance with current requirements, so long as such new improvements do
not exceed the degree of non-conformity (i.e. encroach even further out) than the existing
non-conforming aspects of the existing structures. Section 127.0106 as proposed to be
amended states, in relevant part:
§127.0106 Expansion or Enlargement of Previously Conforming Structures
or of Structures on a Premises with Previously Conforming Density
(a) Proposed expansion or enlargement of a structure with a previously
conforming structural envelope is subject to the procedural requirements
for conforming structures if the existing density and use comply with all
applicable development regulations of the Land Development Code and if
the new construction will comply with all applicable development
regulations. or of a structure on a premises with previously conforming
density is permitted in accordance with Process One as follows:
(1) Where all new construction conforms with current development
regulations for setbacks, floor area ratio, and structure height and does
not increase the non-conformity regarding structural envelope or density;
(2) Where the proposed expansion or enlargement is necessary to
incorporate required public exits or fire walls to meet public safety
requirements of the California Building Code or California Fire
Code for a conforming use in a previously conforming multiple
dwelling unit or non-residential structure as long as the need is not
one created by the proposed expansion or enlargement.
(b) Proposed expansion or enlargement of a previously conforming
structural envelope within a setback, where the existing previously
conforming structure does not comply with applicable zoning
regulations as to density or use, requires, or of a structure on a
premises with previously conforming density that does not meet the
criteria for expansion or enlargement in accordance with Section
127.0106(a), requires a Neighborhood Development Permit. decided in
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accordance with Process Two, which shall only be granted if the
proposed expansion or enlargement meets all of the following criteria:
(1) Conforms to the setback observed by the existing structure;
(2) Complies with the floor area ratio and maximum structure height
of the underlying base zone;
(3) Does not encroach into a front yard or extend outside of the
developable area of the underlying base zone to within 10 feet of the front
yard setback line, unless the proposed expansion or enlargement would
reduce the non-conformity of existing development on a coastal bluff;
(4) Does not encroach more than 15 feet into any required side or rear
yard;
(5) Does not result in a total structure length within the required yard
that is greater than 50 percent of the length of the adjacent property
line;
(6) Does not create any new habitable space within 3 feet of the
property line;
(7) Is limited to additions at the first story level (as measured in
accordance with Section 113.0261) and does not exceed the height
of the existing structure within the setback;
(8) Does not result in more dwelling units than the underlying base
zone allows; and
(9) Does not propose development within a required coastal bluff
setback.
Section 127.0111, as proposed, states, in relevant part:
§127.0111 Rules for Calculations and Measurement of Exterior Walls
(a) For the purpose of this Division, an exterior wall shall be considered
removed if the Building Official determines that the structural integrity of
that wall has been lost.
(b) The applicant shall provide sufficient information to demonstrate the
extent of the proposed wall removal, or in the case of a structure destroyed
by fire, natural disaster, or act of the public enemy, the extent of wall
destruction, including, but not limited to:
(1) A site plan of the structure showing all existing exterior walls (and
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those that were destroyed in accordance with Section 127.0105, if
applicable) identified and dimensioned in linear feet;
(2) A demolition plan with dimensions specified in linear feet for any
existing exterior walls proposed to be demolished or removed and
replaced in accordance with Section 127.0111(a)(1) or showing the
exterior walls that were destroyed in accordance with Section
127.0105, if applicable; and
(3) Structural calculations and details regarding all walls within the
structure proposed to be modified or reconstructed.
(c) The length of the exterior walls shall be measured in linear feet.
In the case of the City of San Diego, it has developed community planning areas based on
its established neighborhoods and future urbanizing area. Predicated on those community
planning areas, the City utilized the geographic segmentation provisions of the LCP
regulations and developed its land use plan component covering twelve different
communities (i.e., North City, La Jolla, Pacific Beach, Mission Beach, Ocean Beach,
Peninsula, Otay-Mesa Nestor). These community plans or LCP Land Use Plans contain
policies that seek to reduce risk from coastal hazards and protect, or where possible
enhance, public access and public views. The Commission’s review of the proposed
changes to the Land Development Code must assure that development is approved only
when consistent with the certified LCP.
Listed below are shoreline development and adaptation standards, hazard reduction, and
resource protection policies contained in the certified Land Use Plan segments in the
Coastal Overlay Zone for the City of San Diego.
Ocean Beach Land Use Plan
•

7.3.5 Develop and implement shoreline management strategies to ensure all
shoreline development will provide long term protection of the coastal bluffs,
beaches, and public coastal access in the community.
o a. Require assumption of risk and a waiver of rights to future shoreline
protection for any new bluff top development or redevelopment.
o b. Tie a shoreline protective device to the life of the structure it has been
permitted to protect and address the feasibility of removing such devices
when the structure it is authorized to protect is demolished, redeveloped,
or no longer requires a protective device, whichever occurs first. Include
mitigation for shoreline armoring, if allowed, for coastal resource impacts,
including but not necessarily limited to ecological impacts and impacts to
shoreline sand supply and public access and recreation over the life of the
protective device. Require periodic assessment of the need for additional
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mitigation and of changed site conditions that may warrant removal or
modification of the protective device.
•

7.3.8 Preserve and protect coastal bluffs, beaches, and shoreline areas. Encourage
the retreat of existing development from the coastal bluff edge, and the removal of
shoreline protective devices with proposals for development. Use the coastal
development permit approval process to require additions and accessory
structures to be landward of the bluff edge setback line.
o a. Require removal or relocation of accessory structures located within the
bluff edge setback if it is determined, in conjunction with proposed
development on the site that such structures pose a threat to the bluff
stability, or, such structures should be brought into conformance with
current regulations.
o b. When redevelopment of an existing previously conforming structure on
a bluff top property includes the demolition or removal of 50 percent or
more of the exterior walls or replacement of more than 50 percent of the
structure, require the entire structure to be brought into conformance with
all policies and standards of the Local Coastal Program, including, but not
limited to, bluff edge setback.

La Jolla Land Use Plan
•

The City should preserve and protect the coastal bluffs, beaches and shoreline
areas of La Jolla assuring that development occurs in a manner that protects these
resources, encourages sensitive development, retains biodiversity and
interconnected habitats and maximizes physical and visual public access to and
along the shoreline.

•

Development on coastal bluffs should be set back sufficiently from the bluff edge
to avoid the need for shoreline or bluff erosion devices so as not to impact the
geology and visual quality of the bluff and/or public access along the shoreline.

•

The City should establish incentives to encourage the location of new or
redevelopment landward of the bluff edge setback line.

•

Set back new development on property containing coastal bluffs at least 40 feet
from the bluff edge so as to no impact the geology and visual quality of the bluff.
This setback may be reduced to not less than 25 feet if evidence is provided that
indicates the site is stable enough to support the development at the proposed
location without requiring construction of shoreline protective measures
throughout the economic lifespan of the structure (not less than 75 years). Require
applicants to accept a deed restriction to waive all rights to protective devices
associated with new development on coastal bluffs. Do not allow a bluff edge
setback of less than 40 feet if erosion control measures or shoreline protective
devices exist on the site which are necessary to protect the existing principal
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structure in danger from erosion. Require removal of obsolete or unnecessary
protective devices, when feasible, and in a safe manner, or otherwise allow such
devices to deteriorate naturally over time without any improvements allowed, to
restore the natural integrity and visual quality of the coastal bluff over the long
term. When appropriate, development may include open fencing to deter
trespassing and protect fragile resources, and erosion control measures. These
measures, such as seawalls and drainage conduits, are subject to the
Environmentally Sensitive Lands regulations which will ensure that such
measures do not alter the natural character of the bluff face, restrict public access,
or encroach on public property. Do not allow erosion control measures on a site
where development was approved with less than a 40 foot bluff edge setback,
unless otherwise permitted in the Sensitive Coastal Bluff Regulations in the Land
Development Code.
•

Require removal or relocation of accessory structures located within the bluff
edge setback if it is determined, in conjunction with proposed development on the
site that such structures pose a threat to the bluff stability, or such structures
should be brought into conformance with current regulations.

•

For structures located partially or entirely within the bluff edge setback, require
all additions (at grade and at upper floors) to be landward of the bluff edge
setback line. Additions that increase the size of the structure by 50% or more,
including all authorized additions that were undertaken after March 17, 1990
(effective certification of the LCP), shall not be authorized unless such structures
are brought into conformance with the policies and standards of the Local Coastal
Program.

Due to the age of the City of San Diego and many of its coastal communities, there are
several previously conforming structures within the coastal zone. Some of these
structures are previously conforming with regard to structural envelope, with portions of
the structures within required front, side, or rear yard/bluff top setbacks. Over the years,
many of these structures are the subject of applications to install new improvements, such
as additions (both above and below grade), partial or complete demolition and
reconstruction, or extensive remodels. While some of these improvements do trigger the
need to obtain a CDP, the City’s proposed amendments to the previously conforming
regulations would make it easier for some of these previously conforming structures to
increase the degree of non-conformity of the structure by adding new development not in
compliance with current standards, thereby lessening the incentive for property owners to
bring their structures into compliance with current standards or site the structure farther
away from bluff edges or sandy beaches. This in turn could increase the risk of a
shoreline protection device being required in the future by perpetuating a line of
development in a hazardous area.
As mentioned earlier, one of the purposes of previously conforming regulations is to
identify the thresholds beyond which a structure is no longer considered an existing
structure, but instead constitutes new development, for which previously conforming
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rights are terminated. The City’s proposed Section 127.0111 attempts to clarify how
calculation of demolition of exterior walls – a factor used in determining if an
improvement will create a new structure – will be carried out. However, recent
Commission action in other LCPs, including nearby Solana Beach, has demonstrated that
when determining whether a home is being slightly improved or completely redeveloped,
the analysis should look at changes to “major structural components,” such as foundation,
roof structure, and floor area, in addition to exterior walls. The City’s proposal lacks
these elements, and thus future analysis of improvement projects to previously
conforming structures may fail to properly analyze the true extent of change to the
existing structure and how much is truly being retained. This creates the potential for
previously conforming elements to be rebuilt or renewed, even if reconstructed in the
same footprint.
Thus, with respect to the 9th Update’s proposed amendments to the regulations governing
previously conforming development, the language as proposed does not meet the intent
of the coastal resource policies calling for abatement of coastal hazards and protection of
public access and public views, and should be denied.
PART V. FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL OF THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AMENDMENT, IF MODIFIED
Previously Conforming Development Regulations
The suggested modifications to the 9th Update’s amendments to the regulations governing
previously conforming development will implement the policies of the certified LUPs.
Because the properties along the coastline have the greatest risk from coastal hazards, as
well as greatest potential to adversely impact public access and public views, special
attention should be paid to ensure that improvements to those properties do not increase
the degree of non-conformity, either in size or economic life. As such, in order to focus
the effect of the suggested modifications to the most impactful properties while not
unduly burdening the rest of the non-conforming structures in the coastal zone, the
suggested modifications make it clear that the stricter standards shall apply to properties
containing or abutting to coastal beaches and coastal bluffs.
By focusing the effect of the stricter language of the suggested modifications on these
properties, property owners of these coastal parcels will still be able to enjoy the
reasonable economic use of their existing structures, being able to conduct common
improvements such as remodels, while also having a clear threshold to inform them when
the certified LCP would consider their structure to be completely redeveloped and their
existing non-conforming rights must be terminated.
Furthermore, a common source of confusion among property owners within San Diego’s
coastal zone has been what exactly constitutes “demolition” of an existing structure, and
thus when the fifty percent threshold is crossed and the entire structure is required to be
brought to current standards. By expanding upon and clarifying which major structural
components of a structure are considered in an improvement project, as well as how some
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of those components are measured, as in the case of exterior walls, the suggested
modifications will simplify the development review process for both property owners
during the pre-application stage, and the local government during the permit review
process.
Thus, through approval of the 9th Update, as modified, the amendment can be found to
conform to and carry out the policies of the certified LCPs by ensuring that development
along the coastline will conform to current standards over time and ensure that existing
risks from and impacts to coastal resources are not exacerbated.
Permit Process Amendments
The largest section of the 9th Update - twenty-two amendments – is dedicated to various
permit processing amendments intended to clarify and streamline application and review
of various project types. These amendments clarify expiration dates, consolidation of
review processes, fees, time periods for filing appeals, cancellation of a permit,
consistency between City and State CEQA processes, and various requirements for
certain reviews. These amendments do not lessen public participation or notice in matters
affecting coastal resources, and thus do not conflict with the intent of the certified LUPs.
Definition and Measurement Amendments
These changes are relatively minor and clarify how to measure bay windows, garage and
accessory structures, and roof projections into envelope plains, and when a building
permit is required for retaining walls. These amendments do not change any substantive
limits on when or where these features can be used, just how they are measured. Thus,
the modified regulations remain consistent with the certified LUPs.
Parking Amendments
The 9th Update’s parking amendments are relatively minor, creating a new parking
requirement of one space per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area for capital intensive
manufacturing utilizing large equipment, as well as clarifying the applicability of
driveway regulations to various development. These changes are relatively minor and
have limited effect in the coastal zone (capital intensive manufacturing occupies a small
percentage of San Diego’s coastal zone), and thus neither of these amendments conflict
with the standards of the certified LUPs.
Signage
These updates streamline and coordinate the various processes used for reviewing
applications for various types of signs, so as to lessen confusion and diminish processing
time. Any community specific limitations on the usage of various types of signs
themselves would remain unaffected, and thus these amendments do not conflict with the
certified LUPs.
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Minor Corrections
These amendments merely change things such font, terminology, or grammar, or
incorrect cross-references used in describing various development references in the IP
and do not affect consistency with the certified LUPs.
Small Lot Subdivisions
The proposed small lot subdivision ordinance is intended to encourage home ownership
by allowing the subdivision of multi-family zoned land consistent with the underlying
density requirement of the certified LCP. As cities such as San Diego grow in population,
there is ever greater pressure to find sufficient housing within developed areas, as
environmental realities highlight the impacts from outward growth in city populations
(i.e. greater commuter miles driven, more open space developed, greater costs to
implement effective public transit, etc.) The Commission has also recognized the tension
in many communities between the local governments trying to consolidate growth and
local residents wishing to preserve the residential character of many communities. By
allowing for multiple single family residences within a parcel designated for multi-family
use, the goal of increased density can be achieved in a manner that is less impactful to the
surrounding character of residential development. Because the city’s proposal does not
change the use or intensity of use of any land, but instead modifies the manner in which
the residential use of existing residentially zoned areas, it does not conflict with the
certified LUPs.
In summary, the remainder of the 9th Update amendments and the Small Lot Subdivision
amendments address the details of project development, without changing the basic
concept of what is allowed in different areas. They do not modify or conflict with the
policies or standards of individual certified LUP segments because they pertain to the
“how” of things rather than the “where” or “when.” For the most part, the proposed
revisions do not significantly modify any development standards that would affect
implementation of the City’s LCP. Therefore, the 9th Update to the City of San Diego
LCP, as modified, is consistent with, and adequate to carry out, the certified LUPs.
PART VI. CONSISTENCY WITH THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 21080.5 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exempts local
government from the requirement of preparing an environmental impact report (EIR) in
connection with its local coastal program. The Commission's LCP review and approval
program has been found by the Resources Agency to be functionally equivalent to the
EIR process. Thus, under CEQA Section 21080.5, the Commission is relieved of the
responsibility to prepare an EIR for each LCP.
An EIR (No. 96-0333) was prepared and certified by the City on October 28, 1997, for
the original project – the adoption of the Land Development Code. The proposed
amendments to the LDC as part of the 9th Update were reviewed by the City’s
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Environmental Analysis Section and they determined, in accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15162(a), that no subsequent EIR or other environmental document is
needed for the adoption of the 9th Update, as all impacts were adequately addressed and
disclosed in EIR No. 96-0333.
Nevertheless, the Commission is required in an LCP submittal or, as in this case, an LCP
amendment submittal, to find that the LCP, or LCP, as amended, does conform with
CEQA provisions. The provisions for previously conforming regulations as submitted do
have the potential to place and retain development at risk of along the shoreline. Such
inappropriately sited development would exacerbate the potential for increased requests
for shoreline protection which could have adverse impacts on sand supply, beach
ecology, public views, and coastal access opportunities. As modified herein, the LCP
amendment, as modified, will not have any significant adverse effects on the environment
and there are no feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which
would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact on the environment. Therefore,
the Commission finds the subject LCP implementation plan amendment, as modified,
conforms with CEQA provisions.
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ORDINANCE NUMBER 0-_ _ _ _ _ _ (NEW SERIES)
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AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE 7,
DIVISION 1 OF THE SAN DIEGO MUNICIPAL CODE BY
AMENDING SECTIONS 127.0102, 127.0103, 127.0104,
127.0105, 127.0106, 127.0108, AND 127.0109, AND BY
ADDING NEW SECTION 127.0111, ALL RELATING TO
AMENDMENTS TO PREVIOUSLY CONFORMING LAND
USES, PROPOSED AS PART OF THE 9TH UPDATE TO THE
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE.

§127.0102

General Rules for Previously Conforming Premises and Uses
The following general rules apply to all previously conforming premises and uses:
(a) through (b)[No change in text.]

fe:)

Documentation of market '.'Clhw shall be in accordance with procedures
established by the City Manager.

fdj!£;1 Previously conforming premises and uses that comply with the provisions
of this aDivision may continue to exist and operate unless tem1ination in
accordance with an amortization period is specified elsewhere otherwise
required in the San Diego Municipal Code or by ordinance.

fe1!41

Sale or transfer of the property or ch~nge of ownership does not tenninate
rights to the previously conforming premises or use, unless the owner

EXHIBIT NO .•
APPLICATION N(

6-SAN-15-001 ~
Previously
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agrees to such a condition as part of a pennit or administrative or judicial
order.

ffJW Development involving Ppreviouslv conforming premises and uses are~
subject to all other regulations and any development permits that may
~~-l ~·

'

otherwise be required by the Land Development Code. The required
~ f ;' .\·

1

j

~:·~ ! ) ;,' /.'; f!·/

review decision process shown in Table 127-0 I A and described in
Sections 127.0103 through 127.0108 127.0109 pertains only to the review
required for the pr01·ieuslj· eonfermingpremises or use aspects of a
proposed development that may have previouslv conforming st@J§.
Proposed develO]Jment sites located in the Coastal Overlay Zone or other
geographic overlay zones are subject to the regulations of, and may
require de\'elopmentpermit review in accordance with, those overlay
wnes.

ill

None of+:Xhe previously conforming regulations de--Re-t in this Division
grant any deviation from the height regulations of ilie Section 132.0505
(C.Qastal Height Limit Overlay Zone). Section 132.13_U5_(Ca.airemont Mes'!
Height Limit Overlay Zone), or any other height limit overlay zonef
Proposed development in overlay zones is also

subj~ct

to thexegulations

Qf

those overlay zones.
(g)

If a previously conforming premises or use is brought into confonnance by
a change in use or new development, the previously conforming status is
tenninated and the premises or use carmot revert to a previously
c01~[orming

status. A.!gmporary discontinuance of operations in
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accordance with Section 127.01 08(d) does not bring the previouslY

confOrming use into conformance or terminate the previously confOrming
status. See Section 127.0108 for additional regulations regarding
discontinuance of previouslv conforming~
(h)

[No change in text.]

(i)

Regulations for premises that have previously conforming landscaping are
feBru:l-set forth in Section 142.0410.

(j)

[No change in text.]

ill

The regulations applicable to development involving previously

conforming uses shall not apply to multiple dwelling unit development in a
single dwelling unit zone that is vreviouslv conforming as to densitv.

§127.0103

Re'i'iew Decision Process for Previously Conforming Premises and Previously
Conforming Uses
The required reviev1 decision process for different types approval of proposed

development or activity, varies based on the previously conforming category
aspects of the development, such as existing structural envelope, density, and uses
are as shown in Table 127-01A through 127 OlC. If the proposed development

includes more than one previously conforming category aspect, all corresponding
regulations, as described in Sections 127.0104 through 127.0108 127.0109. apply.

(a)

Previously Conforming Structural Envekpe
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Table 127 QlA

Re¥iew--P-¥eees-s-fur Previausly Conforming Structural Envelape
Type of Development Proposal

Applicable Sections

Required
Development
Permit/Decision
Process

127.0104

CP/Process l

127.0101

CP/Process 1

127.0105(a), (b) and (e)

CP/Process 1

127.01 OS(c) and (d)

NDP/Process 2

Maintenance, repair or alteration (less
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•
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entire stncctbtre or improvement) that
does not expand the structured em·elope.
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(greater than 50% of market ~<alue of
entire structure or improvement) that
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(r-.11

·1

,

disaster, act of the public enem~0 for
·~ential structures or for
• .J
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•
•
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of reconstruction is less than 50 percent
of wtarl~et value.
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l27.0106(a), (b) and
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development regulations.

l27.0106(c).

Legend to Table 127 OlA:
CP
NDP
(b)

Construction Permit
Neighborhood Developraent Pennit

Prm·iously C01iforming Density
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Table 127 OlB
Review Process fer Pre•>'iousl~· Conforming Densi~·
Type ofDevelopment Proposal
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Required
Development
Permit/Decision
Process

127.0104.

CP/Proeess 1

127.0104.

NDP/Process 2

127.0105(a), (b) and (e)

CP/Process 1

127.0l05(c) and (d)

NDP/Pro cess 2

127.0106(a) and (b).

NDP/Process 2

127.01 06(c).

NDP/Process 2
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Legend to Table 127 OlB:
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Previously

(c)

Co1~fonning

Use

Table 127 0 I G
Review Process for Pre•,riously Gonforming Use
Type of Developnzeut Proposal

Applicable Sections

Required
De''elapment
Permit/Decision

Praeess
127.0104

CP/Proeess !

127.0104

l'IDP/Process 2

127.910§

CP,lPFeeess l-t-1-l

l27.0106Ea) aad Eb)

NDP/Proeess 2~
NDP/Proeess 2~

127.01 06Ec)

l>IDP/Prooess 2(,1J

127.0107

CP/Process l

127.0108(a) and (c)

CP/Process l

l27.0108(b) and (c)

NUP/Process 2

127.0109

N:t:J:P,lProcess 2r;.J
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.1.
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.
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·r
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lr .•

•v
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•
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eeltjerming Hse UJ3 to ~ years after
discontinuance.
Resumj3tioa of a -predeusly• eerifermhrg use
after 2 years 'discontinuance.
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Legend to Table 127 0 1C:
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reconstruction of structures viithprevieusly eertfonning nonresidential uses (less than or equal to
50 percent of market w:due of entire structure er impro¥ement).
Applies te reconstruction ofprevieusly eerrforming nonresidential uses when tfie cost of
reeonstrnctiofl is greater than 50 percent of market v£llue.
Filuf.ings of fact for this permit shall include the presumption that expansion ef the following
p1·eyieusly eenfonning uses would ae detrimental te the pualic health, safety, and welfare:
industrial uses in residential zones, auto repair or dismantling uses in residential zones, and any
use in a zone that would require a Conditional Use Permit in aeeordanee with £eetiea 126.0303.

Table 127-0IA
Decision Process for Previouslv Conforming Premises and Uses 1
I~Re

Qf Develo~me.nt ~rQQQsal

Process One
.AQQrQval Reguired

Process TwQ
AQQrQval Reguired

Maintenance renair alteration or reolacement in accordance with Section 127.0104
Of a !Jreviousl~ con{i;mning
structural envelo~e
Of a s.tructure on a r2.remises with
72reviousl'£ con{grming densiDJ,
Of a s.tructure containing a
w~vious./y_ con.(.orm.ing use

If a Coastal
If a Coastal
DeveloiJment Pennit is DeveloiJment Permit is
not required pursuant to required QUrsliant to
Section 126.0704(b)
Section 126.0704(!!)
If removal of less than If removal of 50 ~ercent
50 12ercent of the
or more of the exterior
exteriQr walls Qf a
walls of a structure
structure containing a containing a !Jreviously_
r2.reviously_ con(prming
con[Qnning use
~

Reconstruction (following ftre narural disaster act of the nublic enem_v)_in accordance
with Section 127.0105
Of a r;,revious.l¥, COl1Wrming
structural envelo72e
Of a structure on a r2remises with
f2reviQusll!. con{grming density_
Of a residential structure with a
m-eviouslv confOrming use

Of a non-residential structure with a
r2.reviouslY. CQn{grming use and
resum;Qtion of the use

If the new structure
would not exceed the
grQss. floor area or
height of the destroyed
s.tructure b~ more than
10 ~ercent and the
structure would be
located in substantially
the same location as the
dest[Qyed s.tr~tcture or
in a location that would
reduce the level of nonconfonnity

If the new structure
would exceed the gross
floor area or height of
the destroyed structure
by more than 10 ~ercent
or the structure would
· be located in a
substantially different
location as the
d~strQyed s.tructure that
would not reduce the
level ofnon-confonnit~

If less than 5Q IJercei1t
of the structure's
exteiior walls were
destroyed

If 50 ~ercent or more
of the structure 's.
exterior walls were
destroyed
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Iyue Q[De.~e.lo.g,umt frQQQsal

~ro~~ss On~

A~~ro1:al R~guired
ExQ~Dsion/enlarg~ment

in

accQrdam~~

Qf a rJ,reviousll!. con{grmillg
structural envelor2,e
Qf a s.tructure on a rJremises with
vreviouslv con(ormin'.! density

with

ftQ~CSS Ill'Q
AR~mval

Reggired

S~QtiQns

127,01Q6 and 127.01Q2
If new constructiQn
Ifnroposed
d('ivelo~Jment in tbe
confonns with Gll!.Tim..t
de_velo!JI11e11 t regylati.o.ns
s.e.tb.ack m~~ts the
for setback~~ fJ.oorJJJ.:fll Qdteria s~ecifie_cJ_in
ratiQ 1 ang ~tructur~
SectiQll 121.Q 1Q6!!;U
he.i~h' ~gd dQes ngt
iUQt~as~ the level Qf
non-cQofQrmit:i; Qr the
exQansion or
enlargement is
necessar:i to incoll~Qrate
r~gJJir~d pJJbJiQ ~xits QI
fire walls tQ bring a
multi!Jle_ dwe.Wa~ unit
deve!Of2.fJ.l~!lf Q[ 1lQ!1-

Of a r:JreviQuslJI, con(Qrming use

residential deve.lQ!JTne_11{
s.truc.ture intQ
cQm);lliance with the
Califomia Building
CQde gr Fire ~ode
N/A
If an

increas~

in floor

ili~a tQ a r;,re.viQus_l"'i
con(orming use (u~ to a

maximum

Qf2Q~ercent

~xpansion

of gross (loOJ
area of the existing
structure or UIJ to the
maximum floor area
ratiQ of the underlying

base zone, whichever is
~

ChanQ:e in use ofvreviouslv confrmnilwuses in accord::Jnce with Section 127.0107
If a change tQ another
N/A
TJ,reviousll!. cQnf.orming

use within the same use
categor:t
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Type of Development Proposal

Process One
Approval Required

Process Two
Approval Required

use after a te
If resumption of a
If resumption of a
previously conforming previously conformimr
use within two years use two or more years
after discontinuance
after discontinuance
Footnote to Table 127-01 A
!

§127.0104

Development that does not meet the criteria for a Process One or Process Two approval shall comply
with all current regulations and the previously conforming aspect of the premises shall tenninate.

Maintenance, Repair, &rAlteration. or Replacement of Previously
Conforming Structures
(a)

Maintenance, repair,

eF

alteration, or replacement ofaprevieusly

conforming structure, with a previouslv conforming structural envelove is
pennitted in accordance with Process One, where the new constmction

v1ould not expand beyond the existing structure! envelope, is sl:tbject to the
review procedures required for confonning structures except as described
in Section 127.0104(b) unless the proposed development otherwise
requires a Coastal Development Pennit wrsuant to Section 126.0704(b).
(b)

Maintenance, repair,

eF

alteration, or replacement of a structure with a

previously conforming structural envelope structure eontainingpre1•imtS/y
conforming density or apreviottS/y' conforming use, where the cost of the

new construction ·.vould be greater than 50 percent of the merket '.Y:llue of

the existing structure, and the ne·.v construction would not expand beyond
the existing structural envelope, requires a Neighborhood Development

Pennit for proposed development that requires a Coastal Development
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Penn it pursuant to Section I 26.0704(b) requires aN eighborhood
Development Pennit decided in accordance with Process Two.
~

Maintenance. repair. alteration. or replacement of a dwelling unit or
multiple dwellim! unit structure, that makes the premises previouslv
conforming for density. is pennitted in accordance wi_tl1

Proc~s~.

unless the proposed development otherwise requires a Coastal
Development Pennit.
(.sll

Maintenance. repair. alteration. or replacement of a non-residential
structure containing a previouslv conforminf! use is penni tted in

accordance with Process One if the proposed deve/ooment would retain5_Q
percent or more of the exterior walls of the previouslv conforming
structure. If the proposed development would retain less than 50 percent of

the exterior walls of the previouslv confatming structure. the prop~
development requires a Neighborhood Development Pennit de~D

accordance with Process Two. The calculation of exterior walls shall
m~ured

W

~

in accordance with Section 127.0111.

In the Coastal Overlav Zone. the previouslv conforming status fo__r_g
structure located within 50 feet of a coastal bluff ed'?J£ shall tenninate

upon destruction. demolition. or removal of 50 percent or more of the
structure's exterior walls.

§127.0105

Reconstruction of Previously Conforming Structures Following Fire, Natural
Disaster, qr Act of the Public Enemv

(a)

The reconstruction provisions of this section Section 127.0105 apply only
to reBB-iMHtg the reconstruction of a previously conforming structure that
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has been destroyed, in whole or in part, as a result of fire, natural disaster,
or act of the public enemy.,., that met one or more of the following
conditions prior to the event that caused the destruction:

ill

The structure had a previouslv conforming structural envelope:

ill

The structure was a dwelling unit. or a structure that included a

dwelling unit or dwelling units. that made the premises previouslv
conforming for density; or

ill
(b)

The structure contained a previouslv conforming use.

Reconstruction of any pre\·iously corifenning struct~we, including a

structure with previously co1if0rming density or a previously conforming
residential use, is subject to the same review procedures required for
conforming structures. Reconstruction of any previously confOrming

structure described in Section 127.01 OS(a) is pennitted in accordance with
Process One as follows:

ill

Reconstruction of a non-residential structure containing a

previouslv conforming use and resumption of the use where less
than 50 percent of the structure's exterior walls were destroyed; or

ill

Reconstruction of a structure with a previously confOrming

structural envelope or a structure that makes the premises
previouslv confOrming for densitv where:

!eJ

The new structure would neither exceed the gross floor

area nor the structure height of the destroyed structure by
more than 10 percent: and
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all

The new structure would be located
~ame

in substantially the

location as the destroyed structure or in a location

that would reduce the non-confom1ity regarding structural
envelope or densitv.
However, reconstruction of previous tv confOrmim! density shfll.L.nQj:
exceed the number ofdwellinf! units that existed prior to the event that
~aused

fej

tbe destruction.

Partial reconstruction of a structure containing a pre1 ·iously conforming
nonresidential use is subject to the review procedures required for
confonning structures, if the cost of the reconstruction is less than or
equal to 50 percent of the market J'alue of the structure prior to
destruction.

W!£1

Reconstruction of any previouslv con(Orming structure describe_Q_jn
Section 127.0105(a) ofa structure containing

apre·,•io~;~s/y

conforming

nonresidential use requires a Neighborhood Development Pennit -i-f-the
cost of the reconstruction is greater than 50 percent of the market value of
the structure prior to the destruction decided in accordance with Process
Two if the proposed development does not meet the criteria for Process
One approval in Section 127.01 05(_g}

UU

In the Coastal Overlay Zone, the previouslv conforming status for a
structure located within 50 feet of a coastal bluff edge shall tenninate
upon destruction. demolition, or removal of 50 percent or more of the
structure's exterior walls.
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ill

Such reconstruction is subject to Coastal Development Permit
regulations and other regulations applicable to confonning
development.

ill

The calculation of exterior walls shall be measured in accordance
with Section 127.0111.

(e)

This section, or any Neighborhood Development Pennit issued for
reconstruction, Section 127.0105 does not exempt any person provide an
exemption from any requirement to obtain applicable construction permits
or other applicable development permits and does not grant any deviation
from the height limit regulations of the Coastal Height Limit Overlay
Zone or any other applicable height limit overlay zone. All constrwction

permits that would be required for confonningpremise,s: or uses must be
obtained for reconstruction ofprevio1:tsly conforming premises or uses.
§127.0106

Expansion or Enlargement of Previously Conforming Structures or of
Structures on a Premises with Previously Conforming Density
(a)

Proposed expansion or enlargement of a structure with a previously
conforming structural envelope is subject to the procedural requirements
for conforming structures if the existing density and use comply 'Nith all
applicable development regulations ofthe Land Development Code and if
the new construction 'i'lill comply '>Vith all applicable development
regulations. or of a structure on a premises with previouslv conforming
density is pennitted in accordance with Process One as follows:

ill

Where all new construction confon11s with cun·ent development
regulations for setbacks, floor area ratio. and structure height and
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does not increase the npn-confonnity

r~garding

structural envelope

or d Gl'!S.ik

ill

Where the proposed expansion or enlargement is necessary tQ
incorporate required public exits or fire walls to meet public safety
~quirements

of the California Building Code or Califomia F~

Code for a CQJJforminguse in a previouslv conforming mu{tj.Jlig
dwelling unit or non-residential structure as long as the need is not

one created by the proposed expansion or enlargement.
(b)

Proposed expansion or enlargement of a previously coriforming structural

envelope within a setback, where the existing previously conforming
structure does not comply with applicable zoning regulations as to density
or use, requires, or of a structure on a premises with previouslv
conforming density that does not meet the criteria for expansion or

enlargement in accordance with Section 127.0106(a), requires a
Neighborhood Development Pennit~ decided in accordance with Process
Two, which shall only be granted if the proposed expansi_Q!lJrr
s:nla_.rgem~n1~s_all_ of the following_ca:i.t~rill~

ill

.c&_nforms toJ:lle setback observed by the e<.tis.ting structure:

ill

~omplies

wit_hjhe

Oo01~~"illio

and maximum structure height

of the underlying base zone:

ill

Does not encroach into a :fi·ont vard or extend outside of the
developable area of the undedying base zone to within 10 feet of
the front vard setback line, unless the proposed expansion or
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enlargement would reduce the non-confonnity of existing
develooment on a coastal blurt

ill

Does not encroach more than 15 feet into any required side or rear
~

ill

Does not result in a total structure length within the required vard
that is greater than 50 percent of the length of the adjacent property
line;

LQl

Does not create any new habitable space within 3 feet of the
property line:

ill

Is limited to additions at the first story level Cas measured in
accordance with Section 113 .0261) and does not exceed the height
ofthe existing structure within the setback:

{lll

Does not result in more dwelling units than the underlying base
zone allows: and

£21

Does not propose development within a required coastal bluff
setback.

f€1

Proposed expansion or enlargement of a previously conforming structural
envelope where the expansion would comply with regulations, but 'Nhich
proposes a reduction less than or equal to 20 percent from a required
setback, requires a Neighborhood Development Pennit.

811~

Within the Coastal Overlay Zone, if the proposal involves the demolition
or removal of 50 percent or more of the exterior walls of an existing
structure, the previously confonning rights are not retained for the new
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structure. In the Coastal Oyerlay Zone. the prevjouslv conforming status
for a structure located within 50 feet of a coastal blu[[_t;I/ge shall terminate
uoon destruction. demolition. or removal of 50 percent or more of the
structure's exterior walls.

fe)@ Proposed expansion or enlargement or a change in use of a previously
coriforming large retail establishment is subject to a Process One

Construction Pennit and the applicable supplemental regulations in
Section 143.0355(e) except as described below. Proposed expansion or
enlargement or a change in use of a large retail establishment that would
result in a structure that is 100,000 or greater square feet or greater Q.[
gross floor area and an increase in average daily trips is subject to a Site

Development Pennit in accordance with Section 126.0502.
§127.0108

Abandonment of Previously Conforming Uses

(a)

A previously conforming use may contiflue to operate or may resume

operatiofls if If a previous tv coidorming use is discontinued for a period of
less than l two consecutive years. operations may be resumed. or <::hanged
to another use in the same category in accordance with Section 127.0 I 07.

Resumption of operations within 2 years is subject to the review
l*f:H*!S-ures for confonning uses.

(b)

It is unlavdul to reinstate any If a previously coriforming use after the use

has been discontinued for a period of;?; two or more consecutive years,
unless the propmiy owner has obtained resumption of the use requires a
Neighborhood Use Penn it. Discontinuance of the use for a period of 2 two
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or more consecutive years creates a presumption in favor of abandonment,
against which the owner or person asserting the previously conforming

fi.ghts status may offer evidence~ sufficient to satisfy the City Manager that
one or more of the following has occurred:

ill

The discontinuance is in accordance with Section 127.0108(d): or

ill

An active Neighborhood Use Permit approves or conditionally
aporoves resumption of the previouslv conforming use.

1£1

A previouslY conforming use that is brought into conformance is no longer
vrevious[y conforming and shall not resume operations or revert to a
previouslv conforming status. A previously conforming use can maintain
previously confOrming status during construction in accordance with
Section 127.0108(d) without being considered to have been abandoned.

€€:)@ If the previously conforming use is discontinued temporarily discontinued
while repairs, remodeling, or major alterations of the structure are under
construction, maintenance of an active construction permit and
continuance of the Business Tax Ce1tificate constitutes conclusive
evidence shall mean that the use has not been abandoned discontinued
during the construction and the use's previous tv conforming status is
maintained.
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§127.0109

Expansion of a Previously Conforming Use
(a)

A 20 percent or less gross floor area gross floor area expansion of a
stmcture with a previously conforming use requires a Neighborhood Use
Permit decided in accordance with Process Two.

(b)

When making the findings for a Neighborhood Use Pem1it for the
proposed expansion of a pre,·iously conforming use, Where located ir1
residential zones. the following uses are conclusively presumed to be

detrimental to public health, safety, and vvelfare shall not be eligible to
exoand in accordance with Section 127.0109(a):
(1)

Industrial uses in residential zones Hazardous waste facilities
subject to Sections 141.1001 or 141.1002;

ill
. ill

Very Heavy Industrial Uses subject to Section 141.1007:
Wrecking and Dismantling of Motor Vehicles subject to Section
141.1008: and

~

Commercial and personal vehicle repair and maintenance facilities
~~et

the use category description in Sections

131.0 112(a)C8)(A) or CC) in residential zones; and.

f-'1

Any use that requires a Conditional Use Pennit in the applicable
zone in accordance \Nith Section 126.0303.

§127.0111

Rules for Calculations and Measurement of Exterior Walls

,UU

For the pumose of this Division. an exterior wall shall be considered
removed if the Building Official detem1ines that the structural integrity of
that wall has been lost.
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,(!U

The applicant shall provide sufficient infonnation to demonstrate the
extent of the proposed wall removal. or in the case of a structure destroyed
by fire, natural disaster. or act of the public enemy, the extent of wall
destmction. including. but not limited to:

ill

A site plan of the structure showing all existing exterior walls (and
those that were destroyed in accordance with Section 127.0105. if
applicable) identified and dimensioned in linear feet:

ill

A demolition plan with dimensions specified in linear feet for any
existing exterior walls proposed to be demolished or removed and
replaced in accordance with Section 127 .011Ha)(l) or showing the
exterior walls that were destroyed in accordance with Section
127.0105. if applicable: and

QJ

Structural calculations and details regarding all walls within the

structure proposed to be modified or reconstructed.

!£:J

The length of the exterior walls shall be measured in linear feet.

SMT:als
03/22/2015
. Or.Dept: DSD
Doc. No.: 962832 2
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Passed by the Council of The City of San Diego on

APR 2 1 2015

, by the following vote:

Councilmembers

Yeas

Nays

· Not Present

Sheni Lightner
Lorie Zapf

0'
0'

Todd Gloria

[Z

D
D
D

Myrtle Cole

0

Mark Kersey
Chris Cate

0'
ef

D
0
0
0
D

Scott Sherman

l2f

David Alvarez

0
l2(

Marti Emerald

D
D

D
D
D
0

Recused

D
0
0
0
D

0'

D
D
D

0

0

0
0

Date of final passage _ __:cM-"-A'-'-Y_0_5::.__:::_20.:_;1.c:...5_ _
KEVIN L. FAULCONER
Mayor of The City of San Diego, California.

AUTHENTICATED BY:

ELIZABETH S. MALAND
City Clerk of The City of San Diego, California.

(Seal)

By

v~ (},~

,

Deputy

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing ordinance was not fmally passed until twelve calendar days
had elapsed between the day of its introduction and the day of its final passage, to wit, on

_ _ _ _ _A'--P-'-R'-0_7c._2::..;c0_15_ _ _ _ , and on _ _ _ _ _
MA_Y_O_5_20_15_ _ _ _ __
I FURTHER CERTIFY that said ordinance was read in full prior to passage or that such reading was
dispensed with by a vote of five members of the Council, and that a written copy of the ordinance was made
available to each member of the Council and the public prior to the day of its passage.

(Seal)

ELIZABETH S. MALAND
City Clerk of The City of San Diego, California.

Office of the City Clerk, San Diego, California

Ordinance Number 0-
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STRIKEOUT ORDINANCE

OLD LANGUAGE: 8trueli Out
NEW LANGUAGE: Double Underline

ORDINANCE NUMBER 0-_ _ _ _ _ _ (NEW SERIES)
DATEOFFINALPASSAGE _ _ _ _ __
·AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 5, ARTICLE 4,
DIVISION 3 OF THE SAN DIEGO MUNICIPAL CODE BY
AMENDING SECTIONS 54.0308 AND 54.0309; AMENDING
CHAPTER 6, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 12 BY AMENDING
SECTION 62.1205; AMENDING CHAPTER 9, ARTICLE 8,
DIVISION 4 BY AMENDING SECTION 98.0425; AMENDING
CHAPTER 11, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 1 BY AMENDING
SECTIONS 112.0102 AND 112.0103; AMENDING CHAPTER
11, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 3 BY AMENDING SECTIONS
112.0301 AND 112.0309; AMENDING CHAPTER 11, ARTICLE
2, DIVISION 5 BY AMENDING SECTION 112.0504;
AMENDING CHAPTER 11, ARTICLE 3, DIVISION 1 BY
AMENDING SECTION 113.0103; AMENDING CHAPTER 11,
ARTICLE 3, DIVISION 2 BY AMENDING SECTION 113.0234;
AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 2 BY
AMENDING SECTION 121.0203; AMENDING CHAPTER 12,
ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 5 BY AMENDING SECTIONS
121.0504 AND 121.0505; AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE
3, DIVISION 1 BY AMENDING SECTION 123.0101;
AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE 5, DIVISION 1 BY
AMENDING SECTION 125.0141; AMENDING CHAPTER 12,
ARTICLE 5, DNISION 4 BY AMENDING SECTION 125.0461;

AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE 5, DIVISION 10 BY
AMENDING SECTION 125.1030; AMENDING CHAPTER 12,
ARTICLE 6, DIVISION 1 BY AMENDING SECTIONS
126.0108, 126.0110, 126.0111, 126.0112, AND 126.0113, AND
BY REPEALING SECTION 126.01 09; AMENDING CHAPTER
12, ARTICLE 6, DIVISION 5 BY AMENDING SECTION
126.0502; AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE 8, DIVISION 2
BY AMENDING SECTION 128.0209; AMENDING CHAPTER
12, ARTICLE 8, DIVISION 3 BY AMENDING SECTIONS
128.0306, 128.0310, AND 128.0312; AMENDING CHAPTER 12,
ARTICLE 9, DIVISION 6 BY REPEALING SECTIONS
129.0642 AND 129.0643; AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE
. 9, DIVISION ·7 BY AMENDING SECTIONS 129.0702,

EXHIBIT NO.

2

APPLICATION NC
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129.0710, 129.0715, AND 129.0720, AND BY REPEALING
SECTIONS 129.0743 AND 129.0744; AMENDING CHAPTER
12, ARTICLE 9, DIVISION 8 BY AMENDING SECTIONS
129.0802, 129.0804, AND 129.0813, AND BY REPEALING
SECTIONS 129.0806, 129.0811, 129.0812, AND 1:29~0815;
AMENDING cHAPTER 13, ARTICLE niv.isio'N'i"sY
~NDING SECl{IG~ h3t1.0112; AMENDING CHAPTER 13,
ARTI8LE.l, DIVI5'!8N :2. BY AMENDING SE(;TJONS
131.0202 AND 1~ 1:0722; AMENDING CHAPTER 13,
ARTICLE 1~1D[\?.IS+¢)1;M3 BY'l\MEN.DtNG...SECTXQN 131.0322;
AMENDING.CliAPfER 13, ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 4 BY
AMENDING SEGTIQNS: 131.0~22,J31.0.448; ANP :131;.0461; ·
AMENDING CHAPTJ;:R 13; ARTICLE 1', DIVISION 5 BY
AMENDING SECTIONS 131.0522 AND 131.0540; AMENDING
CHAPTER 13, ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 6 BY AMENDING
SECTIONS 131.0622·AND-131.0623.; AMENDIN.G CHAPTER.
14, ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 3. BY AMENDING SECTION, .
141.030~; AMENDiNG CHAPJ'ER.14; ARTICLE 1, DIVISION4
BY:AMENDING SE.CTIONS:.141.04.0S.·A.ND 141.0411;
AMENDING CHAPTER-l4; h.R.T·~CLEJ, DIVISION 5 BY
AMENP.INO.SE.CJ.I9N 1.4l'.Q5_Q4,_ANJ) l3_YADDING. NEW .
SECTION 14:1':(~507; AMENIW::JG CHAPTER l4; A.RT~CbE 1,
D.IVISION 6 BYADniN.G:HE.W.SECTION 14l.Oq02,-~Y:
REPEAbiNGAND·'iU~:PLACING·SECTION:-}41.0607; AND BY
AMENDING SECTION·l4l:,q6.19; AMEN!;)LNG CHAPTER 14,
ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 10 BY AM$NDIN:,G"SECTION:. ·
141,1003; AMENDIN'O. CH,A.:PTER.14, ARTICI,E:,l, ..PIVlSION
11 BY AMENDING SECTION 1'41.1105; AMENDING
CHAPTER 14;ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 3 BY AMENDING
SECTIONS 142.0305, 1.42.0310, AND 142..0340; AME~P.lNG
CHAPTER 14,.ARTICLE 2, OIVI~ION 5 BY AMENDING
SECTIONS 142.·0?30-ANP. 1.42 . 0560;-AMENDING CHAJ?TER
14, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 6 .BY AMENDING. SECTION
142.0670; AMENDING CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 9
BY AMJ;:NDING SECTI.ON 142.0910; AMENDING CHAPTER
14, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 12 BY AMENDING SECTIONS
142.1206, 142.1210; 142..1220, 142.1225, AND 142 ..1260, AND
BY ADDING NEW SECTION 142.1208; AMENDING .
CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 3,.I?IVISION2 BY AMENDING.
SECnON 143.0212; AMEND~.G CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 4,
DIVISION 2 BY AMENDING SECTIONS 144.0233 AND
144.0242;AMENDING CHAPTER 15, ARTICLE 5, DIVISION 2
BY AMENDING SECTION 155.0238; AMENDING CHAPTER
15, ARTICLE 6, DIVISION 3 BY AMENDING SECTION
156.0315; AMENDING CHAPTER 15, ARTICLE 10, DfVISION
3 BY AMENDING SECTIONS 1510.0303, 1510.0307, AND

L
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1510.0309; AMENDING CHAPTER 15, ARTICLE 13,
DIVISION 3 BY AMENDING SECTION 1513.0304; AND
REPE~LING CHAPTER 15, ARTICLE 17, DIVISIONS 1, 2, 3,
AND 4, ALL RELATING TO THE 9TH UPDATE TO THE
LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE AND RELATED PROVISIONS.

§54.0308

Standards for Boarding a Vacant Structure
Except as provided in Section 54.0308Ea)t91ffi, the responsible person or Director
shall b'oard a vacant structure according to all of the following specifications and
requirements:
(a) through (i) [No change in text.]

§54.0309

Entry or Interference with Notice Prohibited
(a)

It is unlawful for any person to enter or occupy any structure or premises
which has been posted pursuant to Section 54.0308~.Q:U ef.fui.s
Division, except to repair or demolish the structure under proper permit or
for a purpose authorized by the owner.

(b)

It is unlawful for any person to remove or deface any notice posted
pursuant to Section 54.0308Ea1f87(bl of this Code until the required repairs
or demolition have been completed or a Certificate of Occupancy has been
issued in accordance with appropriate provisions of the California
Building Code as in Chapter IX of the Municipal Code.

§62.1205

Duration of a Public Right ef W~y P~rmit Public Right-of-,Vav Permit to
Excavate \Vithin a Public Street
It shall be unlawful for any person or public utility to excavate within the roadway
section of a street in the public rig!tt-ofway without a valid P7:iblic Right ef Way

J2erm# Public Right-of- Way Pennit Bruief issued in accordance with Section
129.0702 129.0741. Notwithstanding Chapter 12, Article 9, Division 7, Section
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129.0743 and Section 129.0744, a P~>tblie Right ef W~y Permit Public Right-of-

Wav Pennit to excavate within the roadway section of a public street shall be void

if the excavation has not begun within ninety calendar days of the start date
specified in the pennit, ifthe excavation is not pursued diligently to its
conclusion; or if the excavation and restoration has not been completed within one
calendar year from the pennit issuance.

§98.0425

~

Fee Payment

When fees are to be paid, the payment or an offer for payment shall be made to
and accepted by the school district prior to the issuance of a building pennit for
the proposed· development.

§112.0102

Application Process
An application for a permit, map, or other matter shall be filed with the City

Manager in accordance with the following requirements:
(a) through (c) [No change in text.]
(d)

Expiration of Application
(1) through (2) [No change in text.]

ill

An application related to a premises for which a civil penalty
Notice and Order establishes a future date for corrective action of a
cgde violation shall be automatically extended 180 calendar davs
from the date for corrective action. If the date for corrective action
is less than two vears from the date the application is deemed

conwlete. the application may be extended in accordance with
Section 112.0102(d)(2).
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f31ill

Once expired, the application, plans, and other data submitted for
review may be returned to the applicant or destroyed by the City ·
Manager.

E41ill

To reapply, the applicant shall submit a new application with
required submittal materials and shall be subject to all applicable
fees and regulations in effect on the date the new application is
deemed complete.

§112.0103

Consolidation of Processing

(a)

Wben an applicant applies for more than one permit, map, or other
approval for a single development;~ the applications shall be consolidated
for processing and shall be reviewed by a single decision maker .as
follows. except as provided in Sections 112.01 03(b) and (c).

W

The decision maker shall act on the consolidated application at the
highest level of authority for that development as set forth in
Section 111.0105.

ill

The findings required for approval of each pennit shall be
considered individually, consistent with Section 126.0105.

ill

\Vhere the consolidation of processing combines Process Two,
Process Three, Process Four, or Process Five with Process CIPTwo or Process CIP-Five, the consolidation shall be made as
follows:

Wtal

Consolidation of Process Two and Process CIP-Two shall
be consolidated into Process CIP-Two.
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f&1(ID Consolidation of Process Three, Process Four, or Process
Five with Process CIP-Five shall be consolidated into
Process CIP-Five, except that any consolidation with a
Process Five for rezoning shall be consolidated into Process
Five.

[l;U

When the California Environmental Quality Act (CEOA) and California
Water Code require that the Cjtv prepare a Water Supply Assessment
(WSA). the WSA shall be considered bv the Citv Council. The associated

development permit applications are not required to be consolidated with
approval of the WSA. as further described below:

W

When the develovment permit is subject to Process Two. Three. or
Four. the City Council must consider and approve the WSA prior
to the lower decision maker's consideration and approval of the

development permit.

ill

When the development vermit is subject

to Process Five. the City

Council must consider and approve the WSA at a hearing that
occurs prior to or at the same time as the hearing at which it grants

approval ofthe develovment permit A Cdty Council action to
adopt or certify an environmental document that incorporates a
WSA constitutes approval ofthe WSA.

W

An application for an approval reauired to comply with a civil penalty
Notice and Order related to a code violation is not required to be
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consolidated for processing with any other aPPlication. but may be
consolidated at the applicant's request.

§112.0301

Types of Notice
(a) through (b) [No change in text.]
(~)

Notice ofPublic Hearing. A No6ce of Public Hearing shall be provided
before a decision is made on an application for a permit, map, or other
matter acted upon in accordance with Process Three, Process Four,
Process Five, or Process CIP-Five, or an appeal of a Process Two, Process
CIP-Two, Process Three, or Process Four decision, or of an environmental

deteffll:ination determination. A Notice of Public Hearing shall also be
provided before a decision is made by the City Council in accordance with
Section 132.1555 (Overrule Process).
· (1) through (2) [No change in text.)
(3)

Distribution. Except as otherwise provided by the Municipal Code,
the City Manager shall publish the Notice of Public Hearing in
accordance with s~ection 112.0303, and shall mail the Notice of
Public Hearing to the persons described in s§,ection 112.0302(b), at

least 10 business days before the date of the public hearing. Where
fees are being imposed on a specific project to defray the cost of
public faCilities. th~ Notice of Public Hearing shall also be
published. in accordance with California Government Code section
6062a. or as amended.
(d) through (e) [No change in text.)
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§112.0309

Failure to Receive Notice

The failure of any person to receive notice given in a.ccordance with this division
and the State of California Planning and Zoning Laws shall no.t constitute grounds
for any court to invalidate any action taken )Jy the City for which .the notice was

provided~ and such action shall not be held invalid for noticing errors in the
absence of a court's final detennination of invalidity on that basis under the
standard set forth in California Government Code section 6501 O(b),
§112.0504

Process Two Appeal Hearing

(a)

The Planning Commission shall hear appeals of Process Two decisions
.subject to the following req~irements, unless otherwise specified in the
Land Develop~e~1t,Code.
(1)

[No change in text.]

(2)

Request for a Process Two Appeal Hearing.
~

A Process Two decision may be appealed by filing an
application for a Process Two appeal hearing with the City
Manager no later than 12 business days after the decision
date.

(ID

If an epplieant appeals the denial of Pursuant to the

Subdivision Map Act. applicants may file an appeal of a

decision to denv their application for an Extension of Time
for a map waiver or tentative map. in accordance with
Sections 125.0124 and 125.0161, the decision maybe
appealed no later than In such cases, the maximum time

'
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period for filing an appeal is 12 business davs or 15
calendar days after the decision date. whichever is greater

in accordance witfi Subdivision M8:j3 Act section
66452.6(e).
(3) through (5) [No change in text.]
(b)

§113.0103

[No change in text.]

Defmitions

Abutting property through Public utility [No change in text.]
Reasonable Accommodation, pursuant to the Fair Housing Amendments Acts of
1988 and the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, means
accommodations necessary to afford disabled persons

an equal opportunity to use

and enjoy a dwelling unit dwelling.

Reclamation through Yard [No change in text.]

§113.0234

Calculating Gross Floor Area

Gross floor area is calculated in relationship to the structure and grade adjacent
to the exterior walls of a building. The elet'nents included in the gross floor area

calculation differ according to the type of development development proposed and
are listed in Section 113.0234(a)-(c). Gross floor area does not include the

elements listed in Section 113.0234(d). The total gross floor area for a premises

is regulated by the floor area ratio development standard.
(a) through (c) [No change in text.]
(d)

Elements Not Included in Gross Floor Area
(1) through (3) [No change in text.]
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ill

Bay windows that meet all of the following criteria:
.(h1

The bay window height is 5 feet or less:

all

The interior space created by the pay window does not
project outward more than 4 feet.

La

At least a 3 foot clear. space is provided between the bottom
of the bay window projection and the grade below.

!Ill

The bay window projection does not require sttu~
..§ID?port.

ill

The total length of the bay window shall not exceed 15
linear feet.

§121.0203

Authority to Inspect Private Property
(a)

(b)

[No change in text.]
. In addition to the powers set forth in Section 121.0203(a), the City

Manager or designated Code Enforcement Official has the authority to
enter any structure, during reasonable hours or at any time that extreme
danger exists, in the discharge of official duties to do the following:
(1) through (4) [No change in text.]

(5)

Inspect any sign that is required to haYe a Sign Pennit Sticker for
compliance with Chapter 14. Article 2. Division 12 (Sign
E,egulations).

§121.0504

Inspection and Abatement

(a)

All signs that are required to ha,·e a Sign Pennit Sticker are subject to
inspection. The City Manager or designated €~ode egnforcement
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eOfficial is authorized to enter any property to inspect the~ sign for
placement of the sticker in accordance ·.vith Section 121.0203 compliance
with Chapter 14. Article 2. Division 12 (Sjgn Regulations).
(b) through (d) [No change in text.]
§121.0505

Sign Permit Violations

W

It is unlawful to erect or maintain a sign contrary to any provision of
Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 12 (Sign Regulations).

t91

It is unlavdul to erect or maintain a sign subject to Chapter 1 4, }.rtic!e 2,

Division 12 (Sign Regulations) without a Sign Permit Sticker as required
by the Sign Regulations.
§123.0101

Purpose of Zoning and Rezoning Procedures

The purpose of these procedures is to establish the process for the inclusion or
placement of any property within the City of San Diego into any zone as
established and defiried in Chapter 13 (Zones) or Chapter 15 (Planned Districts).
§125.0141

Decision Process for Correction and Amendment of Maps

A de~ision on an application to correct or amend a recorded map shall be made in
accordance with the following:
(a) through (b) (No change in text.]
(c)

Modified Conditions: If the proposed amendments modify or eliminate
conditions of approval of the recorded map or do not substantially
'confonn with the approved tentative map, the City Council shall make ~he
decision on the application for the amended map in· accordance with
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Process Five shall be subject to the process that would apply if the map
were submitted as a new application.
§125.0461

Extension of Time for a Tentative Map
The expiration date of a tentativemap may be extended as follows:
(a)

TI1e expiration date of a tentative map may. be extended o_ne or more times
in accordance with the S.ubd~visio11 Map Act, if the extensions do not
exceed a total of 72 months. This time frame does not include any
legislative extensions enacted pvrsuant to state law.

(1)

. Request for Extension. An application for illJ·Extension ofTime
for a tentative map shall be filed before. the expiration date of the

tentatjve map but pot more. than 60, c.alep.aar_ day~ 12 months before
the expiration date, in accordance with Section 112.0102. When an
application for Extension of Time is~ filed, the tentative map
shall be automatically extended for a period of 60 calendar days
from the expiration date or until the Extension of Time is
approved, conditionally approved, or denied, whichever occurs
first.
(2) through (4) [No change in text.]
(b) through (c) [No change in text.]

§125.1030

Decision Process for an Easement Vacation
(a)

A decision on an application to vacate a public service easemerzt requested
in accordance with Section 125.101 O(b) or to vacate any other type of
easement requested in accordance with Section 125.101 O(c) shall be made
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by the City Council in accordance with Process Five, except that a
recommendation by the Plruming Commission is not required. A Planning
Commission recmmnendation shall not be required for a Coastal
Development Penn it necessary solely because the vublic service easement
vacation is in the Coastal Overlay Zone.
(b)
§126.0108

[No change in text.]

!ftHi£H Utilization of a Development Permit
(a)

A development permit grants the epp!iea1lt permit holder 36 months to
initiate utilization of the~ development permit. If none of the actions
listed in Section 126.0l08(b) has occurred utilization does not occur in
accordance with this Section within 36 months after the date on which all
rights of appeal have expired, and an application for an extension of time
was not timely filed. the development permit shall be void.

fhl

To demonstrate utillzation. the permit holder shail establish. with evidence
identified in Section 126.01 08(c), that at least one of the following
~stances

occurred before expiration of the development permit:

ill

Significant investment was incurred to meet pennit conditions;

ill

Substantial work was performed in reliance on the develovment

permit granted: or

ill

Use of the property bas occurred in the.rnanner granted by the

development vermit.
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fb)~ A deYClopment permit may be utilized by the following methods: 1Lru;m

request. the permit holder shall provide evidence of the following. to the
satisfaction of the City Mana~·
(1)

Issufince of a construction permit for the entire project or for a
substantial portioq of the activity_regulated by the development
permit, as determined by according to standards developed by the

City Manager; .
(2)

[No change in text.]

(3)

Evidence of-substantial use in progress as granted by the
develooment permit, according to standards as developed by the

Cicy:Manager; e-r ' ·
(4)

Approval of a.final map or a parcel map, or acceptance of an
easement. if the map or easement was a. condition of. or was
processed concurrently with. the development permit<JJI

~

Other facts demonstrating the occurrence of any ofthe
circumstances described in Section 126.01 08Cb).

§126.0109

Maintaining Utilizatioa of a De ..·elopment Pennit

fa1

If issuance of a constructiort permit in accordance 'Nith Section 126.0108
is the method used for initial utilization of the development permit, the
collstruction permit shall be kept active until completion of the final

inspection or issuance of the certificate of occupancy to maintain
utilization of the dewlopmcntpermz:t.
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If the construction pennit is allowed to eJ<pire before completion of the
project, the initial utilization of the de)•clopmentpermit gained by that

censtrblctionpermit shall become void.

fe1

A development permit that is voided in accordance with 126.01 09(b) may
be reactivated by obtaining a ne'N ee/1Strblction permit either during the
original 36 month timetable for that

devdopmentpermi~,

or during the

t1meline as may have been extended in accordance with Section 126.0111.
§126.0110

Cancellation or Rescission of a Development Permit

(a)

An owner or pennittee A permit holder may request cancellation of a

development permit at any time before ini#al utilization of the pennit. The
ov:ner or permittee permit holder shall submit the request for cancellation
in writing to the City Manager. The City shall forward a written
declaration of the cancellation to the County Recorder for recordation in
accordance with Section 126.0106. The development vermit shall be void
as of the date it is cancelled by the City Manager. The tie1·e!apmel'ltpermit

i
shall be void on the date that the declaration of cancelr'ation is recorded
'Nith the County Recorder. The City shall mail a copy of the declaration of

cancellation to the o•.-vner and pennittee.
(b)

Gfice !fa development permit has already been utilized, an owner or

pemlittee in accordance with Section 1?6.01 08. the permit holder may
submit an application to rescind the development permit in accordance

with the following:
(1) through (2) [No change in text.]
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The development permit shall be void as of the date jt is res.cinded by the
City Manager.

W

The cancellation or rescission shall thereafter be recorded by the
applicant. or the Citv may record it by fonvarding a written declaration of

the cancellation or rescission to the County Recorder for recordation in
accordance-with Section 126.0106.
§126.0111

Extension of Time of a DeYelopment Permit

(a)·

Expiration Date. The expiration date of an approved development permit
may be extended one or more times;= provided the The develovment
permit approval and subsequent development permit extensions d-e shall

not ex_c;eed a total of 36 months 72 months beyond the expiration of the
initial utilization period. initial develovmen.t permit approval date. with the
following exceptions:

ill

The 72 month maximum may be exceeded ifpennitted by any
extension granted pursuant to state law or by any development
·permit extension granted by the City Council by ordinance.

ill

\Vhen a development permit is associated with a tentative map, any
map extensions granted pursuant to state law shall automatically
extend the expiration of associated development permits to
coincide with the expiration of the tentative map. This en.tension of
time shall not '8 e subject to the 36 .month restriction.

(b)

Request for Extension. Before the expiration of an approved development
permit, but not more than 60 calendar days 12 months before the
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expiration date, an Bpplicant may file an application may be filed for an
extension of time tB fQr a development permit in accordance with Section
112.01 02. If an application for extension of time is~ filed, the

development permit shall be automatically extended for a period of 60
calendar days from the expiration date or until a decision on the extension
of time has been made, whichever occurs last first.
(c) through (i) [No change in text.]

ill

Commencement of Extension. If the extension oftime is granted. the
extension shall begin from the date of the expiration of the previouslyapproved development permit.

§126.0112

Minor Modifications to a Development Permit

W

A proposed minor modification to an approved development permit may
be submitted to the City Manager to determine if the revision is in

substantial conformance with the approved permit.

ill

If the revision is determined to be in substantial conformance with the
approved permit, the revision shall not require an amendment to the

development permit.
(£}

Wbere a develomnent vermit requires compliance with a regulation in
effect on the date of approval. but that regulation is subsequently
amended. the vermit holder may utilize the amended regulation without
obtaining an amendment to its development permit if it obtains a Process
Two Neighborhood Development Pennit. or can demonstrate to the
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satisfaction of the City Manager that the resulting development is in
substantial conformance wjtb tbe approved develonment permit.

,Ull

Within the Coastal Overlay Zone, any substantial conformance
detennination shall be reached through a decided in accordance with
·Process Two re¥i:ew, except that a substantial conformance detennination
for a capital improvement program project shall be reached through a
Process CIP-Two review.

§126.0113

Amendments to a Development Permit
(a),

A proposed revision to an approved development permit that would
significantly reduce the scope of the developm.ent or is not in substantial
conformance with the apprqveq ~.development permit requires an
amendment to the approved pemlit develoPment permit or an ~pplication
for a new pennit. development permit. except that a development permit
for industrial development in an industrial zone that is not located within
1.000 feet of a residential zone may be amended by obtaining a Process
Two Neighborhood Development Pennit.

(b) through (e) [No change in text.)

ill

An amendment to a development permit shall not be reauired for aporoval
of a sign application in accordance with Section 142.1208.

§126.0502

When a Site Development Permit is Required
(a) through (b) [No change in text.]
(c)

A Site Development Pennit decided in accordance with Process Three is
required for the following types of development.
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(1) through (3) [No change in text.]

(4)

Public improvements required in association with private
development that involve development of more than 3,000 feet of
property frontage, as described in Section 142.0612, eJtcept that .

capital imprevementpregramprejects shall be subject to Process

CIP Two.
(5)

Public improvements required in association with private
development for which adopted City ~tandards do not apply, as
described in Section 142.0612, except that capital imprevement

pregramprejects shall.be subject to Process CIP Two.
(6) through (8) [No change in text.]

(d) through (g) [No change in text.]

§128.0209

When a Previous Environmental Document May Be Used
(a)

[No change in text.]

~

If a previously certified document is to be used, the Planfl:ing Director
shall provide the decision inaking body ·.vith an explanatory cover letter
statiHg that none of the oonditions speeified in State CEQA GuideliHes,

gection 15162, exists.
fej,(bl An EIR prepared in connection with an earlier project may be used for a
later project, if the circumstances of the projects are essentially the same
and are consistent with the State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15153.
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§128.0306

Required Time Periods for Public Review and Comment &f .Qll Draft
Environmental Documents

The public review period for G,Qther public agencies and members of the public
shall have the follov.·ing time petiods to review and comment on ffi:a.ft
enviromnental documents:
Ea}

Negative Deciarations, Mi6gated Negative Declarations, aR6
Environmental Impact Reports. and Addenda to enviromnental docurnents
shall be consistent with that established by CEQA and the State CEQA
Guidelines.

Eb1

Addenda
All addenda for environmental documents certified more than 3 years
before the date of application shall be distributed for public review for 14
calendar days along v,rith the pre~·iously certified environniental document.
Hov,.ever, this reYiew period for the addenda shall not extend the time for
action beyond that required under la'>v, and the

failur~

to allovv revievt' of

addenda, or allovl sufficient time to revie·.v addenda, shall not invalidate
any discretionary approval based upon an addendum under revie'n'.
§128.0310

Draft or Final Environmental Document Preparation, Distribution and
Availability PHblie Re,·iew
A.l,J

fi-nal envirorunental document consisting of all infonnation required by CEQA

and the State CEQA Guidelines and any other infonnation the Planning Director
may add shall be prepared and distributed for review7 according to the following:

W

Emii_onmental Document Distribution to the Public
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The Planning Director shall make an enviromnental document available to
the public by posting it to the City's web page at least 14 calendar days
prior to the earlier of the date that an advisorv body makes a
recommendation required by law or the date that the decision maker
considers approval.

ill

Environmental Document Distribution to an Advisory Body
An advisory body required by law to make a recommendation on a project

prior to a decision maker's consideration of the project's environmental
document shall consider the enviromnental document in draft or final
fonn. The draft or final enviromnental document shall be distributed to the
advisory body 14 calendar days prior to the scheduled date of
recommendation.
fa)~

Final Environmental Document Distribution to the Decision Maker
At least 14 calendar days before the first public hearing or discretionary
action on the project, the Planning Director shall make all fmal
environmental documents, including EIR Candidate Findings and
Statements of Overriding Consideration if applica-ble, available to the
public and decision makers and shall also mail copies of final
environmental documents to the officially recognized co1rununity planning
groups ;;1nd members of the public 'vYho commented on the d:-aft document.
A decision maker required to consider approval of an environmental
document shall consider the environmental document in final form. The
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final enviroumental document shall be distributed to the decision maker at
least 14 calendar days prior to the scheduled date of decision.
@1

Failure to provide this l4-calendar day

~eyievv

period shall not be treated

as a p~oQedur~l·defect and shall not preclude dis~ret.ionary action on the
project when necessary to aYoid oonf1ict witif
~-

tim~

limits imposed by Jaw.

Final-Enviromnental Impact Reoort Disttjbption to· Public Agencies
Th~·:Planning
~mmnented

Directqr shall provide a final EIR.to any public agency that

on the draft consistent with CEQA.

tb1ill ·. Comment on Final Environmental Document
TI1e intent of -tRe distributing .the final environmental document :fu:la.l
r~:view po~odjs.

to. proyide.oth~r public _agei_?cies, _the public, and the

decision makers the opportunity to review the

fin~!

document before the

fir:st.public hearing or discretionary action on the projeqt prior to a
decision being made on the project. No comments will be solicited and no
written responses to comments on final environmental documents 5hatl are
required to be prepared.
§128.0312

Adoption of Candidate Firiciings and Statement of Overriding
Considerations by the Decision Maker

Before approving a project for which the final EIR identifies one or more'
significant effects, the decision maker shall adopt the required findings in
accordance with the State CEQA Guidelines, Section 15091. When the decision
to approve the project allows the occurrence of significant effects that are
identified in the final EIR but are not at least avoided or substantially mitigated,
the decision maker shall make a statement of oveniding considerations stating the
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specific reasons to support the decision based on the final EIR and other
infonnation in the record in accordance with the State CEQA Guidelines, Section
15093.
(a)

[No change in text.]

(b)

Preparation of Adopted Findings and Statement of Overriding
Considerations
The adopted findings and the statement of overriding considerations shall
be in writing and shaH be based on the entire record of proceedings.

!£).

Availability of Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations
Where findings or a statement of overriding considerations are required in
accordance with Section 128.0312. the Planning Director shall make a
draft available to the public and decision maker in accordance with
Section 128.031 Q(c). Failure to provide this 14 calendar dav review period
shall not be treated as a procedural defect and shall not preclude
discretionary action on the project.

§129.0642

!Bitial Utilization of a Grading Permit
A Grading Permit shall beeome void if the ·y,·orlc authorized by the pennit had not

begun \Yithin 180 calendar days ofthe date ofpennit issuance.
§129.0643

Maintaining Utilization of Gradmg Permit
A Grading Pennit shall become void if, at any time after the •nrorlc has begun, the

grading or other work authorized by the Grading Pennit is suspended or
abandoned for a continuous period of 180 calendar days, unless the Grading
Pennit is associated with a valid Building Permit.
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§129.0702

'Vhen a Public Right-of-\Vay Permit Is Required
(a)

A Public Right-of-Way Pennit is required for the following unless
otl1erwise exempt under Section 129.0703:

(1)

The~ construction of public improvements by an entity other
than the City;

(2) through (4) [No change in text.]
(b)

§129.0710

[No change in ,text.]

How to Apply for a Public Right-of-Way Permit

An application for a Public Right-of-Way Pennit shall be submitted in accordance

withs~ections 112.0102 and 129.0105. The.submittal requirements for Public
Right::of-Way Pennits areJisted in the Land J)~v~lopJ;n~nt .fyfanual. A

development permit or other discretionary approval is required prior to issuance of
a Public Right-of-Way Pennit for the following:
(a)

If the proposed encroachment involves construction of a privately:owned

structure or facility into the public right-of way dedicated for a street or an
alley, and where the applicant is the record owner of the underlying fee
title, a Neighborhood Development Pennit is required in accordance with

s~ection 126.0402U) except for the following. which are subject to
aWJroval in accordance with Process One:
(1) through (8) [No change in text.]

(b) through (c) [No change in text.]
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@

AN ei ghborhood Development Permit decided in accordance with Process
Two shall be required for pedestrian plaza encroaclunents in the public

right-o(-wav which are beyond the established curb line.
§129.0715

Encroachment Maintenance and Removal Agreement
(a)

An Encroachment Maintenance and Removal Agreement is required for
any privately;;owned and/or privately-maintained facilities or structures

encroachment located in the public right-of-way or in a public service
\

easement constructed and maintained by the propert)· ov,·ner subject to the
following:
(1)

The encroachment shall not adversely affect the public's health.
safety. or general welfare and shall be installed and maintained in a
safe and sanitary condition at the sole cost, risk and responsibility
of the EIWflef record owner or permit holder. and successors in

interest as applicable. to the satisfaction of the City En¢neer a£d
shall not adversely affect the public's health, safety or general

v,zelfare.
(2)

The property owner record owner or permit holder as applicable.·

shall agree to indemnify the City with an indemnification
agreement satisfactory to the City Manager and City Attomey.
(3)

The property ov•ner record owner or vermit holder. as applicable.
mttSt shall agree to and shall remove or relocate the encroachment

to the satisfaction of the Citv Engineer within 30 days after notice
by the City Engineer~ or the City Engineer may cause such work to
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be done, and the costs thereof shall be a lien upon said land, or the
property owner recqrd owner or vermit holder. as applicable. shall

agrees to an equivalent to the requirement for removal as
detennined by the City Engineer.
(4)

For structures encroaching encroachments over or under the public
right-of.way; the prope11y owner record owner or permit holder. as
applicable. shall agrees. to and sha!! provide an altemate public
right-of way or re relocate~ any existing or proposed City
facility to a new alignment, all without cost or expense to the City,
whenever it is.determined by the City Engineer that any existing or
proposed City facility cannot be economically placed, replaced, or
maintained due to the presence ofthe encroaching strldct'dre
encroachment.

(5)

[No change in text.]

(6)

Except as provided in Section 129.0715(a)(7), the property owner
record owner or permit holder. as applicable. shall maintain a
. policy of $1 million liability insurance, satisfactory to the City
Engineer, to protect the City from any potential claims which may
arise from the encroachment.

. (7)

The property ovmer of an encreechmeHt serving a single dwelling

*~Tit For encroachments serving a sin de dwelhnf! unit. the record
owner or permit holder. as applicable. shall maintain a policy of
$500,000 liability insurance, for encroachments sen'iL:g a single
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do.velling unit satisfactory to the City Engipeer to protect the City
from any potential claims which may arise from the

encroachments.
(8)

In the event the City is required to place, replace, or maintain a

public improvement over which the property ovmer record owner ·
or permit holder. as applicable. has constructed an encroaching

stnteture encroachment, the property mvner record owner or
permit holder shall pay the City that portion of the cost of
placement, replacement, or maintenance caused by the
construction, or existence of the O'tvner's permanent encroaching

structure encroachment.
(9)

The property ovmer record owner o~ permit holder. as applicable.
shall pay the City for all the cost of placing, replacing, or
maintaining a public improvement within a public right-o[-;way
when the City's facility has failed as a result of the construction or
existence of the O't'Vner's encroaching structure encroachment.

(10)

[No change in text.]

(11)

The property 0'< i11CF record owner or permit holder. as applicable.
1

shall pay the City or public utility. as applicable. for all costs of
relocating, replacing, or protecting a facility within the public

right-of way or public service easement when such relocation,
replacement, or protection results from the construction or
existence of the encroachment.
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~!'.hl The

City may require a rec01·d owner or permit holder. as applicable. to

record the Encroaclunent Maintenance and Removal Agreements-fef
awreved encroachments shall be recorded in the eQffice of the County
Recorder.
§129.0720

Qualifications to Prepare Plans and Perform Construction \Vork in the
Public Right-of-Way or Public Sen'ice Easement

The preparation of plans for and the construction of, work regulated by this
division shall only be performed by persons with the following qualifications:
(a) through (e) [No change in text.]
(f)

All construction work required @gulated by this division shall be
perfonned by a contractor licensed by the State of Califomia~ except that
with the following exceptions:

ill

a~y

person owning property that is or will be that person's

primary residence may perfonn grading on that property= itM

ill

a,6ny construction work authorized by a Public Right-of-Way
Permit as a result of application by a public utility may be
perfonned by the public utility.

§129.0743

Initial Utilization of a Publie Right of Way Permit

A Public Right of \Vay Permit shall become void if the v.·ork authorized by the
pennit has not begun within 180 calendar days of the date ofpennit issuance.
§129.0744

Maintaining Utilization of a Public Right of Way Permit

A Public Right of \Vay Permit shall become void if, at any time after the v.·ork
has begun, the work authorized by the pem1it is suspended or abandoned fur a
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period of 180 calendar days, unless the Public Right of V•lay Pennit is associated
with a valid Building Pennit.
§129.0802

When a Sign Permit Is Required
A Sign Permit is required for the installation or alteration of any sign, except for
those signs specifically exempted in Section 129.0803. Sign Permit Stickers are
· required for each sign. The sticker is applicable to one sign at one location only,
and is transferable to a nev: owner or lessee.

§129.0804

General Rules for Sign Permits
(a) through (d) [No change in text.]

fe1

A Sign Pennit Sticker ·.vill be issued for each sign for which a Sign Pern1it
is issued. Each sticker is applicable to only one sign and for only the
location specified in the pennit. The sticker is not transferable from one
sig;'l: to another; however, the sticker is transferable to a new

O'•Hi&

or

lessee. St{clcers must be mruntained in a legible state.
§129.0806

Sign Permit Fees
fa)

A fee for each Sign Pennit application shall be paid at the time of
application. Fees for Sign Pennits shall be paid in accordance '•'Vith the
schedule of fees established by resolution of the City Council and filed in
the office ofthe City qerk.

W

The City Manager is ·authorized to issue refunds for all of a portion of the
fees, in the event that the work authorized by the Sign Pennit has not been
performed and no inspections have been made. The refund will be issued·
\vithin 90 calendar days from the date ofpennit issuance. Before a refund
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is issued, the ap]9lie.:mt shall retum the pennittee's copy of the issued
permit and the Sign Pennit Sticker.
§129.0811

Initial Utilization of a Sign Permit

A Sign Pennit.shall become void if the V<'ork authorized by the permit has not
begun within 180 calendar days of the date of permit issuance. If a Sign Pennit
becomes void beforQ the authorized work has beguE., the applic.:mt shall apply for
a new pennit and shal1 pay the full pennit fee.
§129.0812

Maintaming Utilizatien of a Sign Permit

A Sign Permit shall become void ifthe v;ork that is authorized by the pennit has
begun, but is suspended or abandoned for a period of 180 calendar days. If the
work is S1;lSpended or abandoned. for 180 calendar days, a new permit application

is required. The pennit fee shall be one 'J1alfthe standard pennit fee, provided
that no. change ha5 been made to the original plans and that the work has not been
abandoned or suspended for more than one year.
§129.0813

Expiration of a Sign Permit

'

A Sign Pennit shall expire by limitation and become void 24 months after the date

of pennit issuance. If the work authorized by the Sign Penn it has not been
completed and has not received final inspection approval by the pennit expiration
date, all work shall stop until a new permit is issued. If a Sign Pennit expires, a
new permit application, with the full pem1it fee, is required.
§129.0815

Sign Permit Inspections

All work authorized by a 1;ign Pemrit shall be inspected in accordance 'A'ith
Section 129.0111 and the inspection requirements ofthe Land Development
Manual.
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§131.0112

Descriptions of Use Categories and Subcategories
(a)

The following are descriptions of each use category and subcategory
found in the U~e Regulations Tables of each base zone. These descriptions
shall be used to classify specific uses into use subcategories for the
purpose of determining applicable use regulations, in accordance with
Section 131.0110. A description of separately regulated uses is located in
Section 131.0112(b).
(1) through (5) [No change in text.]
(6)

Commercial Services Use Category
This cat.egory includes uses that provide for consumer or business
services, for the repair and maintenance of a Wide Valiety of
products, and for entertainment. The commercial services
subcategories are:
(A) through (I) [No change in text.]

EJj

Assembly and Entertainment Uses that provide gathering
places for large numbers of people for reoreation, physical
fitness, entertainment, or other assmnbly.

EK1ill

Radio and Television Studios -Uses that provide for the
production, recording, and broadcasting of radio and
television shows and motion pictures.

W!KJ Visitor Accommodations- Uses that provide lodging, or a
combination oflodging, food, and entertainment, primarily
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to visitors and tourists. (Outside the Coastal Overlay Zone,
includes single room oeel>l.fJGli1C)' SB£2 hotels.)

(Ll

Tasting rooms- Uses accessory to a beverage
manufacturing plant thaf offer tastings ai1d sell beverag~
manufactured on the premises for on-site or off-site
consumption. TI1e subcategory includes· establishments
:;uch as breweries; wineries. and distilleries that offer
tastings and sales of alcoholic beverages in accordance with
a license issued by the California Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control. This subcategory does not include uses
.that.qualifv asretail tasting stores under Section 141.0507.

(7) through (8) [No change in text.]
(9)

\\q-l:Olesale, Distribution,~ Storage Use Category
This category includes uses that provide and distribute and store
goods in large quantities, especially to retail sales establislunents.
Long-tenn and short-tenn storage of commercial goods and
personal items is included. TI1e v:holesale, distribution, storage

subcategories are:
(A)

Equipment and Materials Storage Yards- ;;,Uses
related to engaged in the outdoor storage of large
equipment or products or large quantities of
material.
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(B)

Moving and Storage Facilities-; Uses engaged in
the moving and storage of household or office
furniture, personal items. appliances, and equipment
from one location to another, including the
temporary storage of those same items.

~

Warehouse

Uses engaged in long tenn and

short tenn storage of goods in bulk as well as
storage by individuals in separate storage
compartments.
tf}1LQ Wholesale Distribution Facihties-; Uses engaged

in the BullE commercial storage and distribution of
goods. ·wholesale showrooms are also included.
(I 0)

Industrial Use Category
This category includes uses that produce goods from
extracted and raw materials or from recyclable or
previously prepared materials, including the design,.
storage, and handling of these products and the materials
from which they are produced. The industrial subcategories
are:
(A)

Heavy Manufacturing-,;; Uses that process1
fabricate. assemble. or treat materials, for the
fabrication oflarge base sector products. Assembly
of large equipment and machines is included in this
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using large outdoor egujpment such as cranes and
large tanks to oroduce unpackaged bulk products
such as steel. paper. lumber. fertilizer. or
petrochemicals. Tlli.s subcategory as well as
includes heavy manufacturing uses that typically
. produce disturbing noise, dust, or other pollutants
o

(B)

capable of banning or annoying adjacent uses.
Light Manufacturing-; Uses that process,
, fabric(lte, assemble, treat, or package finished parts
or products without the use of explosives or

_,unrefined petroleum materials. (This subcategory

. '.

do·es .not include the assembly oflarge equipment

anci 111\lChinery.) This subcategory includes light
. m_q_nufacturing uses that produce a wide variety of
products including. but not limited to. food.
beverages. durable goods. machinerv. or equipment.
(C) through (E) [No change in text.]
( 11)

(b)
§131.0202

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Purpose of the OP (Open Space--Park) Zones

(a)

The purpose of the OP zones is to be applied to public parks and facilities,
once they are dedicated as park land pursuant to City Charter Section 55 in
order to promote recreation and facilitate the implementation of land use
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plans. The uses pennitted in these zones will provide for various types of
recreational needs ofthe c01mnunity.

(b)·
§131.0222

[No change in text.]

Use Regulations Table for Open Space Zones
The uses allowed in the open space zones are shown in Table 131-02B.
Legend for Table 131-02B
[No change in text.)
Table 131-02B
Use Regulations Table ef fur Open Space Zones

Use Categories/Subcategories
[See Section 13.1.0112 for an explanation and
descriptions of the Use Categories, Subcategories,
and Separately Regulated Uses]

Zone
Designator

Zones

1st & 2nd>>

OP-

OC-

OR< 1>-

op<JJ>_

3rd>> 1-

2-

1-

1-

1-

.4th>>

1

1

1 12

1

1

Open Space through Residential, Separately Regulated Residential ·
Uses:, Watchkeeper Quarters [No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Institutional

Ghbwe,qes & :Plaees ef!?.:eligie~:~s AssemeJ,,

pf.!-1

-

StQr~s

=

Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail Sales Uses:, Swap Meets
& Other Large Outdoor Retail Facilities through Commercial
Services, Personal Services [No change in text.]
Assembl~· & Eetertaiemeet

-

-

[No change in text.]

Institutional, Separately Regulated Institutional Uses through
Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail Sales Uses:, Retail Fa!Tils
[No change in text.]
Retail Iasting

-

=

-

=

,;

;

[No change in text.]
pf.!-1

-

-

-

-

[No change in text.]

Radio & Television Studios

Iastino Rooms

=

Visitor Accommodations through Commercial Senices,
Separately Regulated Commercial Sen~ces Uses, Adult
Entertainment Establislm1ents: Sexual Encounter Establishment
[No change in text.]
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Zone
Designator

Use Categories/Subcategories
[See Section 131.01 12 for an explanation and
descriptions of the Use Categories, Subcategories,
and Separately Regulated Uses]

Zones

1st & 2nd»

OP-

3rd >> l.4th.»

.... i·,

Assembly and Entertairmwnt Uses. Including Places of
.· ':.
..- ,,·.. .
..
Relimoui AssernbJv. ·
Commercial Servjces, Separately Regulated Commercial Services
Uses, Bed & Breakfast r:stablishments·: tHrough Cidid Ca/'e Facilities,
Small Family Child Care Homes [No change In text.l
Eating and Drinking Establishments Abi:!;tt:iil:g ~esia_effi~U~·
Zoned Property \vith a Drive.;in or Drjve-througb Component
~

..

..

.'i

;

•

~

'·~

1

~

. ·-· •.

-..••.. ,.1_-. ~ .. ··----

OR01 -

op<''>_

1-·

1-

1-

I2

1

2.:.'
1

;:-r~.

-

=

-.

1

-

=

1

-

-

-

'

-

[No change in text.]

•..

[No change in text.]

Moving & Storage Facilities

[No change in text.]

.

Wa!'ehaas.es..

··-

-.

'

. -

-

-

-

_.,,,

[No change iri text.]

Wholesale Distribution
Facilities
....... ..
Separately Regulated ~'holesale, Distribution; and Storage
Uses:
~'holesale, Distribution; and Storage, Separately Regulated
Wholesale, Distribution; and Storage Qs·es, Impound Stcii-i:!ge Yards
through Signs, Separately Regulated Signs Uses, Theater Marquees
[llio change in text.l

[No change in text.]

Footnotes for Table 131-02B [No change in text.]

§131.0322

-

-

Equipment & MaterialS Storage Yards

,.

-

=

[No change in text.]

Fairgrounds through ..Vehicle.& .Y ehicular Equipment.Siiles &
Service, Separately Regulated Vehicle & \reiiiculat
·
Equipi:ne~fSales & Ser,ri<;~ps_es:, Outdoor Storage·& Display
ofNew, Unregistered Motor.Yehicles as a Prima~y:"{Jse [No
...
change in text.l ~ ·~'h~lesli.le,·Distribil~~n, ·and Storage
-·

OC-

Use Regulations Table for Agricultural Zones

The uses allowed in the agricultural zones are shown in Table 131-03B.
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Legend for Table 131-03B
[No change in text.]
Table 131-03B
Use Regulations Table ef for Agricultural Zones
Use Categories/Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for an explanation and
descriptions of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and Separately Regulated
Uses]

Zone
Designator

Zones

1st & 2nd
>>

3rd >>
4th>>
Open Space through Residential, Separately Regulated
Residential Uses, Boarder & Lodger Accommodations
(No change in text.]
Companion Units
Resid_ential, Separately Regulated Residential Uses; Employee
Housing: through Institutional, Separately Regulated
Institutional Uses, Cemeteries, Mausoleums, Crematories [No
change in text.]
GhwreluH; & Plaees e:f:R:eligiet:1s Asseml9ly ·

Institutional, Separately Regulated Institutional Uses,
Correctional Placement Centers through Retail Sales, Separately
Regulated Retail Sales Uses, Retail Farins [No change in text.]
R~tail

lasting StQres

1

AG

AR

1-

1-

2
f
[No change in text.]

I

2

1

-

G~

[No change in text.]

-

G

[No change in text.)

;

Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail Sales Uses, Swap
· Meets & Other Large Outdoor Retail Facilities through
Commercial Services, :EersQnal Sen]~esSeJ3antel~· Regulated
GemmeFeial Sef~:jees Yses [No change in text.)
,\ssembl~· & Entel'taiement

=

[No change in text.]

-

-

Radio & Television Studios

[No change in text.]

Iastino Rooms

=
=
[No change in text.]

l

Commercial Services, Visitor Accommodations through
Commercial Senices, Separately Regulated Commercial
Services Uses, Adult Entertainment Establishments:, Adult Book
Store through Sexual Encounter Establishment [No change in text.]
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Zone
Designator

Use Categories/Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for an explanation and
descriptions of the Use Categories, ·
Subcategories, and Separately Regulated
Uses]

Zones

1st & 2nd
3rd >:::-

.; :

- ...

:,

4jp>~.

..

Assembly and EiJteitairihienfUsesi I.Dcluairig Places o(

·· Rdii!i'mi.s ·A,~~P.~rhbrv .... ;::·. -.>~·-

.

-.··

··

..

Commercial s~r\ices,·seP.aratety Regulated Coii:imertiai
Sen~ces U$es, Bed· & Breakfast Establislunents through
Sepanitely.Regulated Commercial Ser~rices Uses, ·child Care
Facilities:, Small Family Child c'are Homes [No change in text.)

AR

1-

1-

0
0

1

.I· ..2.

0

1 1 2
·~

[No change mtext.]

Eating and Drinking· Esta~lishment.s Abutting Residentially
ZoneEl..Property
Compone.nt
.
.' . with·a:.E)rive~in. or· Drive-through
..
.

·

\.

~

~

.

Commercial Services, Separately Regulated Commercial
Sery\ces Uses, Fairgrounds through Vehicle & Vehicular
Equipmen.(Sales & Service, Separately Regulated Vehicle &
v.~~if.!iJ!(~q~ipwent SB;lcs _8i~~en1.c~.JJses; Qqtd¢!or St<?r11ge &
ti!sj:)i~y of New, JJmeiistfied·
v ~liicl~s
J?iinialy use .
[No change in text.]
·
Wholesale, Distribution; and Storage

Motor

1

AG

>>

Equip~ent

[No change in text.]

as· a·

& .t\1ateria1s Storage Yards

· ~~o\iiig· & Storage Facilities

[No change in text.)

[No c!lange in ~ext.]

·warehouses
Wholesale Distribution Facilities
Whelesale, Distribution; and Storage, Separately Regulated ·
Whalesale, Distribution; and Storage Uses, Impound Storage
Yards through Sigrts, Separately Regulated Signs Uses, Theater
Mm~quees[]'Jo change in text.]

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Footnotes for Table 131-03B [No change in text.)

§131.0422

Use Regulations Table for Residential Zones

The uses allowed in the residential zones are shown in the Table 131-04B.
Legend for Table 131-04B
[No change in text.]
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Table 131-04B
Use Regulations Table Gf for Residential Zones
Zone
Zones
Use Categories/
Designator
Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for an
RSRXRT1st & 2nd>> REexplanation and descriptions
]1of the Use Categories,
3rd >> 11Subcategories, and
4th>> 112 3 11213141516171819110111112113114 112 1121314
Separately Regulated Uses]
Open Space through Institutional [No change
[No change in text.]
in text.]
GhHv·elie,s & :Plaees efReligiel:l:S Assel:lWiy
-

-

Institutional, Separately Regulated
Institutional Uses, Airports through
Institutional, Separately Regulated
Institutional Uses, Correctional Placement
Centers [No change in text.l
Eelaeaeiaaal Faeilities:.E;ducatiQnal
facilities:

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Institutional, Separately Regulated
Institutional Uses, Educational Facilities:
Kindergarten through Grade 12 through Retail
Sales, \Vearing Apparel & Accessories [No
change in text.]
Separately Regulated Retail Sales Uses
Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail
Sales Uses, Agri~ulture Related Supplies &
Equipment through Retail Sales, Separately
Regulated Retail Sales Uses, Retail Farms [No
change in text.]
· Retail Iastigg Stor~s
Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail
Sales Uses Swap Meets & Other Large Outdoor
Retail Facilities through Commercial Senices,
Radio & Television Studios [No change in
text.]
Assembly & Eetertaiamea,t

Tastin(7 Rooms

•

[No change in text.]

::

--

--

;;

[No change in text.]

-

-

-

-

=

=

=

-

=

[No change in text.]

Visitor Accommodations
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Zone
Use Categories/
Zones
Designator
S ubca tego ries
[See Section 131.0112 for an
RSRX1st & 2nd>> RE..
explanation and descriptions
1J... 1of the Use Categories,
3rd >>
· Subcategories, and
4th>>
3 IJ2j3J415161718l~ll_O 111~1~~1311~
Separately Regulated Uses)
[No change in text.]
Commercial Services, Separately Regulated
.Conimerdai S,enices 'uses thi-ough .
·. . .
· Conimerdal 'Services, Separately Regulated
. .,
..
Coi:nmerdal Services Uses, Adult
!Entertainment Establishments: Sexual Encounter
Establishrnent [No change in text.]
.
AssemblY and Entertainment Uses.
=

IF

In~l1.lJliug £1~~~~

.

-

~

[No change in text].

Commercial Services, Separately Regulated
Commercial Services Uses, Bed & Breakfast
Establislunents: thrqugh Child Cm:e Facilities:
i[No change in text.]
Gbild Gol"e Genters Child Care Centers

[No change in text.]

Large Fa_inily Child Car~ Hoi:nes

.. ~o ~bange in text]

Small Family Child Care Homes

[No change in text.]

Eating and Drinking Establishments
Abutting Residentially Zoned Property
wiili a Drive-in Qr Ddve-thrQIJJ!h
!:;QWJ;!QJ.&ent

1-

112 11_21314

.

Q! E.s:ligiQy§ ~~~~mQ~

RT-

-

-

Commercial Services, Separately Regulated
Commercial Services Uses, Fairgrounds
hrough Vehicle & Vehicular Equipment Sales
& Senice, Separately Regulated Vehicle &
Vehicuiar Equipment Sales & Senice Uses,
Outdoor Storage & Display of New,
!Unregistered Motor Vehicles as a Prim my Use
[No change in text.l
itxTJ, ,r. ,I.
, Distribution; and Storage

[No change in text.]

Equipment & Materials Storage Yards

[No change in text.]

-

-

,~.

MoYing &

Storag~

V~'aFebeases

\.\Cheles~le

[No change in text.]

Facilities

-I

Distribution Ea ciliti~s

[No change in text.]
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Zone
Zones
Use Categories/
Designator
Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for an
RSRTRX1st & 2nd>> REexplanation and descriptions
13rd >> 111of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and
. 4th>> lj2p 11213141516171819110111 Jl2113114 1 1 2 11213 14
Separately RegUlated Uses]
Separately Regulated Whelesale,
Distribution; and Storage Uses
mhht .. ~ft 1
.and Storage '
[No change in text.]
' Distribution-,_
Separately Regulated 'JA'halesale, Distribution:;
and Storage Uses, Impound Storage Yards
hrough Signs, Separately Regulated Signs
Uses, Theater Marquees [No change in text.]
ft

Zone
Use Categories/
Designator
Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for
1st & 2nd
an explanation and
>>
descriptions of the Use
3rd >>
Categories,
Subcategories, and
4th>>
1
Separately Regulated
Uses]
Open Space through Institutional [No
change in text.]
Churches & Plaees sf Religious
Assembly

Zones
RM12

2-

4

3

5

4-

3-

6

7

8

9

10

511

12

[No change in text.]
p

p

p

p

F

[No change in text.]

Institutional, Separately Regulated
Institutional Uses through Retail Sales,
Wearing Apparel & Accessories [No
change in text.]

Separately Regulated Retail Sales
Uses
Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail
Sales Uses, Agriculture Related Supplies &
Equipment through Separately Regulated
Rrla.il Sales Uses, Retail Farms [No change
in text.l
Retail Tasting Stores

[No change in text.]

-

I
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Zone
Use Categories/
Designator
Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for
1st & 2nd
an explanation and
>>
des9nptions oftbeUse
3rd >>
1Categorit;!s,
.
'
S:ubcategories; and
4th>>
Separately 'Regiifafed
1 2
Uses]
Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail
Sales Uses, Swap Meets & Other Large
Outdoor Retail Facilities through
Commercial Senices, Personal Senices
ICNo change in text.)
,~ssemel~·

&

Zones

RM2"'

.)

4

-

ga~eFtaiament

5

4-

3-

6

7

8

9
:

5-

11

10
..

12

[No change in text]

-

-

-

p

=

c

[No change in text.

Radio & Tele:·\ision Studios

Iastino Rooms

=

Corntnercial Services; Visitor
Accommodations through Commercial
Se~·ic~s
..
-··•. Separat_~ly
.. .. .. . .... .. ~egulated
. ...
. ... .
Commercial Senices Uses, Adult
Entertainment Establishments:, Adult Book
Store through Sexual Encounter
Establishment [No change in text.]
Am:w~l~ a;ag !;l~tert~inment :u~~s.
lgQl!Jding Elaces of E,e!igiQus

=

=
[No change in text.]

-

~.

~

~

~

L

L

-

-

eamanl2l~

Commercial Services, Separ~tely
Regulated Commercial Services Uses,
Bed & Breakfast Establishments: through
Child Care Facilities:, Small Family Child
Care Homes [No change in text.]
Eating and Drinking Establishments

[No change in text]

-

Al:mHiag R:esiaeal:iaUy 6eaea

Property with a Drive-in or Drive:

thrQuab CQlilRQllent
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Zone
Use Categories/
Designator
Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for
1st & 2nd
an explanation and
>>
descriptions of the Use
3rd >>
Categories,
Subcategories, and
4th>>
Separate1y Regu1ated
1
Uses]
Commercial Services, Separately
Regulated Commercial Services Uses,
Fairgrounds through Vehicle & Vehicular
Equipment Sales & Senice, Separately
Regulated Vehicle & Vehicular
Equipment Sales & Service Uses, Q1,1tp9or
Storage & Display of New, Unregistered
Motor Vehicles as a Primary Use D':J~>,.;.l.l ·1,\·;. n
change in text.]
Inn, .1
.I.
, Distribution; ruul Storage

Zones

RM2-

1-

2

3

4

5

3-

6

7

8

5-

4-

9

10

11

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Equipment & Materials Storage
Yards
Mo,ing & Storage Facilities

[No change in text.]

-

WaFeheuses
:V.lbalesale Distribution facilities

-

-

-

[No change in text.)

Separately Regulated Wholesale,
Distribution; and Storage Uses
~'llalesale, Distribution; and Storage,
Separately Regulated Wholesale,
Distribution; and Storage Uses, Impound
Storage Yards through Signs, Separately
Regulated Signs Uses, Theater Marquees

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Footnotes for Table 131-04B [No change in text.]

§131.0448

12

Accessory Buildings in Residential Zones
This section is intended to clarify the regulations applicable to non-habitable
accessoJy buildings in residential zones.

(a) through (b) [No change in text.]
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(c)

Non-habitable accessory buildings or detaobed garages may encroach into
required yards subject to the requirements in Section 131.0461.

(d)
§131.0461

[No change in text.]

Architectural Projections and Encroachments in Residential Zon~s

(a)

The following are pennitted architectural projections and encroachments
into required yards and the angled building envelope plane for RS and RX

zones~ and the RM-1-1, R.M-1-2, and RM-1-3 zones. These projections
and encroachments are not pennitted,!i):\':the required yards within view
. 'DS'X.~Z~:
.... :.;,'.:'':..\~fi~··

.

corridors that are designated by lcmd'~~?plans
in the Coastal Overlay
....
,·;

·~

Zone and may not be located in a required visibility area or a required
.turning ra_di_lJ.S. or vehiclE!. back,~ up area ~~c.ept wb~re d_ey~lqpment
regulations may allow.
(1)

Roof projections such as eave, cornice, and eyebrow projections
may extend into the required yard or into the space above the
angled building envelope subject to the fol~owing:
(A) through (C) [No change in text.]
(D)

The projection A roof design element may project into the

space above the reouired angled building envelope plane. as
depicted in Diagram 131-04S. subjeet to the following
provided tha_t the roof design element:'

ill

Faces the front vard:

@

Does not encroach into any required vard:
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(iii)

Complies with all applicable structure height limits
in accordance with Section 1 13.0270: and

(iv)

is Is limited to a maximum of33 percent of the
width of the building envelope facing the front yard,
and a maximum depth equal to or less than its
width. SeeDiagram131 04S.

Diagram 131-04S
Exception for Angled Building Envelope Area
. [No change in text.]
(2) through (11) [No change in text.]

(12)

GGaniges or non-habitable accessory buildings may encroach into
a required side or rear yard as follows:

(A)

The lot size shall not exceed 10,000 square feet of area; arui

(B)

The encroaching access01y building shall be limited to a
maximum structure height of 15 feet within the setback:-~

,(Q

The encroaching accessmy structure shall not share a:

common wall with the primary dwtV.line unit. but may be
attached via a non-structural design element. Any

development attached to the accesso1y building above one
st01y shall comply with the setbad-; arui

fG1£ill The access01y building shall not exceed a maximum length
of 30 feet within any given setback; and
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f91,WJ An encroaching accesso1y building shall not exceed 525
square feet in gross floor area.
(b) .

(No change in text:]

(c)

In the RM-2~4, RM-2-5, RM-2-6, R.M-3-7, R.M-3-8, R.M-3-9, RM-4-10,
. R.M.A-11, apd R..M-5-12 .zones, architectural projections and

encroachmenfs li~ted.in S~ction 131.046l(a) arepennitted with the
following limitatjons .. No pennitted architectural projection or

encroachment may be located in required yards within view corridors that
are designated by land use plans in the Coastal Overlay Zone, in a
required visibility area, a required turning radius, or vehicle back-up area
except where development regulations may allow.

(1) through (3)[No change in text.]
(4)

Garages or non-habitable access01y buildings that meet the
requirements in Sections 131.0461(a)(12)(A) through
131.0461 (a)(12)E81£ID may only encroach into a required side or
rear yard if they are detached.

(5)
§131.0522 ·

[No change in text.]

Use Regulations Table for Commercial Zones
The uses allowed in the cotmnercial zones are shown in Table 131-0SB.

Legend for Table 131-0SB
[No change in text.]
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Table 131-0SB
Use Regulations Table for Commercial Zones
ZonE
Designat01

Use Categories/Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for an explanation
and descriptions of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and Separately Regulated
Uses]

Zones

1st & 2nd CN(I)>>
3rd>>

1-

4th>> 11213

.·

CR-

Retail

Ta~ting

StQres

Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail Sales Uses, Swap
Meets & Other Large Outdoor Retail Facilities through
Commercial Senrices, Business Support [No change in text.]
Eating & Drinking Establishments
Financial Institutions through Personal Services [No
change in text.]
:Assembl~· & EateFtaia~Beat

CV-

CP-

1-

2-

1-

1-

1-

1

1

1 1 2

1 12

1

pfWl
ll
[No change in text.]

-

Open Space through Institutional [No change in text.]

Ghurehes & Plaees efR:eligie~:s Assemely
Institutional, Separately Regulated Institutional Uses,
through Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail Sales
Uses, Retail Fanns [No change in text.]

CO-

[No change in text]
pfWl

p

1

1

p

L

L

L

=

pl.W

-

:pt-WI

-

[No change in text.]

pf'I.ID

pliBr p--w

p134ID

[No change in text.]
pl=Wf

p

F

F

[No change in text.]

Radio & Television Studios

Iastiog Rooms
Commercial Senices, Visitor Accommodations through
Commercial Services, Separately Regulated Commercial
Senrices Uses, Adult Entertainment Establishments:, Adult
!Book Store through Sexual" Encounter Establishment [No
change in text.]
Assem.blx and Entertainment Uses, InclJJding Places QI
Relio-ious Assemblv
Commercial Seniccs, Separately Regulated Commercial
Senices Uses, Bed & Breakfast Establishments: through
Commercial Senices, Separately Regulated Commercial
Sen•ices Uses, Child Care Facilities:, Small Family Child Care
Homes [No change in text.l
Eating and Drinking Establishments Abutting
Resieentia!ly t;enee! PfeJ:3ert:Y
Eating and Drinking Establishments with a Drive-in or
Drive-throuqh Comuonent
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:

~

L

L

;;

L(ll)

L

;

[No change in text.]
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Use Categories/Subcategories

Zone

Zones

Designator
[See Section 131.0112 for an explanation
and descriptions of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and Separately Regulated
Uses]

1st & 2nd CN< 1i·
>>
3rd >>

4th>> 1
.. ...
. ..
...
··-·
CommerCial Senices, Separately Regulated Commercial
Sen~ce~ Uses, Fairgrounds through Vehicle· & Vehicular
I,
"I •
·
·
•
Eq'i.lipinebt Sales & Servi.ce, Outdoor Storage & Display of
!New, Unregistered Motor Vebi2les as aPi'iinciiy Use [No· · ·
change in .text.]
Inn.. .1.
, Distribution; .and Storage
Equipment & Materials Storage Yards
~.

CR-

..

CV-

CP-

1-

: 1-

1-

I·

l.IJ

1

-

-

1-

1-

1213

1 ··- 1
1 2
[No change in text.)

[No change in text.]
[No change in text.]

Moving & Storage Facilities

-

:Wa!."eheases
·- ...............
~!:helesele

2:.

CO-·.

F~

-

Distribution Eacilities

-

..

[No change in text.]

Separately Regulated Wllelesale, Distribution; and
Storage.J.Jses . · ~ .
Inn..,,
, Distribution; and Storage, Separately Regulated
"1 '1:.-!!:.::~.l!:..., Distribution, and Storage Uses, pnpound Storage
Yards through Signs, Separately Regulated Signs Uses,
Theater .Marguees[No change in text.]

[No change in text.)

Zone

Use Categories/Subcategories

Zones

Designator
[See Section 131.0112 for an explanation and
descriptions of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and Separately Regulated
Uses] .

1st & 2nd
>>
3rd >>

CC-

1-

...

2-

.)-

4th>> 11213 11213
Open Space through Institutional [No change in text.]

Ghurehe-5 & Plaees

efReligiet~s

Asse&mly

Institutional, Separately Regulated Institutional Uses,
Airports through Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail
Sales Uses, Retail Farms [No change in text.)
Retail Iasting StQres
[Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail Sales Uses, Swap
Meets & Other Large Outdoor Retail Facilities through
Commercial Services, Business Support [No change in text.]
Eating & Drinking Establishments
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ll

F

p

p

p

[No change in text.]

L

L

L

L

L

[No change in text.]
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Use Categories/Subcategories

Zone
Designator

[See Section 131.0112 for an explanation and
descriptions of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and Separately Regulated
Uses]

Zones

1st & 2nd

CC-

>>

3- 454th>> Ij2J3 IJ2J3 4J5 112131415 112131415
1-

3rd>>

Commercial Services, Financial Institutions through Personal
Services [No change in text.]
Assemaly & EnteFtainment

2~

[No change in text.]

p

p

p

Radio & Television Studios

p

p

[No change in text.]

(

Iastinr Rooms

=

Commercial Senices, Visitor Accommodations through
Commercial Services, Separately Regulated Commercial
Senices Uses, Adult Entertainment Establishments:, Adult Book
Store, Sexual Encounter Establishment [No change in text.]
Ass!:<mbl;)( and Entertaimnent Uses Induding Elaces Qf
Religious Assemblx
Commercial Services, Separately Regulated Commercial
Services Uses, Bed & Breakfast Establishments: through
Commercial Senices, Separately Regulated Commercial
Services Uses, Child Care Facilities:, Small Family Child Care
Homes [No change in text. J
Eating and Drinking Establishments Ab1:1Hiag
Residentially Zoaed Property with a Drive-in or DrivethrQugb ComRonent

L

)

- (J I)

=

_(1 J)

_(J 1)

=
[No change in text.]
=

L

L

L

pWJ

L

[No change in text.]

bf

b:f

b:f

bf

bf
'.

[No change in text.]

Commercial Senices, Separately Regulated Commercial
Services Uses, Fairgrounds through Vehicle & Vehicular
Equipment Sales & Service, Separately Regulated Vehicle &
~'ehicular Equipment Sales & Service Uses, Automobile
Service Stations [No change in text.]
Outdoor Storage & Display of New, :a1Jnregistered Motor
Vel:llcles as a :pPrimary tiil.se
lu11.. -' ,1, , Distribution; .and Storage

[No change in text.]

~-

Equipment & Materials Storage Yards

[No change in text.]

Moving & Storage Facilities

[No change in text.]

-

lNaFeheHses
~lbolesa:le

Distribution

Eadlit:i~s

-

-

p~

[No change in text.]
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Use Categories/Subcategories

Zone
Designator

[See Section·.l3 }·.0112 for an explimation and
descriptions of the Use Categories;
Subcategories, and_?eparately Regulated
Uses)
. j.

.'
,.

;

1st & 2nd

CC-

>>
3rd >> 12- 3- 4>4th>> :1213 11213 415 112131415 112131415

.,

Sep~rately R~gufated \Vbolesal'e, Distribution; and·

Sto.!ftge Uses .. ·

Zones

:

..

u!h ,,: ~ ·~ , D~stritiutio_D[iuid $~orag~, Separately Regulated
•tn.
· , Distributjop; ilnd Storage_,Uses, Impound-Storage
••

-,.

•

t ... :-J'(.

..

'·r· .•

J

• •

...

·'

.. ,-

. .
... .. .
'
[No change in text.]
~

~

.

.

Yards through SigFs,'Separately Regulated Signs Uses, Theater

Mal·quees [No c1iai1ge··m fext.j
Footnotes iS fur Table 131-0SB

·
,.,

Uses shall not begin operating before 6:00a.m. or continue operating later than 12:00 midnight in Commercial.tWg:bForhood (CN,l zones.
1
through (No change in tex:t.]
.
.
.
4
~rive maad drive .through restaurants, live Uve entertainment; and the sale of into~icating be,~erages other than
beer and wine are riot permitted in the Commercial-Neighborhood !CN} zones, unless aQproval of a deviation is
. ·grante~ vm·aPiaJWWd'PifY!tlotiment Pelihit in"a~cp_rdanc.e·wjth ~e.ction·126.0602(l?)(~ ).--5 through [Nochange'iiitexf.]
· ·.· ·.
· ·· · ·, '
...... ·
10
This use is not allowed within the Coastal Overlay
eni.ertainroent uses
may pe.
..... ,Zci.he.'exCept
. ... .
. .that aSsemb!Yij'Pd
'
.
incorowated as an ac.cessory use to visitor accominodatjons:

11

through [No change m text.]
· ·
~-Eating and drinking establishments abutting residential develonment located jn a residentja! zone may operate
~~only between 6:00 a:m: and 12:00 midnight
.
l.Z Ias~¥W rooms are onlv permitted as an acces;son: use to a beverai!Kmanufacturing plant.

§131.0540

Maximum Permitted Residential Density and Other Residential Regulations
The following regulations apply to residential development within commercial
zones where indicated in, Table 131 01B 131-0SB:

(a) through (f) [No change in text.]
§131.0622

Use Regulations Table. for Industrial Zones
The uses allO\ved in the industrial zones are shown in Table 131-06B.
Legend for Table 131-06B
[No change in text.]
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Table 131-06B
Use Regulations Table for Industrial Zones
Use Categories/ Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for an
explanation and descriptions of the
Use Categories, Subcategories, and
Separately Regulated Uses]

Zone
Desionator
1st & 2nd>>
3rd» 1-

Zones

4th>> 1
Open Space through Institutional [No change in
text.J
Glwre.~es & Plaees efReligie!:is ,6.ssemely
~nstitutional, Separately Regulated Institutional
Uses through Retail Sales, Separately Regulated
Retail Sales Uses, Retail Fanns [No change in text.]
Retail Tasting Stores
!Retail Sales, Separately Regulated Retail Sales
Uses, Swap Meets & Other Large Outdoor Retail
Facilities through Commercial Services, Business
Support [No change in text.]
Eating & Drinking Establishments
Commercial Services, Financial Institutions
hrough Personal Services [No change in text.]

...

£>_ 1:'.

IP2-

3-

1-

1-

2-

1

1

1
1
1
1
[No change in text.]

1

1

1

-

-

-

IP~·

-

~~I

-

-

-

L

~

=

~

=

lrr.~TA

r . • 17,
~

lrr,

•

,,...
•

.

•V•)

~·

,IJP.
•••-•• •

-·--

a.

•J

L

-

IS- IDT11-

[No change in text.]

pU .JAJ

-

pU-d.!iJ pU,JAJ p\1 ..1.§) p(d.!il

-

pl)

pl4,.!A) pll4.!!1

[No change in text.]

- pl~U)

Commercial Senices, Visitor Accommodations
hrough Commercial Senices, Separately
Regulated Commercial Services Uses, Adult
Entertainment Establishments:, Sexual Encounter
Establishment [No change in text.]
Assembl~ and Ent~r:tainment Uses, Including
Places ofReli2:ious Assernblv
Commercial Senices, Separately Regulated
Commercial Senices Uses, Bed & Breakfast
Establishments: through Commercial Services,
Separately Regulated Commercial Senices Uses,

IH3-

P(+ej [No change in text.]

- pt++oH>il pttel [No chan e in text.]
pl J p<
~{
p< )

-

Radio & Television Studios

Iastino R!.:!QIDS

IL2-

pl J

)J

yuJ

=

- ~~
pl-)

plZU)

p<-)

[No change in text.]

-I - I

-

I

-

L Lj

-

-

L
I
I
[No change in text.]

/.

-

rb;Jr~.c..,.

-·

Camping Parks [No change in text.]
Child Care Facilities:
Child Care Centers

.b~

Itk I tk l - I b~

Large Family Child Care Homes through
Small Family Child Care Homes [No change
in text.]
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Use Categories/ Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for an
explanation and descriptions of the
Use Categories, Subcategories, and
Separately Regulated Uses]

Zone
Designator
1st & 2nd>>

.•

IP-

3rd »

1-

2-

3-

1-

IL2-

3-

1-

2-

4th»

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

b£

-

-~

-

-~

·Eating and Drinking Establishments !\:butting
Re'sidentieJly Zoned Property with a Dri\,e-in
~~ ~ii~~~~tbi!J~~di c6m~Qnent·
·
·
'I'

Zones

- -k

-k

...

.•'::

..

Mlfse

-b

IS- IBT1- .. 1-

'

[No change in text.]

Commercial Scryices, Separately Regulated
Coinmei"d!!-1 ~-ervices· Uses, Fairgrounds through
!Vehicle & Vehicular Equipment ~ales & Service,
Separately Regulated Vehicle''& Vehicular
Equipment Sales & Service Uses, Automobile
Service Stations [No change in text.)
Outdoor Storage & DisplayofNew,
-!:(Unregistered Motor Veh.icles as a pf.rimmy
'\li/'J.,.,.),,.,,,L

-k

IH-

[No change in text.]

.
, Distribution; .and Storage

Equipment.& Materials Storage Yards

Mo,•iiig .& Stoia oe Facilities

-

:WaFeaaeses
~'halese:le Distri.bution Eacilities

-~

-

p

Separately Regulated JA'halesale, Distribution,
and Storage Uses
"\'Ul. ,J,
.1.
, Distribution;.JUlll Storage, Separately
Regulated Whalesale, Distribution; and Storage
Uses, Impound Storage Yards through Signs,
Separately Regulated Signs Uses, Theater
!Marquees [No change in text.]

-

[No change in text.]
fN'o clfan~-e i:n t~xt.J
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p

p
p

[No change in text.]

Footnotes for Table 131-06B
1

through 17 [No change in text.]
~ Eating and drinking establislunents abutting residential devefopmenr located jp a re~jdential zone may operate
onlv between 6:00a.m. and 12:00 midnight
!2 Distribution facilities are permitted in the IP- 1- l zone onlv wjthin the Otay Mesa Cowmunitx.tlan._qr.AA.
Jll Tasting rooms are onlv permitted as an accesSOii' use to a beverage manufacturino plant

§131.0623

Additional Use Regulations oflndustrial Zones
The additional use regulations identified in this s~ection are applicable to uses
where indicated in Table 131-06B.

(a)

[No change in text.]
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(b)

Eating and drinking establislunents are pennitted subject to the following:
(1)

[No change in text.]

(2)

No live entertaimnent is permitted on the ~premises in an IH zone
or on any premises abutting a residential zone; afl6

(3)

Ne Establishments with drive-in or drive-through services are

pe1mitted subject to Section 141.0607: and
(1l

Establishments abutting residential zones may operate only
between 6:00 a.m. and midnight.

(c) through (d) [No change in text.]
(e)

Light manufacturing and assembly uses in the IP-1-1 zone and IP-3-1 zone
are limited to the following:

(1) through (5) [No change in text]
(6)

Manufacturing ofbiological, biomedical, and pharmaceutical
products; aR6 ·

(7)

Manufacturing of scientific, engineering, and medical instruments~~

00

Within the IP-1-1 zone onlv. beverage and food manufacturing and

oroduction. Beverage manufacturing operations may include a
tasting room as an access01y use.
(f) through (j) [No change in text.]

§141.0302

(

Companion Units
A companion unit is a dwelling unit that is an accesso1y use for a single dwelling

unit on a residential/at that provides complete living facilities, including a
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kitchen, independent of the primary dwelling unit. Companion units are pennitted
as a limited use in accordance with Process One in the zones indicated with an
"L" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) and
Chapter 15, Article 1, Division 4 (General and Supplemental Regulations),
subject to the following regulations:
(a) through (i) [No change in text.]

ffi

Access to the &Jjstreetparking from an unimproved el/ey is not permitted.

Will

The gross floor area of the companion unit shall be included in the floor

area ratio calculation for thepremises.

B)QU The gross floor area of the companion unit shall not exceed 700 square
feet.

Ern1ID

One 24-inch box tree shall be planted in the required front yard of the

premises or in the abuttingparb11ay. Existing trees that are at least 15 feet
high and 15 feet in width may be used to satisfy this requirement.

W<m)

Maximum structure height for companion units:
(1) through (2) [No change in text.]

Ee3llll

Companion unit entrances shall not be located on the building street wall
or within the front 50 percent of the structure.

~

The companion unit shall be constructed with the same siding and roofing
materials as the primary dH·elling unit

fqj.(Ql Within the Coastal Overlay Zone, companion units are subject to the
provisions of Chapter 12, Article 6, Division 7.
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§141.0405

SatelLite Antennas
Satellite antennas are pennitted as a limited use subject to Section 141.0405(b ),
and may be pennitted with a Neighborhood Use Pennit subject to Section
141.0405(c), or with a Conditional Use Permit decided in accordance with Process Three subject to Section 141.0405(d).
(a)

Exemption. Satellite tmtemuxs that arc 5 feet in diameter or smaller are
permitted in all zones and The following satellite antennas are exempt
from tl1e requirements under Sections 141.0405 and

(b)

141.042(}..~

ill

Satellite antennas that are 5 feet in diameter or smaller: and

ill

In industrial zones. satellite antennas that are accessOJy uses.

Limited Use Regulations. Satellite antennas that exceed 5 feet in diameter
are permitted as a limited use in zones indicated with an "L" in the Use
Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the
following regulations!!~
(1) through (4) [No change in text.]
(5)

Ground-mounted satellite antennas shall not be located in the
street yard street vard, front yard vard, or street street side yare

vard of a premises premises.
(6) thrQugh (8) [No change in text.]
(c)

[No change in text.]

(d)

Conditional Use Pennit Regulations. Except for satellite cmtemuxs 'c'<'hich
are eccessory uses in industrial zones, where exemot in accordance with
Section 141.0405(a)(2), satellite antennas that exceed 10 feet in diameter
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may be permitted only with a Conditional Use Pennit decided in
accordance with Process Tlrree subject to the following regulations:
(1) through (3) [No change in text.]
§141.0411

Historical Buildings Occupied by Uses Not Otherwise Allowed

Historical buildings occupi'ed by uses not otherwise allowed may be pennitted
with a Conditional· Use Pennit decided in accordance with Process Three in the
zones indicated with a, ~'C" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1
(Base Zones) subject to the following regulations.
(a) through (b) [No change in text.]
(c)

The use of the building shall be compatible with the uses in the
surrounding_area or shall be-con-sistent with the purpose for which the
building was originally designed. In order to minimize detrimental effects
to neighboring properties. anv proposed separatelv regulated uses in a

historical building shall comply with the regulations in Chapter 14. Article
1 (Separately Regulated Use Regulations).
(d) through (h) [No change in text.]
§141.0504

Plant Nurseries
For the pumose of Section J41.0504. plant nursed es are commercial
establishments where plants are cultivated and grown for transplant. disttibution.
and sale that have a sales transaction area greater than 300 square feet. Plant
nurseries are pennitted in the zones indicated with a "P" in the Use Regulations
Tables in Chapter 13. Article 1 (Base Zones). Plant nurseries may be pem1itted
with a Conditional Use Pennit decided in accordance with Process Three in the
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zones indicated with a "C" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1
(Base Zones)~ subject to the following regulations.
(a) through (b) [No change in text.]
(c)

Off-street parking shall be provided at a level.sufficient to serve the
facility establishment without impacting adjacent or nearby property.

f£ll

Section 141.0504 shall not apply to the sale of plants from a garden center
or other retail store. which is pennitted in zones that allow the sale of
consumer good§.

§141.0507

Retail Tasting Stores
Retail tasting stores are branch locations of an affiliated licensed beer
manufacturer. which sell or deliver alcoholic beverages produced by that
manufacturer. Consumption of the applicable beverage may be on or off the
premise~ of the retail tasting store. Retail tasting stores are.establishments with

Duplicate Tvoe 1 Beer Manufacturer Licenses or a Duplicate Tvoe 23 Small Beer
Manufacturer Licenses issued by the California Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control. This Section does not apply to tasting rooms located on the
premises of a licensed beer manufacturer. No beer manufacturing shall occur on

the premises of the retail tasting store.
Retail tasting stores are pennitted as a limited use in the zones indicated with a
"L" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13. Article 1 (Base Zones). subjyct
to the following:
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W

Off-street parking shall be provided in accordance with Section 142.0530
Table 142"05E (Parking Ratios for Retail Sales. Commercjal Services. and
Mixed-Use Development): and ..

(lU

J3.etail tasting stores

shall~ not

operate between, 12:00 midnigllt and 6:00

: a,m: in-CN zones· or on vremises a~U..ttjng: residentially zoned propertv.
§141.060~

Assemqly.and.Entertainment Uses.Jncltidhig Places of Religious Assembly
,

•

ok'

o,

\

'

•'

k,

,"

•

,

,

,

,,

,'

-

,

,

0

This. use category apulies toJacilities ds;signed to accqrnmodate at least 25

p~~

at a tjme for recreation, phvsica! fitness. entertainment. or other assembly,
including places ofreligious assembly. Assemblvand entertaimne_nt uses are
pennitte~

as a l_imited use in_accordance with.Process One in zone,s indicated with

_an HL"• -~ the Use.Regulations Tables in Chapter 13. Article l {Base Zones) 'and
are subject to the regulations in §ections

14~-.0602Ca2 andCb).

Assembly and

entertainment uses may be penuitted with a Conditional Use Permit decided in
accgrdance with Process Three in zones indicated with a "C" in the Use
Regula6ons Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) and are subject to the
regulations in Sections 141 .0602(a) and (c).

W

General Regulations

Qj

Assembly and entertainment uses are not pennitted:
!A).

. WithintheMHPA;

LID

~ithin

.cg

On a premises that is identified as Prime Industrial Land in

floodvlains located in the Coastal Overlay Zone: or

a land use plan.
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ill

Assembly and entertainment uses shall provide off-street parking
according to the following:

[A)

If the specific type of assembly and entertainment use is
specified in Table 142-050. the applicable off-street
parking standard in Table 142-0SG shall apply.

£Ill

If the specific type of assembly and entertaim11ent use is not
specified in Table 142-0SG. off-street parking shall be
provided as follows:

ill

If seating is fixed. one parking space shall be
provided per three seats in the assembly area or one
parking space per 60 inches of bench or pew seating
space. whichever is greater.

£ill

If seating is not fixed. 30 parking spaces shall be
provided per 1.000 square feet of assembly area.

m

Auditoriums that are an accesSOIY use to professional office or
industrial development are not subject to Section 141.0602.

Q;U

Limited Use Regulations

ill

The facilitv shall be designed to accommodate a maximum of 300
people.

ill

Assembly and entertaimnent facilities adjacent to residentially
zoned property shall not operate between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00a.m ..
except that such facilities may operate until 11:00 p.m. on Fridavs
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and Saturdavs. Places of religious assembly shall pot be subject to
the Jimjtatjons of Section 141 .0602(b)(2) ..

ill

Parking shall be accommodated on-site.

8J

Deviations from Section 141.0602Cb) may be permitted with a
Conditional Use Pennit decided in accordance with Process TI1Tee.

w

Conditional Use Regulations
The decjsiop maker shall consider. and mav impose conditions to address.
the following:

ill

Hours of operation shall be limited to minimize disturbance to
neighboring development from noise and lights .

. ill

Sn-uctures shall be placed on the site so that larger or high-activity

buildings are away from adjacent property with smaller structwes
and lower levels of activity.

QJ

Off-street parking areas shall be located away from adjacent
residential property whenever feasible to minimize disturbance to
neighboring deveiopmen.t.

~

The maximum capacity. including limits on the intensity of

accesson) uses. shall be )jmited to a level commensurate with the

size of the premises. the intensity of surrounding development, and
the capacity of streets serving the facility.

ill

Structures shall be designed to incoroorate a variety of

architectural elements that diminish bulk.
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§141.0607

Eating and Drinldng Establishments Abutting Residentially Zoned Property
Eating and drinking establishments on premises abutting residential zones are
pennitted as a limited use in: the zones indicated with an "L" in the Use
Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, i\:rticle 1 (Base Zones) subject to the
regulations in Section 141.0607(a). Eating and drinking establishments abutting
residentially zoned propetty that do not comply >rvith Section 141.0607(a) may be
pennitted with a l'ieighborhood Use Pennit subject to the regulations in Section
141.0607(b).

(a1

Limit'ed Use Regulations

fl-1

Eating and drinking establishm6flts abutting resid6fltia1 zones may
operate only during the hours bet\veen 6:00a.m. and 12:00
midnight.

f-!1

In the IL 3 1 zone, eating and drinking establishments shall also
·comply with Section 131.0623(b).

~

Drive in and driYe through restaurants, live entertairunent, and the
sale of intoxicating bewerages other than beer and 'Nine are not
pennitted in the CN zones.

f91

Neighborhood Use Penilit Regulations. Except in the Q>..T zones, eating
end drinking establishments abutting residential zones that do not comply
with Section 141.0607(a) may be pennitted v.·ith a Neighborhood Use
Pennit subject to the following regulations.
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fB

All activities associated \·Vith the establislunent shall occur '.vitl:in
an enclosed building between the hours of12:00 midnight and 6:00

P-1

OriYe up or drive through ..service is not permitted between the
hours of 12:00 midnight and 6:00a.m.

~

Live

en~ertain111ent

is notpennitted between tb9hours of 12:00

midnight and 6:00. a.m.

E41

Tl1e operator of the establishment shall take reasonable steps to
prenmt loitering on thepr,emises, in parldng lots serving the

premises, and on public side'Nalks adjacent to the premises .

. ·EB

In the JL 3 ..1 z.one, ~if:lg and drinking establishments shall also

comply with Section 131.0623(0).
§141.0607

Eating and Drinkina Establishments with Drive-in or Drive-through Service
Eating and drinking establislunents that offer drive-in or drive-through service are
permitted in zones indicated with a "P" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter

13. Article 1 (Base Zones). Eating and drinking establishments that offer drive-in
or drive-through service may be pennitted with a Conditional Use Pennit decided

in accordapce with Process Tbree in zones indicated with a "C" in the Use
Regulations Tables in Chapter 13. Article 1 (Base Zones). subiect to

th~

· regulations in this Section. The Conditional Use Pennit decision maker shall
consider whether the proposed use minimizes adverse impacts on adjacent
properties and surrounding neighborhoods. The decision maker may impose
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conditions in the Conditional Use Pennit in addition to requiring compliance with
the following:

W

A pedestrian and vehicular circulation plan shall be provided to ensure
public safetv.

(hl

Space for vehicle aueuing for the drive-in or drive-through service shall be
provided as follows:

ill

Queue space for a minimum of five cars shaH be provided for each
drive-up service window or position. as measured from the food
and beverage pick-up window or position. The queue space for
each car shall be 10 feet wide and 20 feet long. in accordance with
·Section 142.0560(i).

ill

Required queue spaces shall not obstruct access to parking aisles or
parking spaces.

~

Hours of operation shall be limited as appropriate for the location.

(ill

Noise reduction techniques shall be incorporated. including measures to
ensure that speaker systems are not audible beyond the propertv line.

®

A lighting control plan shall be provided to minimize potential off~site

impacts.

ill

A litter control plan to keep the vremises free of litter and to prevent litter
attributable to the establishment from occurring on adjacent properties
shall be provided.
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w

The onerator of tbe establishrpent shall take reasonable steps to prevent

Jojtering on the premises. ip parking Jots serving the premises. and on
public sidewalks adjacent to the premises.
§141.0619

Pushcarts
This -s~ection regulates pushcarts on private property ~nd pushcarts in the public

right-of way. Pushcarts are moveable, wheeled, non;;motorized vehicles used by
vendors

for the sale of food or beverage products, fresh-cut flowers, or live plants

in pots. Pushcarts are a health-regulated business subject to SectiQn 42.0102.
(a)

Pushcarts on Private Property
Pushcarts are pe~itted on private property as a limited use in the zones
indicated with an "L" in ~be Us.e Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article
1 (Base Zones) subject to the following regulations.
(1) through (4) [No change in text.]

E.§1

The operation of the pushcart shall be in eonfonnanee with
Municipal Gode Sections 42.0160 through 42.0167.

(b)

Pushcarts in the Public Right-of Way
Pushcarts may be permitted in the public right-of-way with a
Neighborhood Use Pennit in the zones indicated with an "N" in the Use
Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the
following regulations.
(1)

[No change in text.]

(2)

The decision maker will consider the appropriateness of the
pushcart design and color scheme, signs, and graphics for the
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products for sale and the proposed location. This provision
supersedes Municipal Code Section 41.0163(Q).
(3) through (11) [No change in text.]
(12)

Pushcarts shall not be left unattended, nor shall they remain in the

public right-of-way between 12:00 midnight and 6:00a.m. except
for special events as provided fuf in Municipal Code Section
42.0130.1 Chapter 2. Article 2. Division 40 (Special Events).
~

The operation of the pusheart shall be in eonfonnance with
Municipal Code Sections 42.0160 th:rouga 42.0167.

fl-41(13)An applicant that has received a Neighborhood Use Pennit for a
pushcart shall have an operating cart on the specified site within 60
calendar days of approval or the permit will be void.
(-l-S1~The pennit is valid only when used at the location designated on

the permit. The pennit shall be displayed in a prominent and
visible place on the pushcart.
fM1~A Neighborhood Use Pennit for a pushcart may not be

transferred, but there may be more than one applicant. for a single
pennit.

ail

A Neighborhood Use Permit for a pushcart can be revoked or
modified in accordance with Sections 121.0313 through 123.0316.

(+&1

A Neighboraood Use Pennit for a pusacart can be revoked on any
ofthe grounds listed in Municipal Code Section 12.0168.
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§141.1003

Marine-Related Uses in the Coastal Zone
Marine-related uses in the Coastal Overlay Zone are pennitted in zones indicated
with a "P" in the Use RegulationsJables in Chapter 13. ArtiCle 1 CBase Zones).
Marine-related :uses in the Coastal Overlay Zone 1nay"be pennitted with a ·
Conditio11al Use Pennit decided in accordance with Process Four in the zones
indicated with a·"C" in the Use Regulations Tables in Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base
Zones) subject to ~he following regulations.
(a) through (c).[No change in text.]

§141.1105

Signs with Automatic Changing Copy

Signs with automatic changing copy may be pennitted with a Neighborhood Use
Permit in the zqnes indi.cated ~ith an '.'N" iJ! t~e Use Regulations Tables in
Chapter 13, Article 1 (Base Zones) subject to the following regulations. Section
141.1105 does not apply to automobile service station gasoline pricing sir;:ns
designed in accordance with state Jaw.
(a) through (e) [No change in text.].
§142.0305

When Fence Regulations Apply
(a)
. (b)

[No change in text.]
Table 142-03A shows the applicable regulations and the type of permit
required by this elD.ivision, if any, for specific types offences.
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Table 142-03~
Fence Regulations Applicability
TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSAL

APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

REQUIRED PERIVIIT
TYPE/
DECISION PROCESS

Any fence with a height less
than 6 feet

Sections 1?9.0203. 142.0310142.0330, 142.0360-142.0380

[No change in text.]

Any fence with a height of 6
feet or greater
Any retaining wall with a
height less than 3 feet

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Sections 129.0203. 142.0340,
142.0370, 142.0380

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Any retaining wall with a
height of 3 feet or greater
through Any fence or retaining
wall located on premises
premises that lies between the
shoreline and the first public
roadway, as designated on
Map Drawing No. C-731.

§142.0310

General Fence Regulations for All Zones
(a)

Location and Height of Fences
(1)

No portion of a fence shall extend beyond the property line of the

premises into the public right-ofway unless an without a Public
Right-of-wWay p.fennit has been obtained.
(2) through (3) [No change in text.]
(b) through (e) [No change in text.]

§142.0340

Retaining Wall Regulations in All Zones
(a) through (b) [No change in text.]
(c)

Retaining Wall Height in Required Front Yards and Required Street Side
Yards
(1) through (2) [No change in text.]
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(3)

Retaining walls of 3 feet in height or greater shall have at least one

horizontal or vertical offset for each 120 square feet of wall

area~

except where otherwise provided in Section 142.0340<D. The
horizontal or ,iertical offset shall be at least 12 inches wide with a

1

minimum reveal of inches. See Diagram 142-03B.
(d) through (e) [No change in text.]
(f)

Exceptions to Retaining Wall Height

(1) through (3) [No change in text.]

8J

Wben the elevation of the adjacent street grade is higher than the
building pad. the following shall apply:

.£fJ

The portion of the reta£n.inrz wall located at or below the
adjacent street grade is not subject to Section
142.0340(c)(3): and

LID

Measurement of any portion of the wall or attached fence
above grade shall be taken from the adjacent grade on the
higher side of the retaininrz wall.

§142.0530

Nonresidential Uses- Parking RatJos

(a) through (b) (No change in text.]

(c)

Nonresidential Uses. Table 142-050 establishes the required ratio of
parking spaces to buildingfloor area for the nonresidential uses shown
that are not covered by the parking requirements in Section 142.0530(a)
and (b).
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Use

Table 142-0SG
P arki
. t or S~peel"fi1e d N on- R eSJ"d ent1a
. I U ses
· ng Ra tJos
Parking Spaces Required per 1,000 Square Feet of Floor Area Unless
Othenvise Noted (Floor Area Includes Gross Floor Area plus below
Grade Floor Area, and Excludes Floor Area Devoted to Parking)
Required Automobile Parking Spaces(IJ
Minimum Required
Minimum Required
Outside a Transit Area \Vithin a Transit Area '2>

Institutional through
Institutional,
Separately !'Regulated
uiJses, Botanical
Gardens and Arboretums
[No change in text.]
G/:iurehes aBEl f:l±aees ef
religious assembl)'

Maximum
Permitted

[No change in text.)

l j3eF ~ seats; eF l peF

eG iaefies Of:j3S'N spaee;

85% efMinimum

WfA

eF ~G peF 1,GGG SEtUaFe
feet asseffilll;,• aFea if
seating is flet HW:!El
Institutional,
Separately rRegulated
u,Uses, Educational
facilities: through Eating
& Drinking
Establishments [No
change in text.]
Public assembly &
entertainment, Theaters
through Public assembly
& entertainment,
Swimming pools [No
change in text.]
1 per 3 seats or 1 per 60
All other~
inches Q[ bench QLP_ew
assembly and
seating, wbjcbever is
entertainment
greater: or 30-:G ~
l ,QQQ sguare fe~t of
assem~l~ area if Be
fh<ee seat:s seating is nQt

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

85% ofMinimum

fixed
Visitor
accommodations
through Vehicle &
Vehicular Equipment
Sales & Senice, Vehicle
sales & rentals [No
change in text.]

[No change in text.]
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~Chelesale,

Distribution; and

Storage <4)

All >r~•hales~le,

..
1.0 {~)

:

distri!:>ution and storage ·
..
.. - .
-· ..
uses·
Self Storag~ F~c~i-~fes

.

I

l.o,t>( .;.r
..

.

........

.. c<;. ~.

-·

-[No change _in text.)
..

Industdd '....

-.

4.0

1/-

Hea"''J' Mafffifaemrffig ·
l:Ifa '~ ManiiractiJ.riog
Itexcept i.ri IS-Zone)

1.5 bilJ.

Light. manufacturing
(except in IS Zone)
Industrial, Rcseuch &
development
(except in· IS .Zone)
Jlr-·'-'·
through Industrial,
Ali industrial uses in the
IS Zone (No change in
text. J

2.5w

,. , .

!

•~ _! • :

...

'

;

..

1.5 bilJ

4.0

.. ..

·-

·~

2.1 l.llJ

4.0

[No change in text.]

-.

Footnotes For Table 142-0SG
(l)

LQ.l

through (Sl [No change in text.)
.
·
. ·
Facilities with a majoritv of fio01· area dedicated to large egujprnent tanks. vessels. agd qutomated macliinepr.
or any similar combination of equipment mav oro vide parkincr usjng a minimum ratio 6f 1 0 parkina space per
1.000 square feet of floor area instead of the parking ratio shown jn Table 142-050,
·

(d) through (h) [No change in text.]
§142.0560

Development and Design Regulations for Parking Facilities
(a) through (i) [No change in text.)
U)

Driveway an¢ Access Regulations

(1) through (8) [No change in text.]

(9)

Driveway Gradient Regulations
(A) through (B) [No change in text.]

(C)

For driveways drivewav ramps with a gradient greater than
14 percent up to the maximum pennitted gradient of 20

percent, there shall be transitions for the first and last 8 feet
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of the ramp. The transitions shall not exceed one-half of the
(l.butting slope of the driveway ramp, as illustrated in
Diagram 142-05D.

Diagram 142-05D
Maximum Driveway~ Slope
[No change in text.]

(1 0)
(k)

§142.0670

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Standards for Public Improvements
(a) through (d) [No change in text.]
(e)

Street lights are a public improvement only required as a condition of
approval for a subdivision map and shall be constructed in accordance
with the standards established in the Land Development Manual.

(f) .

§142.0910

[No change in text.]'

Mechanical and Utility Equipment Screening Regulations
(a) through (c) [No change in text.]

,Ull

Equipment and appurtenances associated with industrial development that
is classified as a manufacturing use shall be exempt from the screening.
reauirements in Section 142.0910(a) and

(b)

is not abutting residentially zoned property.

§142.1206

Violations of Sign Regulations
(a)

It is unlawful to do the following:
(1)

[No change in text.]
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(2)

Place any lettering, card, poster, or notice of any kind on any curb,
sidewalk, street, pole, post, utility box, hydrant, bridge, tree,
building, or other surface that is located on public property or in
the public right-of-way unless otherwise provided in the Municipal
Code or specific state statute;

f.B

QI

Display any sign without the required Sign Permit Sticker; or

(47Qj Erect any sign on any premises contrary to the provisions of this
e.Qivision.

(b)
§142.1208

[No change in text.]

Signs in Commercial and Industrial Developments

w

\Yhere the development vennit for a commercial or industrial development
specifies a sign requirement. signs-that meet the Land Development Code
regulations for signs may neveytbeless be approved in accordance with
Process One without an amendment to that development permit. except as
follows:

ill

AnY sign that is subject to a development permit in accordance
with the following separately r.swulated use regulations (Chapter
14. Article 1):

(eJ

Comprehensive sign plans (Section 141.11 03) adopted
Januarv 1. 2000 or later:

mJ

Revolving vroiectine- sie-ns (Section 141.1104):

,(£2

Sie-ns with automatic changing copy (Section 14].1105):
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LQl

ill

Iilllliter marauees (Section 141.1106).

A sign that involves an alteration to the building where the
building alteration would not be in substantial con(Qrmance to the
applicable development permit: and

ill
(hl

Any proposal that involves an advertising displav sien.

New sip-ns for cmmnercial or industrial develovment with a
comprehensive sif!n plan adopted prior to January 1. 2000 may be
approved in accordance with Process One if the proposed signs comply
with the current Land Development Code regulations for signs.

§142.1210

General Sign Regulations

Tlus section is divided into subsectio;ns for copy regulations, locational
regulations, structural regulations, and sign maintenance regulations.
(a)

Copy Regulations
. ( 1)
(2)

[No change in text.].
Signs may have changeable copy, such as letters, numbers,

symbols, pictorial panels, and other similar characters. Changeable
copy shall be manually or mechanica1ly changeable only in the

field and not remotely or electronically changeable, except for the
following signs:

(A)

Public service messages in compliance with Section

142.1220(f);

ana
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Signs with automatic changing copy may be pennitted with

(B)

a Neighborhood Use Pennit in compliance with Section

. 141.11 05~~
.(£2 .

Automobi~~service

•
station gasoline pricing sirms designed

. in accordance-with state law.
{3) tru:ough (1 0) [No changein text.).

(b)through (c) [No
(d).

ch~g~

in text.].

Sign Maintenance Regulations
All signs shall comply with the followip.g maintenance regulations

whether or not a Sign Permit is required.
(l).through (4) [No change in t~xn
~

A Sign P~nnit £ticker shall be prm·ided for each sign that is
required to receive a Sign Permit. The sticker shall bear an
assigned number that is used to identify the sign. No sign may be
displayed v>'ithout the r~quired Sign Permit.Sticker.

t6j

The Sign J:>ennit Sticker shall be installed on the lo>tver right corner
of the sign or other location as directed by the City Manager so
that it is visible from the public right ofwey or some equally
accessible place.

09

Owners of newly 8:lilleJced property shall obtain Sign Pennit
Stickers for C}i:isting signs located on the property within 3 months
after the effectiYe date of the anneKation.
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§142.1220

Primary Sign Regulations
(a) through (b) [No change in text.]
(c)

Table 142-12B identifies under what conditions certain types of primary
signs are permitted in the cmmnercial and industrial zones and the
relationship among the sizes of primary signs. Allowances may be based
on establislunent, premises, or street frontage. This table presents primary

sign type relationships only and should not be used to calculate allowable
sign area or number of signs allowed. Refer to sections identified in Table
142-12A for regulations.
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Table 142-12B

Permitted Primary Signs

Sign Types

Wall Signs ·
(Se.e
regulations in
Section
142.1225)

Category A
General Citywide
Commercial and
Industrial Zones

Category B
CO and IP Zones

Category C
CN and Commercial
and Industrial Zones
in the Coastal
Overlay Zone

Miilin:ium of One Sign per
Establishment

p~r

Mininiurri of One Sign
Establishment

Minimum of One Sign
per Establishment

Number and square
footage of wit!/ signs is
limited only by the area
calculation which is based
on establishment's stl·eet

Number and square
footage of wall signs is
limited only by the area
calculation which is
based on establishment's

wall, public right-of-way
width, and street speed
limit. The pennitted sign
copy area is reduced by
the addition of fOOf;
projecting, or greund sigHs
roo[signs or Qm{ectin-g

street wall, public rightof-way width, and street

Number and square
footage of wall signs
limited only by the
area calculation which
is based on
establishment's street

~·

speed limit. The
pennitted sign copy area
is reduced by the choice
of projecting or grewui
5igns Q,rg[~(;tin~ sigr,t£,
with a maximum display
area limitation.

wall, public right-of
way width, and street
speed limit. The
pennitted sign copy
area is reduced by the
choice of projecting or

gnnmdsigns
T},l'Qi~cting .s_igns, with a
maximum display area
limitation.

Projecting
Signs (See
regulations in
Section
142.1230)
through Roof
Signs (See
regulations in
Section
142.1235)
(No change in
text.]

[No change in text.]
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Sign Types

Ground
Signs
(See
regulations in
Section
142.1240)

One .g§,ign per Frontage
street fi·ontage for Ba4
Premises Having Street
Frentage each premises
having s_treet ti:ontage.. The
Number Increases number
ofsign~ increases as
f<reBtage !n6feases street

{i·QnfQge.

.

Category B

Category A
General Citywide
Commercial and
Industrial Zones

im~reases.

Ground signs are
permitted in lieu of roof
signs and projecting signs;
however, one projecting
sign may replace one
ground sign when more
than one ground sign is
allowed on the premises.
In addition, one of the
ground signs may revolve
when more than one
ground sign is allowed.
The permitted sign area for
ground signs is based on

CO and IP Zones

One S~ign per Premises
premises per Frontage

street (J:Qntage with~
Minimum minimum of
100 Feet feet in Street
Frenkige:

Category C
CN and Commercial
and Industrial Zones
in the Coastal
Overlay Zone
One S§,ign per
Premises premises per
Street Frentage street

fi·ontarze.
Ground signs are
permitted in lieu of

Ground signs. are

projecting signs. TI1e
permitted in lieu of
area is based on street
projecting signs. The area wall, public right-ofis based on street wall,
way width, and street
public right-of-way
speed limit, with a
width, and street speed
maximum display area
limit, .with a maximum
display area limitation.

limitation.

street wall, public right-ofway width, and street
speed limit. +fie use ef: a
ground sign on a premises
reehl:ees ~fie aUovHffile ~!'ell
sign copy aree for that
premi-ses.

(d) through (f) [No change in text.]
§142.1225

Wall Signs in Commercial and Industrial Zones
The following regulations apply to wall signs in all commercial and industrial
zone sig11 categories, unless otherwise indicated.
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(a)

A minimum of one wall sign per establishment is pennitted. Wall signs are

pennitted alone or in combinations with other primary signs; ho'>x,·ever, the
inmtimurn pennitted well sign area is decreased by the use of other
primar~·

signs.

Table 142~ 12C ·:provides the basis for caJculating the wall sign copy area
.

,

'

.

...

:

..

for establishments along a single streetfi·ontage. The pennitted sign c'qpy

area is based on the length of the establishment's street wall, m:ill the
width of the adjacent public right-oj.way, and the other types of signs
located on the premises.

Table
. 142-12C
.
CalCulation of Wall Sign Copy Area
on a Single Street Frontage
Sign Category

Public Rightof-way \Vidth

A

Wall Sigm

Wall Sigms aael

Only. No~
Gro1:1nd, or
B.a.of Sf.fll!i or

Gae Gf(nmd
s..:,g~,. Ne Reef

or Pre_jeetiug

1) Wall Slgns
and Roof E.IlrJf
SigJMor
Projecting

Pt·ojecting
Signs

Ski+5
0

Signs~

Si"gn Category
B

Sign Category

Wall ~i.gns
and Projecting
Sign~ er Well
Sigils·aad

Wall Signs
and Projecting
Sign£ fH.'-WGII

8ig11s and

Greimd Sig11

Gnnmri Sig.•r

c

Greund Sig1r;
or 2) Wall
Signs on a
Building "ith
One High-rise
WalL Sign

Pubhc rightof-way width
60 feet or
lesslll

For wall sign

copy area,
multiply the
establishment's
street wall by 3
feet

l<eF we f./. sig,•>
eep;·eree,
rrn:tltifiiY ~:ae

estaelis!mlefit' s

street H'eU ey
± !,14

fee~

For wall sign
copy area,
multiply the
establishment's
street wall by
3/4 feet
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Sign Category

Public Rightof-way Width

A
Wall Signs
Only.No~

GrouBd, or
Raa[.Sj,pns or
Projecting
Signs

Wel/.Sigm> aaa
9ae Gretmd
Sign. No Reef

1) Wall Signs
and Reef Rao.f
~or

or ..~·ejecting
Siffl5
l>

Projecting
Signs..-:N-&
Greuml Sig;r;
or 2) Wall
Signs on a
Building with
One High-rise
Wall Sign

~ei'wetU-sign

Sign Category
B

Sign Category

Wall Signs
and Projecting
Sign~ at= Well
Sigm and

Wall Signs
and Projecting
Sign~ or We.U
Signs and

G·ett:ui Sig11

Greuml Si.g.•r

c

Public rightof'V11ay width
60 feet or
greater

For wall sign
copy area,
multiply the
establishment's
street wall by
3-3/4 feet

eepji ereet,
ffil:l:ltij?t]' the
estaelishm:eat' s
street m1U ey
i 1,1~ feet

For wall sign
copy area,
multiply the
establishment's
street wall by 1
foot

For wall sign
copy area,
multiply the
establishment's
street wall by 1
foot

For wall sign
copy area,
multiply the
establishment's
street wall by 1
foot

Maximum
wall sign copy
Ql'ea

350 square feet

a$G sqt:!are feet

200 square feet

200 square feet

100 square feet

Minimum
wall sign copy
a rea for each
establislunent

75 square feet
or 25 percent of
the total area of
esta blishrnent 's
street wall,
whichever is
less

20 square feet
3Gsqaar:e feet
er ~S f3ereest ef or 25 percent of
the total&rea of the total area of
estaelisfimeat 's establishment's
streef ~n:d!,
street wall,
•,vftichever is
whichever is
less
~

...

20 square feet
20 square feet
or 25 percent
or 25 percent
of the total area of the total area
of
of
establishment's . establishment's
street wall,
street wall,
whichever is
whichever is
less
less

Footnote to Table 142 12C Footnote to Table 142-12C [No change in text.]

(c)

[No change in text.]

(d)

Locational Regulations for all Wall Signs
(1) through ( 4) (No change in text.)

(5)

Wall Signs on Architectural Appendages
Wall signs may be placed on an architectural appendage that is an
integral part of the building, projects over the roof line, and is
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perpendicular to the public right-of-way subject to the following
regulations.
(A)

[No change in text.)

(B)

The.sign must be in lieu of any ground, roof, roo(sif!ns or

projecting signs on the premises.
(C) through (F) (No change in text.]
(6) through (9) [No change in text.]
(e)
§142.1260

[No change in text.]

Signs Permitted by I:ligher Process
The following signs may be pennitted with a Neighborhood Use Permit in
accordance with Chapter 12, Article 6, Division 2 and Chapter 14, Article 1,
Division 11:
(a)

[No change in text.]

(b)

Signs with automatic changing copy; (except that automobile sep'ice

be a

roved in accordance with Process One .

(c) through (e) [No change in text.)

Need for Site-Specific Survey and Determination of Location of Historical
§143.0212

Resources
(a)

The City Manager shall detem1ine the need for a site-specific survey for
the purposes of obtaining a construction permit or development permit for

development proposed for any parcel containing a structure that is 45 or
more years old and not located within any area identified as exempt in the
Historical Resources Guidelines of the Land Development Manual or for
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any parcel identified as sensitive on the Historical Resource Sensitivity
Maps. The following develoPment shall be exempt from the requirements
ofSection 143.0212:

(i)

Interior development and any modifications or repairs that are
limited in scope to an electrical or plumbing/mechanical permit

shall be exempt from the requiremefl-1: to obtain a site specific
sun·ey prior to approval of the applicable censtructionpamit
where the development would not include a change to the exterior
of existing structures-:~
(2)

In kind roof repair and replacement shall be eJi:empt from the
. requirement to obtain a site specific survey prior to approval of the
applicable eonstr!:tction permit.~

ill

In kind foundation repair and replacement. except for structures
with a decorative block or cobblestone foundation: and

~

Construction of a swimming pool in a tear va~·d. except on a
property that requires a survey in accordance with Section
143 .0212Cb).

(b)

[No change in text.]

(c)

The City Manager shall detennine the need for a site-specific survey
within 10 business days of application for a construction permit or within
30 calendar days of application for a development permit. A site-specific
survey shall be required when the City Manager determines that a

historical resource may exist on the parcel or if the development oroposes
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a substantial alteration accordipg to Sectjon 143.0250(a)(3). lftbe City
Manager detennines that a site-specific survey is not required within the
specified time period, a penn it in accordance with Section 143.0210 shall
not be required.
. [No ch!J,ng~.intext]

(9)
§144.0233

Accepta:qce of Dedication

No reservation forpublic·rights"'";.of-:way shallbe offered for dedication unless
such offer inch,1des any necessary slope easements required for the ultimate

developmeRt developmez11. of the public right =of- ;way, and no such reservation
shall be accepted for dedication by the City until improvements therein are
constructed. pursuant to the requirements

of~ me .San Diego Municipal Code.

The City Engineer, or other designee of the City Manager, may accept on behalf
o.f tl).e City Council.streets and ·roads, or portions thereof, into the City street

-system svstem and record conveyances to the City of real property interests for

street and ~oad uses and purposes. No street shall be accepted into the City street

~ ~ and open to public use until improvements are constructed
pursuant to t11e requirements of this Code fue San Djeao Municipal Code.

§144.0242

Waiver of the Requirements to Underground Privately Owned Utility
Systems and Service Facilities

(a)

[No change in text.}

(b)

Process. Requests to waive the undergrounding requirement in s~ection
144.0240(b) shall be considered concurrently with the approval of a
tentative map or amendment thereto. Supp01iing facts for a decision to
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grant a waiver shall be documented in the findings findings for tentative
map approval.

(c) through (d) [No change in text.)
§155.0238

Use Regulations Table of CU Zones
The uses allowed in the CU zones are shown in Table 155-02C:
Legend for Table 155-02C

[No change in text.]
Table 155-02C
Use Regulations Table for CU Zones
Use Categories/Subcategories
[See Land Development Code
Section 131.0112 for an
explanation and descriptions
of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and Separately
Regulated Uses]
Open Space through
Institutional, Separately
Regulated Institutional Uses,
Cemeteries, Mausoleums,
Crematories [No change in text.}
Ghwrehes & Plaees et:R:eligiei:!S

Zone
Designator
1st & 2nd
>>
3rd >>

4th»

Zones

CV}JlJ

1

I

22

3

I I
4

3-

5

3(-J(l:l)

I6 I7 I

[No change in text.]

G

,6,ssemaly
Institutional, Separately
Regulated Institutional Uses,
Communication Antennas:,

G

I

I

G

[No change in text.}

through Commercial Services,
Personal Ser"ices [No change in
text.]
,J.'.~.

-

I
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Commercial Services, Radio &
Television Studios through
Commercial Services,
Separately Regula ted
Commercial Services Uses,
Adult Entertainment
Establishments:, Sexual
Encounter Establishment [No
chan e in text.)
Assembly & Entertainment
Uses. Including Places of
Religious Assemblv

[No change in text.}

[No change in text.]

Commercial Services,
Separately Regulated
Commercial Services Uses,
Bed & Breakfast

Establishments, through Signs,
Separately ReguJated Signs
Uses, Theater Marquees [No
chan e in text.
Footnotes to Table !55 05C Footnotes to Table 155-02C [No change in text.]

§156.0315

Separately Regulated Uses
(a) through (g) [No change in text.]
(h)

Historical Buildings Occupied by Uses Not Otherwise Allowed
Historical buildings occupied by uses not otherwise allowed may be
pennitted with a Conditional Use Permit in accordance with Process Tirree
subject to the following regulations:
(I)

[No change in text.]

(2)

The use of the historical resoblrce buildinf! shall be compatible
with the uses in the surrounding area or shall be consistent with the
purpose for which the building was originally designed.

Th

minimize detrimental effects to neighboring properties. any
separately regulated uses in a histon:cal buildinf! shall comply with
the rei!Ulations in Section J56.0315 {Centre City Planned District
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Ordinance Separately Regulated Uses) and Chapter 14. Article 1
(Separately Regulated Use Regulations).
(3)

The historical resource building shall be preserved, restored,·
rehabilitated, reconstructed, or maintained in its original historical
appearance in accordance with Chapter 14, Article 3, Division 2 ef
this Code.

(4)

Al1y facilities that are constructed as part of the new use shall be
designed to be similar in scale and style with the historical use, and
cause no more than a minor alteration to the historical resource

building in accordance with Historical Resources Regulations
unless the development is approved through a Site Development
Pennit or Neighborhood Development Permit in accordance with
Chapters 11 through 14 ofthis Code.
(i) through (j) [No change in text. J

§1510.0303

Single-Family Zone- Permitted Uses
In the Single-Family (SF) Zone, designated on that certain map referenced in
Section 1510.0102, no building or improvement or portion thereof shall be
erected, constructed, converted, established, altered, or enlarged, nor shall any
premises be used except for one or more of the following uses:
(a) through (d) [No change in text.]
~

Churches, temples or buildings of a pennanoot nature, used primarily for
religious purposes.
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fBW

Electric distribution and gas regulating stations as a conditional use
subject to a Process Three Conditional Use Pennit in accordance with
Land Development Code Section 141.0408 (Separately Regulated Use
Regulations).

fg1LQ Golf courses

as a conditional use subject to a Process Four Conditional

Use Pennit in accordance with Land.Development Code Section 141.0609
(Separately Regulated Use Reglllations).

§1510.0307

Visitor Zone-Permitted Uses
In the Vis.itor (V) Zone, designated on that cettain map referenced in Section
1510.0102, no building or improvement or portion thereof, shall be erected,
. constructed, converted, established, altered or enlarged, nor shall any premises be
used except for one or more ofthe·following purposes:
(a) through (c) [No change in text.]

(Ql

Assembly and entertainment uses. including places of religious assembly.
that obtain a Conditional Use Pennit decided in accordance with Process
Three in accordance with Section 141.0602 (Separately Regulated Use
Regul atious).

f€1W

In the portion ofPueblo Lot 1286 bounded by La Jolla Shores Drive,
Torrey Pines Road and La Jolla Parkway (dedicated but unimproved as a
roadway) a restaurant and automobile sen1ice station will be pennitted in
addition to any of the other visitor area uses.

fe1ill

Any other uses the Platming Commission may find, in accordance with
Process Four, to be similar in character to the uses, including accessory
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uses, enumerated above and consistent with the purpo.se and intent of the
Visitor Zone and the La Jolla Shores Planned District Ordinance. The
adopted resolution embodying such finding shall be filed in the office of
the City Clerk.

§1510.0309

Commercial Center Zone-Permitted Uses
In the Commercial Center (CC), designated on that certain map referenced in
Section 1510.0102, no building or improvement or portion thereof shall be
erected, constructed, converted, established, altered or enlarged, nor shall any
premises be used except for one or more of the following purposes provided that
the ground floor area of any establishment does not exceed 6,000 square feet. The
minimum floor area for each dwelling unit or apartment is 400 square feet.
(a) through (e) [No change in text.]

ill

Assembly and entertainment uses. including places of religious assembly.
that obtain a Conditional Use Pennit decided in accordance with Process
Three in accordance with Section 141.0602 (Separately Regulated Use
Regulations).

Ef1.(gl Any other use which the Planning Commission may find, in accordance
with Process Four, to be simill;lr in character to the uses enumerated above
and consistent with the purpose and intent of the Commercial Center Area

(CC) and the La Jolla Shores Planned District. The adopted resolution
embodying such finding shall be filed in the office of the City Clerk.

§1513.0304

Property Development Regulations- Residential Subdistricts
(a) through(~) [No change in text.]
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(d)

Encroachments
(1)

[No change in text.]

(2)

Encroachments into yards for Courts, Places, and all yards on
Ocean Front and Bayside Walks

. (A)

The following encroachments, in addition to those
identified in Table 1513-03B, are pennitted in yards for
Courts, Places, and Walks:

An encroaclunent of up to 18 inches Elf :fur
-.a vertical

(i)

offset extending full height of the building that is a
maximum of 3 feet

in~ ~ and not less than

45 degrees for at least 50 percent of the building as
illustrated in Diagram 15 13-03D provided that the
width of.the encroaching offset is not more than ·
one-half of the total building width, and an insert
area equal to the width of the encroaching offset at a
minimum depth of 18 inches is undeveloped behind

the required setback line parallel to the Court, Place,
or Walk.
(ii)

(B)

(No change ~n text.]

[No change in text.]

(3) through (4) (No change in text.}
(e) t1rrough (h) [No change in text.}
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Chapter 15: Planned Districts

Artiele 17: Otay Mesa De.,·elepment Distriet
Divisien 1: General Ru:les
Artiele 17: Otay Mesa Develepment District
Divisien 2: Permits anel Preeedures
Article 17: Otay Mesa Develepment District
Divisien 3: Zenes anel Subdistricts
Article 17: Otay Mesa De>.-elepment District
Divis ian 4: General and Supplemental Regtilatiens

SMT:als
03/23/2015
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Or.Dept: DSD
Doc. No.: 962974_4
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l hereby certify that the foregoing Ordinance was passed by the Council of the City of

San Diego, at this meeting of

APR 2 1 2015

.
ELIZABETH S. MALAND
City Clerk

'-1~/2/_'\_,_/_l_S_ _

Approved: _ _ _
(date)

Vetoed:---------(date)

KEVIN L. FAULCONER, Mayor
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Passed by the Council of The City of San Diego on

APR 2 1 2015

, by the following vote:

Councilmembers

Yeas

Nays

·Not Present

Sheni Lightner

0

LorieZapf

0'
0'

Todd Gloria

0'

Myrtle Cole

0'

0
0
0
0

Chris Cate

0'
0'

Scott Sherman

0

David Alvarez

0

Marti Emerald

0

Mark Kersey

0
0
0

D

·o

0
0
D
0

0

Recused

0

0'
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
D

Da~e of fmal passage _ __._!.!.!.M~AY,_·...::..0~5-=2=0=15_ __
KEVIN L. FAULCONER
Mayor of The City of San Diego, California.

AUTHENTICATED BY:

ELIZABETII S. MALAND
City Clerk of The Ci.ty of San Diego, California.

(Seal)
By

\Jf'Q

Q~

,Deputy

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing ordinance was not finally passed until twelve calendar days
had elapsed between the day of its introduction and the day of its final passage, to wit, on

_ _ _ _ _A_P_R_0~7--=:2~01.::-5_ _ _ _, and on ----:---M'-!.!!.A...!..!..Y-=0:...::5~2=-=-01:.::...5_ _ _ _ __
I FURTHER CERTIFY that said ordinance was read in full prior to passage or that such reading was
dispensed with by a vote of five members of the Council, and that a written copy of the ordinance was made
available to each member of the Council.and the public prior to the day of its passage.

ELIZABETH S. MALAND
(Seal)

City Clerk of The City of San Diego, California.

Office of the City Clerk, San Diego, California

Ordinance Number 0-

(0-2015-73)
STRIKEOUT ORDINANCE

OLD LANGUAGE: Stracl{ Out
NEW LANGUAGE: Double Underline

ORDINANCE NUMBER 0-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ (NEW SERIES)
DATE OF FINAL PASSAGE-------

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 12, ARTICLE 6,
DIVISION 5 OF THE SAN DIEGO MUNICIPAL CODE BY
AMENDING SECTION 126.0502; AMENDING CHAPTER 13,
ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 4 BY AMENDING SECTIONS
131.0422, 131.0445, 131.0449, 131.0460, AND 131.0461;
AMENDING CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 4 BY
AMENDING SECTIONS 142.0402 AND 142.0404; AMENDING
CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 2, DIVISION 5 BY AMENDING
SECTION 142.0525; AMENDING CHAPTER 14, ARTICLE 3,
DIVISION 3 BY AMENDING SECTION 143.0302 AND BY
ADDING NEW SECTION 143.0365; AMENDING CHAPTER
15, ARTICLE 1, DIVISION 1 BY AMENDING SECTION
151.0103, ALL RELATING TO SMALL LOT SUBDIVISIONS.

§126.0502

When a Site Development Permit is Required
(a)

[No change in text.]

(b)

A Site Development Pennit decided in accordance with Process Three is
required for residential development that involves any of the following:
(1) through (5) [No change in text.]
~

Development of a small/at subdivision in accordance with Section
143.0365.

(c) through (g) [No change in text.]

EXHIBIT NO. :
APPLICATION N

6-SAN-15-001'
Small Lot
Subdivisions
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§131.0422

Use Regulations Table for Residential Zones
The uses allowed in the residential zones are shown in the Table 131-048.

Legend for Table 131-04B

f

~ ~~N.o change in text.]

·' ~ "' c s

Table 131-04B
Use Regulath:ins Table 6f fur Residential Zones

Zone

Use Categories/ Subcategories

Zones

[See Section 131.0112 for an
Designator
explanation and descriptions
1st & 2nd>>
of the Use Categories,
Subcategories, and Separately
3rd>>
Regulated Uses]
4th>>

RE-

RS-

RX-

RT-

1-

1-

I-

1-

ll2J3 IJ2l314J5l6!7181911011IJI2113114 11 2 I 121314

Open Space through Signs, Separately
Regulated Signs Uses, Theater Marquees

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Use Categories/
Subcategories
[See Section 131.0112 for
an explanation and
descriptions of the Use
Categories,
Subcategories, and
Separately Regulated
Uses)

Zone
Designator

Zones

1st & 2nd
>>

RM-

3rd>>
4th>>

~_pen::spa€e:J1U"OY:~.esidentiat-~=-·

RoomingHouse [No change in text.)
Single Dwelling Units

2-

1-

1

2

4

3

3-

6

5

-~-----·-~-~----~---------~~------·

-·

'

~

-'

.

- '-·

-·

.

. . ..

~

..

'

9

8

7

Separately Regulated Residential
Uses through Signs, Separately
Regulated Signs Uses, Theater
Marquees [No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

Footnotes for Table 131-04B
through 021 [No change in text.)
illl Development of a small/at subdivision is pennitted in accordance with Section 143.0365.
(l)
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§131.0445

Lot Coverage in Residential Zones

(a)

In all REzones~ aru:i theRS-1-1, RS-1-2, RS-1-3, RS 1 4, RS-1-4, RS-1-5,
RS-1-6, and RS-1-7 zones, and in small/at subdivisions in accordance
with Section 143.0365. the max~mum pennitted lot coverage is 50 percent
on any premises where more than 50 percent of the premises contains
steep hillsides.

(b) through (d) [No change in text.]

§131.0449

Garage Regulations in Residential Zones

(a)

G.arages within an existing embankment in theRE, RS, and RX Zones,!
and in small lot subdivisions in accordance with Section 143.0365.

Attached or detached garages, not exceeding 12 feet in height, including
parapets and handrails, may encroach into the front and street side yards
street side vards, as shown in Diagram 131-04N, subject to the following

conditions:
(1) through (8) [No charige in text.]
(b)
§131.0460

[No change in text.]

Maximum Third Story Dimensions in the RS Zones and in Small Lot
Subdivisions

In the RS-1-2, RS-1-3, RS-1-4, RS-1-5, RS-1-6, and RS-1-7 zones. and in small
lot subdivisions in accordance with Section 143.0365, the following shall apply:

(a) and (b) [No change in text.]
§131.0461

Architectural Projections and Encroachments in Residential Zones
(a)

The following are pem1itted architectural projections and encroachments

into required yards and the angled building envelope plane for RS and RX
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zones~ aHti the RM-1-1, RM~l-2, and RM-1-3 zones. and in small lot

subdivisions in accordance with Sectjon 143.0365. These projections and
encroachments are not pennitted in the required yards vards within view

corridors that are designated by land use plans in the Coastal Overlay
Zone and may not be located in a required visibility area or a required
turning radius or vehicle back-up area except where development
development regulations may allow.

(1) through (12) (No change in text.]
(b) through (c) [No change in text]

§142.0402

When Landscape Regulations Apply
(a)

[No change in text.]

(b)

Table 142-04A provides the applicable regulations and type ofpennit
required by this division for the landscaping required in conjunction with
the specific types of development proposals. Any project that proposes
more than one of the types of development shown is subject to all of the
regulations for each type of development.
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Table 142-04A
Landscape Regulations Applicability
Type of Development Proposal
ColumnA

ColumnB

Column cCIJ

1. New structures that equal or exceed the
gross floor area shown (Column B), and
are proposing the type of development
shown (Column C)
through
2. Additions to structures or additional
structures on developed properties that
exceed the gmss floor area shown or
that increase the gross floor area by the
percent shown (Colurrm B), and are
proposing the type of development
shown (Column C) [No change in text.]
3. New permanent parking and vehicu/m·
use area for four or more vehicles
including access to the spaces, excluding
parking for single dwelling unit uses on a
single lot in single dwelling unit zones
i)nd small lot s.ub.divis.iQns. in accord11nce
with SectiQD 143,036~

Required
Permit Type/
Decision
Process

[No change in text.]

[No change in text.]

4. New temporary parking and vehicular
use area for four or more vehicles
including access to the spaces, excluding
parking for single dwelling unit uses on a
single lot in single dwe{/ing unit zones
through
14. Commercial development with at least
1,000 square feet oflaudscape area [No
chan_ge in text.]

§142.0404

Applicable
Regulations

[No change in text.]

Street Yard and Remaining Yard Planting Area and Point Requirements

When new structures or additions to structures are subject to this section in
accordance with Table 142-04A, the planting area required and the plants
necessary to achieve the number of plant points required in Table 142-04C shall
be provided. The required planting area is detennined by multiplying the total
square footage of the street yard or remaining yard area on the premises, by the
percentage shown in Table 142-04C, unless stated otherwise in the table. The
required planting points are detennined by multiplying the total square footage of
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the street yard or remaining yard area on the premises, by the points shown in the
table. The required planting area and plant points for the street yard shall be
located within the street yard. The required planting area and plant points for the

remaining yard shall be located within the remaining yard.

Table 142-04C
Street Yard and Remaining Yard Planting Requirements
Street Yard and Remaining Yard Planting Requirements
Type of Development
Proposal <6l

Type of
¥-ard-.Y.anf

Planting Area Required
(Percentage of total yard area
unless otherwise noted
below) 0 l

Multiple Dwelling Unit
Residential Development
through Condominium
Conversion [No change in
text.)

Plant Points Required 1'l

[No change in text]

Small Lat Sllb.d.ivis.iQJl

~

SJr.eel Y.auf.
/£rJ.I1Ulillillg

Commercial Development,
or Industrial Development in
Commercial Zones through
Large retail establishments
in any Industrial Zone. [No
change in text J

rani

NIA

Q,~ ~Qillt~ !,2Sj[ ~QY!I~

foQt Q( tQtal

s.lre.e.t )'ard a~a

[No change in text.]

FeotAotes to Table 142 04C Footnotes to Table 142-04C [No change in text.]

§142.0525

Multiple Dwelling Unit Residential Uses- Required Parking Ratios
(a)

Minimum Required Parking Spaces. The required automobile parking

development of multiple dwelling units, whether attached or detached, and
telated and accessory uses are shown in Table 142-0SC. Other allowances
and requirements, including the requirement for additional common area
parking for some projects, are provided in Section 142.0525(b) through
(d).
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Table 142-0SC
Minimum Required Parking Spaces for
Multiple Dwelling Units and Related Accessory Uses
Multiple Dwelling Unit

IJ.f.ultirJle. D.!!'dliJl,u V.n.itType
and Related and Aeeessary
Yses A cr.e.mJ.{;.J!. Us.e£

Automobile Spaces Required
Per Dwelling Unit Dwelling Unit
(Unless Otherwise Indicated)
Basict 1J Transit Area 1 ~J
Parking
Impact(4 J

Studio up to 400 square feet
through Residential care
facility (6 or fewer persons)
[No change in text.]

Motorcycle
Spaces
Required Per

Bicycle(S)
Spaces
Required Pet·

Dwelling Unit

Dwelli11g Unit

[No change in text.]

Smalllal s.~tb.dildsi.au in
;u:cordam:e l\'itb Section
143.0365
Studio up to 400 square feet

. 1.25

.LQ

~

NIA

~

400 square feet

1.5

1.25

1.75

N1A

NIA

:2+ he.dr.aaars.

LQ

1.75

w

NLA

N1A

1 be.dJ.·aam or stu diu oYer

Transitional Housing
(6 or fewer persons) through
Access01y uses
(Spaces per square feett'>) [No
change in text. J

[No change in text.]

Footnotes for Table 142-0SC [No change in text.]

(b) through (d) [No change in text.]
§143.0302

When Supplemental Neighborhood Development Permit and Site
Development Permit Regulations Apply

This division applies to any development proposal for which a Neighborhood
Development Permit or Site Development ;pennit is required as described in
Sections 126.0402 and 126.0502, in accordance with Table 143-03A.
Legend for Table 143-03A

Neighborhood Development Permit
Site Development Pennit
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Table 143-03A
Supplemental Neighborhood Development Permit or Site Development Permit
Regulations Applicability

Type of Development
Proposal
Affordable/In-Fill Housing
and Sustainable Building
Projects with Deviations
through Mission Trails
Design District [No change
in text.]
De_vel~7J.l!l~l1l ot: a Slil!llllg,l
s.ub_divi~.ir/.fl in S\CCQtQ!UJC~
with S~ction 113.Q36~

Developm.ent Within the
Urban Village Overlay
Zone through Clairemont
Mesa Height Limit Overlay
Zone [No change in text.]

Required
Development
Permit/Decision
Process

Applicable Sections

(No change in text.]

113.Q3Q3! 143.Q3Q5, 143.0310! 113.03651
143,0375

SDP/PrQcess Three

[No change in text.]

I:
§143.0365

Suimlementa) Site Development Permit Regulations for Small Lot
Subdivisions

development of single dwelling units in a small/at subdivision.
A small lot subdivision is the subdivision of multi-family zoned land, consistent
with the densitv of the zone. for the construction of single dwelling units.
The intent is to encourage development of single dwelling units on sma11lots in
order to provide a space-efficient and economical altemative to traditional single
dwelling unit development. It is also the intent of these regulations to provide
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pedestrian-friendly developments that are consistent with the neighborhood
character.
The following supplemental regulations apply to a Site Development Permit for a
small lot subdivision.

£ru

A small lot subdivision development is permitted in the RM-1-1 through
RM-3-8 (Residential Multiple Unit) Zones. and zones with comparable

densitv in the Planned Districts regulated in Chapter 15.

flU

A dwelling unit may have a maximum of three bedrooms.

~

A small lot subdivision development shall comply with the regulations in
Table 143-03C and the supplemental regulations in this section.

Table 143-03C
Development Regulations for Small Lot Subdivisions
Max oermitted densitv ore-subdivirJed lnt dwellinP" unit.~ (DT nn~r Jot
R~r the

Pre-subdiyided /Qt
Subdivided {Qt

base ZQ!Js;
1

maximum ~s;nnitted
densitv of the base zone

Min lot area sauare feet (sf)
Min lot dimensions

wt

£re-subdiYided
Lot width (ftJ

LQt de~th (ftl
S.tr{;.e[ FrQntage_ (ftl [See SectiQn 13l.Q442(a)]
Subdivided !Qt
Lot width (ftl
Lg,t de12th (fi)
Stre.e.t ErQnla.ge (ftl [S~e Sectign 131 ,Q442(a)]
(Y,

,~.

1
••

22
5Q
22

-=

--

Rer the base zone( I)

reoui

--

Ma.:'Cimumlnt cnverave
Sethack reouirements for resubdi\,ided corner lots fSee Section 113.0246(f)l

Max structul'e hei!!flt(ft)
RM-1-1 RM-1-2 and RM-1-3
RM-2-4~ RM-2-5, and RM-2-6
RM-3-7 and RM-3-8
!Lot covera!!e for slonin~ Int.~ fSee Section 131.0445(a)l
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Table 143-03C
Development Regulations for Small Lot Subdivisions
per the base zone< 4l

tootnotes for Table 143-03C

.

.

Only the setbacks that apo!y to the pre-subdivided lot apply. except that if the pre-subdivided small lot subdivision
development coyers more than one lot. the setback shall not be reouired for internal/at lines of the pre-subdivided

114.

.

~ Section 13 I .0444{e) only applies to the buildina envelooe at the front and side setback lines of the pre-subdivideJ\
lot. When adjacent to a RS {Residential- -Single Unit Zone). the maximum height is 30 feet
J Section 131.0444(f) only applies to the buildinf! envelope at the front and Side setback lines of the Pre-subdivided

:tl.!lJ...
Per the base zone. except that reservation of floqr area mtio for parking shall not be required.

Dll

Required exterior open space.

ill

Each dwelling unit shall provide a minimum of200 square feet of
exterior open space within the small lot subdivision.

ill

Each dwelling unit shall provide a minimum of one private exterior

dimension of no less than 6 feet.

ill

The area of a driveway shall not be counted toward required
exterior open space.

ill

Dwelling units that abut the (ront vard of the pre-subdivided lot shall
locate the primary pedestrian entrance facing that front vard.
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ill

A Mutual Maintenance and Access Agreement for all facilities used in
common shall be entered into to the satisfaction of the City Manager and
shall be recorded against the applicable property or properties in the office
of the San Diego County Recorder prior to issuance of a certificate of
occupancy. The Mutual Maintenance and Access Agreement shall. at a
minimum. include and provide for the following:

ill

£11

.(gl

Easements for:
,(Al

Shared driveway(s)

all

Utilities

~

Drainage and runoff

fill

Encroachments

Lf4

Maintenance. repair. and reconstruction

.Maintenance for:
!Al

Shared driveway(s)

all

Sewer lines

,(Q

Cable and electJicallines

Lill

Exterior lighting

all

Perimeter fences

When an allev abuts the premises. access to required off-street parkinf!
spaces shall only be from the allev.

ilil

Parking requirements and parking site design shall comply with the
following regulations and Chapter 14. A1iicle 2. Division 5 (Parking
Regulations) for single dwelling units. W11ere there is a conflict with
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Chapter 14. A11icle 2. Diyisipn 5. the reguirements.vJ this section shall

W

The number ofoff:.street earfdng spaces shall be consistent with
the ratios for small lot subdivision in Table 142-0SC.

ill

Required parking shall be provided on each lot. or within a
common parking area. or in a combination of the two.

ill

Tandem parking is perroitted. provided that the tandem spaces are
assigned to the same dwelling unit,

W

A maximum of one driveway curb cut shall be pennitted for each

50 feet of pre-subdivided street frontage.
~

Driveway width shall be detennined based on the size of the lot.

the number ofparking spaces and location inside or outside of the
Parking Impact Overlay Zone. The applicable minimum and
maximum driveway widths are shown in Table 143-030.

i22

Required off-street par!.:ing spaces may be provided within a
garage. a camort. or an unenclosed parking space.
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Table 143-03D
Driveway Width for Small ~Jot Subdivisions

fre-subdiYided lats. great~r than SO feet in l!:idtb
Required Width

· Off-street:farking SRates in Small
Lat S.ub.dii'is.iaa

Qn~-Wa~

10 Qr fewer

I

TwQ-Wa~

12 feet

MQre than 10

14 feet

_l

~

.fre-subdiYid~d

lats. 50 feet or less in l£idth
Of.fstreet.farking Sgaces in Small
Reguired Width

Lat Sub.dii'i.siaa

Qne-Wa~

10 or fewer
Mor~

TwQ-Wa~

12 feet

th;m IQ

ill

I

14 feet

I

20 feet

The planting requirements shall be in accordance with the requirements
for small lot subdivisions shown in Table 142-04C.

ill

An existing development that proposes to be subdivided into a small lot
subdivision that deviates fi:om the supplemental regulations set forth in

this section or the parking ratios shown in Table 142-0SC may be
pennitted only with a Site Development Pennit decided in accordance
with Process Three subject to the following regulations:

ill

the development must be consistent with pennitted densitv: and

!l),

the development must comply with the requirement for a Mutual
Maintenance and Access Agreement in Section 143.0365(f).

§151.0103

Applicable Regulations
(a)

[No change in text.]

(b)

The following regulations apply in all planned districts:
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(1) through (8) [No change in text.]
(21

~plemental Sjte p~!))onm•.nl Permit Regulations for Small LQl
§llbdivisions contained in Land Development Code Section
143.0365.

SMT:als
03/19/15
Or.Dept: DSD
Doc. No.: 892675 4
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I hereby certify that the foregoing Ordinance was passed by the Council of the City of
San Diego, at this meeting of

APR 2 1 2015

.

ELIZABETH S. MALAND
City Clerk

Approved:

_vf~/t_C\_/_t_S_
(date)

Vetoed:-------(date)

KEVIN L. FAULCONER, Mayor
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Passed by the Council of The City of San Diego on

, by the following vote:

Yeas

Nays

· Not Present

Recused

Sherri Lightner

~

Lorie Zapf

0'

0
0

0
0

Todd Gloria
Myrtle Cole

0
0

0
0

Mark Kersey

0

Chris Cate

0'

Scott Shennan

0'

David Alvarez

0

Marti Emerald

0'

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Councilmembers

D

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

Date of final passage _ _M_A_Y_·0_5_2_0_15___

KEVIN L. FAULCONER
Mayor of The City of San Diego, California.

AUTHENTICATED BY:

ELIZABETH S. MALAND
City Clerk ofThe City of San Diego, California.

(Seal)

.

By

~ 17\~

, Deputy

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing ordinance was not fmally passed until twelve calendar days
had elapsed between the day of its introduction and the day of its final passage, to wit, on

APR07 2015 ···- __

,ancton

MAY 052015

==============~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~---·~·-···~--·~=-:I
I FURTHER CERTIFY that said ordinance was read in full prior to passage or that such reading was
dispensed with by a vote of five members of the Council, and that a written copy of the ordinance was made
available to each member of the Council and the public prior to the day of its passage.

(Seal)

ELIZABETH S. MALAND
City Clerk of The City of San Diego, California.

Office of the City Clerk, San Diego, California

Ordinance Number 0-

20483

